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1. Introduction 
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A key objective for a retailer is profit maximization. Traditionally, the expected profit per 

customer is measured through purchases minus the marketing costs made by the retailer for 

the customer (Petersen & Kumar 2015). During the last decade, product returns provide a 

significant expense to retailers and are important to consider next to purchases. Annually, U.S. 

customers return $264 billion worth of products (Kerr 2013) and Dutch customers return 

around 30% of their online purchases (ING 2013). Customers thus create profit to the retailer 

through purchases and make costs by returning products. When measuring the profit 

generated from customers it is important to consider return behavior next to purchase behavior 

(Petersen and Kumar 2015).  

The aim of this dissertation is to examine drivers of purchase and return behaviors. A 

better understanding of the drivers of purchase and return behavior is important because it 

provides retailers means to better manage the profit per customer. The three empirical studies 

all use fine grained longitudinal data at the customer level to provide retailers valuable 

insights for managing purchases and returns and are outlined in Figure 1-1. More specifically, 

chapter 2 of this dissertation focuses on two marketing instruments frequently applied in 

grocery retailing, namely instant reward programs and bonus premiums and examines their 

effect on customer purchase behavior. Chapter 3 provides an overview of research related to 

product returns, because this is currently important for retailer profitability. Chapter 4 and 5 

discuss drivers of purchase and return behavior jointly: Chapter 4 examines the effect of 

customer in-store browsing behavior and chapter 5 examines the impact of online customer 

reviews.  

1.1. Instant reward programs and bonus premiums 

Retailers use multiple marketing instruments to stimulate purchasing: A large body of 

research in marketing examined the impact of marketing mix instruments, where the price 

promotion is the most frequently used instrument. Although price promotions lift sales 

(Bijmolt, Van Heerde and Pieters 2005), they can have negative consequences for future 

brand preferences (Gedenk and Neslin 2000) and the future price customers are willing to pay 

for the product (Grewal et al. 2011). In addition, price promotions are very expensive because 

they directly eat into the cash flow of the retailer. Hence, retailers also use other promotional 

instruments to generate purchases (e.g., Ailawadi et al. 2014). 
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In addition to a price promotion, retailers use other types of rewards to stimulate 

purchases such as Frequency Reward Programs (FRP; Taylor and Neslin 2005) and free gift 

promotions (Laran and Tsiros 2013). In a FRP customers receive a delayed reward (e.g., “Buy 

X times, get a reward”; Kivetz, Urminsky and Zheng 2006), whereas with a free gift 

promotion customers receive an immediate reward (e.g., “Buy X and get a reward”). To 

diversify from competitors, retailers implemented new instruments that are on the junction 

between a FRP and a free gift promotion, namely Instant Reward Programs and bonus 

premiums. In chapter 2 of this dissertation, I examine the impact of these two new instruments 

on purchase behavior.  

In the recent years, many retailers (e.g., Albert Heijn, Delhaize and Rewe) in multiple 

countries (e.g., The Netherlands, Belgium and Germany) adopted a new reward program 

design. I label this reward program design an Instant Reward Program (IRP). An IRP rewards 

customers instantly with small premiums per fixed spending, where these premiums are part 

of a larger set of collectibles. There are two key distinctions with conventional FRPs, namely 

timing and collectability: In a FRP customers receive an uncollectable delayed reward 

whereas in an IRP customers instantly receive rewards that are collectable. The effectiveness 

of conventional FRPs is debatable (Dowling and Uncles 1997; Zhang and Breugelmans 2012) 

and hence it is important to study new reward program designs. As a supplementary feature, 

many IRPs include promotions of specific brands using a bonus premium which is a non-price 

promotion tied to the IRP. Thus, in IRPs with bonus premiums customers can earn premiums 

in two ways: based on the total purchase amount (e.g., a premium per every $20) and on their 

purchases of the promoted brand (e.g., buy Coca-Cola and get an additional premium). The 

IRPs with bonus premiums I study are thus on the junction between a FRP and a free gift 

promotions.  

Chapter 2 examines multiple IRPs related to the 2010 FIFA World Cup soccer, which 

were ran by various Dutch supermarket retailers. In this way, this study answers the call for 

possible synergy effects between reward program designs and other promotional forms 

(Breugelmans et al. 2015; Grewal et al. 2011). Chapter 2 focuses on the impact of the IRP 

with bonus premiums on shopping trips, whether customers purchase in the category, the 

brand they purchase and how much they purchase which is the first research question 

addressed in this dissertation: 

RQ 1: What is the impact of instant reward programs with bonus premiums on 

customer purchase behavior? 
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1.2. Drivers and consequences of customer product returns 

According to the Wall Street Journal, product returns are an expensive problem with 

substantial impact on retailer profit (Banjo 2013). Consequently, some consulting firms label 

product returns “the ticking time bomb of multichannel retailing” (Gartner 2014). A survey by 

Petersen and Kumar (2015) suggests that approximately two out of every three customers 

engage in returning products. Hence, offering stringent return policies to disincentivize all 

customers to return merchandise will likely affect their future purchase behavior as well. This 

means that today’s retailers need a thorough understanding of the drivers and consequences of 

product returns to better manage return behavior and in this way generate profit.  

The large impact of product returns on customer value fueled academic research on 

product returns. Retailers manage product return costs by making the firms’ logistics more 

efficient, which is addressed extensively in operations literature (Dekker et al. 2004). Chapter 

3 provides a literature overview related to product returns with a marketing focus, clustered 

around three key areas: (1) how can retailers manage product returns in their customer value 

framework? (2) What are important drivers of product return behavior? (3) What are the 

consequences of product returns? Overall, this overview chapter provides relevant insights to 

retail researchers and practitioners through a comprehensive synthesis of current knowledge 

on drivers and consequences of product returns and in this way provides answers to RQ2: 

RQ 2: What is the current state of knowledge on the drivers and consequences of 

customer product return decisions? 

1.3. Relation between customer in-store browsing, purchase and return decisions 

At both off- and online retailers, customers move through the retailer during the shopping 

process. For offline retailers, marketing researchers use radio-frequency identification tags 

underneath shopper carts to track customer in-store movements (Hui, Fader and Bradlow 

2009). For online retailers, marketing researchers use click-stream data to track the sequence 

of web pages visited in a session by the customer (Hui, Fader and Bradlow 2009). Click-

stream data contains click-to-click page-viewing information within the retailer’s website at 

the customer level. A body of studies examined the impact of customer online in-store 

browsing behavior on product purchase decisions by use of click-stream data. For example, 

longer visit duration results in a higher probability of purchase (e.g., Mallapragada et al. 2016; 

Olbrich and Holsing 2012).  

Chapter 4 examines whether customer in-store browsing is related to both the decision 

to purchase products and the decision to keep or return these purchased products. In line with 
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prior research, customer in-store browsing is conceptualized and summarized in breadth (i.e., 

number of distinct products browsed) and depth (i.e., average time per product page) of 

browsing Huang, Lurie and Mitra 2009; Moe 2003). The study formulates hypotheses about 

the relation between in-store browsing, purchases and returns, and then test them with a rich 

click-stream database from a major online retailer. To model both the customer’s purchase 

and the return decision a bivariate probit model with endogenous sample selection is applied. 

Exploiting browsing information is attractive for retailers because even for customers who are 

browsing “anonymous” this information is available (Mintz, Currim and Jeliazkov 2013). 

Thus, the research question answered in this chapter is whether and how customer in-store 

browsing behavior affects the purchase and return decision:     

RQ 3: What is the impact of customer in-store browsing on purchase and return 

decisions? 

1.4. Impact of online customer reviews on purchase and return decisions 

Chapter 5 discusses the impact of online customer reviews (OCRs) on both purchases 

and profit by taking into account the effect on product returns. OCRs are available on many 

retailers’ websites and are read by 75 percent of the customers before making a purchase 

(Emarketeer 2013). Extent research shows that the information in OCRs is complementary to 

retailer-provided information (Chen and Xie 2008) and also makes other sources of 

information available on the retailer’s website less important (Kostyra et al. 2016). A 

substantial body of research examined the effects of OCRs on sales. Generally, OCRs are 

characterized by their valence (average star rating), volume (number of reviews), and variance 

(dispersion in star rating). A recent meta-analysis on more than 90 studies indicates that 

review valence and volume positively affect customer purchases (Babic et al. 2016) while 

lack of consensus among reviewers (i.e., variance) has a negative effect on customer purchase 

decisions (Babic et al. 2016). Thus, many studies showed the impact of OCRs on purchases 

but research of the effects of OCRs on product returns is lacking although this is important for 

managing customer value.  

This study tests the effects of OCR characteristics on purchase and return decisions 

with a rich multi-year dataset from a major online retailer covering the electronics and the 

furniture category. Because only customers who purchased can make a return decision, the 

purchase and return decision are modeled jointly with a bivariate probit model that ensures 

that the return decision is conditional on the purchase decision. Thus, the research question 

answered in this chapter is whether and how OCRs affect the purchase and return decision: 
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RQ 4: What is the impact of online customer reviews on purchase and return 

decisions? 

1.5. Outline of the dissertation 

This dissertation focuses on instruments that help retailers to manage purchases and 

returns. For this aim, this dissertation is comprised of a literature review and three empirical 

studies (see Table 1-1), presented in the form of chapters followed by a general discussion. 

Together, these chapters examine different drivers of purchase and return behavior. This 

dissertation examines both offline and online retailer settings given that both markets are of 

major importance. In the first quarter of 2016, U.S. retail e-commerce sales was $92.8 billion 

and accounted for 7.8 percent of total retailer sales (census.gov 2016). In 2015, Dutch 

customers spend around €8.41 billion on retail e-commerce, accounting for 8.9 percent of 

total retail sales (thuiswinkel.org 2016). All chapters result from collaborative research efforts 

(see footnote at the beginning of each chapter) and are written to support independent reading, 

hence some overlap between the chapters occurs. Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings of 

this dissertation, provides managerial implications, and provides directions for future research 

on how to manage purchases and returns in today’s retail context. 



 

Table 1-1: Overview of empirical chapters 

 Chapter 2 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 

Objective Effectiveness of Instant Reward Programs 

(IRP) with bonus premiums on purchase 

decisions. 

Relation between in-store browsing 

behavior, purchase and return decisions. 

 

Impact of the online customer reviews on 

purchase and return decisions. 

Data - Store level scanner data of four grocery  

retailers (ice cream, yellow fats, 

carbonated soft drinks and soup 

category); 

- 21 weeks of shopping trip and 

transaction data. 

 

- Consumer-level clickstream data of 

online retailer; 

- Electronics category; 

- 19 days of clickstream and transaction 

data. 

- Page view and transaction data of online 

retailer at product level; 

- Electronics and furniture category; 

- 30 months of transactional data. 

Modeling 

approach 

- Random effects Poisson regression; 

- Nested logit regression; 

- Zero-truncated Poisson regression. 

 

Bivariate probit regression with 

endogenous sample selection. 

Bivariate random effects probit regression 

with endogenous sample selection. 

Dependent 

variables 

- Shopping trip decision; 

- Category purchase decision; 

- Brand choice decision; 

- Purchase quantity decision. 

 

- Purchase decision; 

- Return decision. 

- Purchase decision; 

- Return decision. 

Key results - The IRP results in incremental shopping 

trips to the retailer; 

- Bonus premiums enhance the 

effectiveness of price promotions; 

- IRP and bonus premium are most 

effective for households that collect the 

premiums. 

- The number of distinct products browsed 

has a positive relation with the purchase 

the return probability;  

- The time spent browsing per product has 

a positive relation with the purchase 

probability but does not affect the return 

probability. 

- Valence increases the purchase and 

return probability; 

- Too positive valence hinders a retailer’s 

financial performance; 

- Volume and variance mainly affect the 

purchase probability. 
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Chapter 2 

 

2. The Impact of Instant Reward Programs and 

Bonus Premiums on Consumer Purchase 

Behavior 
 

Abstract 

This study examines the impact of an Instant Reward Program (IRP) with bonus 

premiums on consumer purchase behavior. An IRP is a rapidly growing form of short-term 

program that rewards consumers instantly with small premiums per fixed spending, where 

these premiums are part of a larger set of collectibles. A supplementary element in many IRPs 

promotes specific brands with an extra premium, labeled bonus premiums. Bonus premiums 

are the extra premiums consumers can earn by buying a specific promoted brand, which is a 

non-price promotion tied to the IRP. Therefore, consumers can earn premiums in two ways: 

based on total spending and on purchases of promoted brands. To test the effects of these 

marketing instruments, this study uses Dutch household panel data related to purchases of 23 

product categories spanning four supermarket chains. We decompose consumer purchase 

behavior by modeling the number of shopping trips, category-level purchase incidence, brand 

choice, and purchase quantity. The results show that an IRP results in incremental shopping 

trips. Promoting a brand with a bonus premium and price discount compared to just a price 

discount results in higher choice probabilities for the promoted brand. Finally, the IRP and 

bonus premium are especially effective for households that collect the premiums, but we also 

find positive albeit smaller effects for non-collecting households.  

 

This chapter is based on Minnema, A., Bijmolt, T.H.A. and Non, M.C. (2016). The impact of 

instant reward programs and bonus premiums on consumer purchase behavior, International 

Journal of Research in Marketing, forthcoming. 

. 
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2.1. Introduction 

Retailers seek instruments to generate consumer excitement and stimulate sales. Many 

retailers (see Table 2-1) adopted a new reward program design, namely a short-term program 

that rewards consumers instantly with small premiums per fixed spending. We label this 

program design Instant Reward Program (IRP). As Table 2-1 shows, the IRP instrument has 

been adopted by many different retailers in many different countries. For example, in 

Woolworths Dreamworks Heroes promotion, consumers receive cards featuring characters 

from popular Dreamworks movies for every $20 they spend. The 42 cards fit together in a 

complementary album (see Table 2-1 for more examples and Appendix A for an 

advertisement from an IRP). Thus, an IRP is a rapidly growing form of short-term program 

that rewards consumers instantly with small premiums per fixed spending, where these 

premiums are part of a larger set of collectibles. 

Table 2-1: Examples of Instant Reward Programs 

Retailer Year Country Promotion Name Premium per 

Delhaize 2011 Belgium Smurfenactie €20 

Nah & Frisch 2012 Austria Disney Pixar Karten €10 

Rewe 2012 Germany Unsere Erde €10 

Billa 2012 Italy Alliga Joe €20 

7-Eleven 2013 Singapore Team Marvel $24 

Lidl 2014 France Stikeez €15 

Cactus 2014 Luxembourg Brazil'oos €10 

Woolworths 2014 Australia Dreamworks Heroes $20 

Migros 2015 Switzerland Swiss Mania CHF20 

Plus 2015 Netherlands Minions €15 

Pick n Pay 2015 South Africa Stikeez R150 

Lidl 2015 Portugal Super Gang dos Frescos €10 

 

Marketing instruments that reward consumer purchase behavior can be characterized 

by three dimensions: reward timing, the collectability of rewards, and the basis on which 

rewards can be earned (Dowling and Uncles 1997; Yi and Jeon 2003; Blattberg, Kim, and 

Neslin 2008; see Table 2-2). An IRP differs from conventional, frequency reward programs 

(FRPs) in terms of both timing and collectability: Consumers instantly receive rewards that 

are collectable, instead of receiving an uncollectable delayed reward (e.g., “Buy 10 times, get 

1 free”; Kivetz, Urminsky, and Zheng 2006). The effectiveness of the conventional FRPs is 

debatable (Dowling and Uncles 1997; Zhang and Breugelmans 2012). Some studies reported 

significant positive effects (e.g., Taylor and Neslin 2005), while others have not found a 

significant effect (e.g., Mägi 2003). In addition, program designs that provide instant rewards 
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are most preferred by consumers (Yi and Jeon 2003). Therefore, it is important to study how 

effective program designs with an instant reward scheme are in stimulating sales.  

Table 2-2: Comparison of IRP and bonus premiums with other marketing 

reward instruments 

Marketing instrument  Reward timing Collectability Reward earning basis 

IRP  Instantly after purchase Collectable Total spending 

FRP  After milestone completion Non-collectable Total spending 

Bonus Premium  Instantly after purchase Collectable Brand purchase 

Free Gift  Instantly after purchase Non-collectable Brand purchase 

  

As a supplementary element, many IRPs included promotions of specific brands using 

a bonus premium; see Appendix A for a feature advertisement with bonus premium. In such 

programs, consumers can earn premiums in two ways: based on the total purchase amount 

(e.g., a premium per every $20) and on their purchases of the promoted brand (e.g., buy Coca-

Cola and get an additional premium). Hence, bonus premiums are the extra premiums 

consumers can earn by buying a specific promoted brand, which is a non-price promotion tied 

to the IRP.  

The closest analog to a bonus premium is a free gift promotion: a different item 

offered for free when purchasing the core product, e.g. a free glass when buying a six-pack of 

Heineken beer (d’Astous and Jacob 2002; Laran and Tsiros 2013). Free gifts are typically 

offered by a manufacturer for their brand only (Gedenk, Neslin and Ailawadi 2006) and not 

part of a larger set of collectibles (see for example the framework used by d’Astous and Jacob 

2002, p. 1286). Previous studies showed that a free gift increases the perceived value of the 

promoted brand (Palmeira and Srivastava 2013). In contrast to free gifts, bonus premiums can 

be used by retailers for multiple brands simultaneously and are part of a larger set of 

collectables (Table 2-2). Consumers are more motivated to obtain rewards they collect (Gao, 

Huang, and Simonson 2014) and hence they might stronger react to bonus premiums 

compared to a free gift when they already own a number of premiums. The use of the bonus 

premiums constitutes an innovative example of a non-price promotion; by studying them, we 

add to the growing body of research that considers promotional forms other than regular price 

discounts (Ailawadi et al. 2014; Kim, Natter, and Spann 2014). 

The goal of this study is to examine the effectiveness of IRPs with bonus premiums. 

Despite the increased use of these instruments and the fundamental differences with FRPs and 

free gifts in terms of reward timing and collectability (see Table 2-2), academics and 

practitioners have limited knowledge of their effects and we believe we can contribute 

considerably here. A second contribution is that this study examines the effect of a reward 
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program in combination with promotions. Most existing literature examined program designs 

which reward consumers only with points/rewards for total spending. Very little research has 

addressed the effect of promotions within a reward programs (Breugelmans et al. 2015; 

Grewal et al. 2011). The use of multiple reward-earning bases is particularly interesting 

because the bonus premium may stimulate brand switching, whereas the IRP may stimulate 

making trips to the store. A third contribution of this study is the use of actual purchase data. 

So far, research on premium and free gift promotions is almost exclusively based on 

experiments (e.g., Laran and Tsiros 2013; Gao et al. 2014; Simonson, Carmon and O´Curry 

1994). This is particularly important given that promotions involving premiums and free gifts 

constitute a general retail trend; overall consumer spending on such promotions reached $45.8 

billion in 2009 (Laran and Tsiros 2013). 

More specifically this study aims to address the following questions: How effective 

are the IRP and bonus premium on increasing the components of sales? As retailers and 

manufacturers benefit differently from changes in consumer purchase behavior, it is important 

to understand the effects of the IRP and bonus premiums on store trips, category incidence, 

brand choice, and purchase quantity to provide valuable insights to both retailer and 

manufacturer. What is the effect of these instruments for households who do versus who do 

not actively collect the premiums? There is only one study that also examines the effects of 

reward programs that reward both total spending and purchasing specific items (Zhang and 

Breugelmans 2012). Our study differentiates in two important aspects. First, the design of the 

programs we study: We focus on rewards that are collectable and received instantly after 

purchase. Second, while the Zhang and Breugelmans (2012) study focuses on the two 

outcome variables relevant to retailers (store visits and spending), we also examine outcome 

variables relevant to manufacturers (brand choice).  

To address these questions, we study three IRPs that ran for four or five weeks at four 

major supermarket chains. The IRPs provided consumers a premium for every €15 they spent 

at the supermarket (see Appendix A for example). Consumers could receive bonus premiums 

for buying specifically promoted brands, in addition to the premium(s) received on the basis 

of their total spending. The brands for which the retailers gave bonus premiums varied across 

the weeks of the IRPs. The premiums were small toy figures related to the FIFA 2010 World 

Cup soccer, which together formed a collectible set and the consumers could not pick the 

premiums themselves but randomly received one. With household scanner data, we examine 

purchases from the studied chains in the Netherlands over 21 weeks, including several weeks 

before and after the IRP ran. In total, we studied 23 categories that used bonus premiums in 
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the larger ice cream, yellow fat (e.g., margarines and butters), soft drink, and soup product 

groups. We select these product groups because they feature both low (yellow fat, soup) and 

high (soft drinks) fit with the World Cup soccer (Gijsenberg 2014). To examine the effects of 

IRPs and bonus premiums, we model the number of shopping trips per week separately for 

each of the four supermarket chains, and model the category incidence, brand choice and 

purchase quantity conditional on the shopping trip separately for each of the 23 categories.  

This study demonstrates that the IRPs and bonus premiums significantly affect 

consumer purchase behavior. First, IRPs have a positive effect on the number of shopping 

trips to the retailer. Hence, the IRP is of high relevance to retailers, because it generates 

additional visits. Second, bonus premiums predominantly increase the brand choice of the 

promoted brand but also increase the likelihood of making a purchase in the category (i.e., 

category incidence). Therefore, bonus premiums are beneficial to manufacturers of the 

promoted brand (i.e., higher brand sales), and to the retailer due to the higher category sales. 

Third, the IRPs and bonus premiums are particularly effective for households who collect the 

premiums, but we also find that bonus premiums increase the brand choice of the promoted 

brand for non-collecting households.  

2.2. Theoretical background 

Retailers have used a variety of marketing instruments that reward consumers for their 

purchase behavior (Breugelmans et al. 2015; Laran and Tsiros 2013). The rewarding 

mechanism of these instruments can be categorized on the basis of multiple dimensions, 

where the three dimensions most relevant to our research are reward timing, reward 

collectability and reward earning base (see Table 2-2). In the next subsections, we discuss 

IRPs and bonus premiums along these three dimensions to obtain insights on how these 

marketing instruments may affect consumer purchase behavior.  

2.2.1.  Instant reward programs 

The first dimension that drives the effectiveness of an IRP is the timing of rewards. In 

the IRP, the rewards are received instantly at the moment of purchase instead of the 

traditional delayed reward schemes. With an instant reward there is no risk for the consumer, 

whether or not s/he will meet the requirements for the reward and hence, consumers perceive 

delayed rewards as more uncertain compared to immediate rewards (Kim 2013). Rewarding 

consumers instantly creates excitement and salience for the reward program, which may result 

in a momentum effect that reinforces purchases from the focal retailer (Dhar, Huber and Khan 
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2007; Dorotic et al. 2014; Taylor and Neslin 2005). Finally, when consumers are rewarded 

instantly, this strengthens the association between purchasing and collecting rewards which 

may motivate consumers to keep earning rewards (Zhang and Gao 2016). Therefore, 

consumers prefer instant rewards over delayed rewards (Yi and Jeon 2003), and the effect of 

instant rewards on sales are stronger compared to the effect of delayed rewards (Zhang, 

Krishna and Dhar 2000). 

The second dimension that drives the effectiveness of an IRP is the collectability of 

the rewards. The rewards used in the IRP are collectable. Prior research showed that many 

consumers do not have preexisting attachments to premiums (Gao et al. 2014). Yet, after 

having a few of the premiums, consumers may start to collect the premiums and may aim to 

complete the set (Carey 2008), because it is difficult to justify the ownership of having just a 

few premiums (Gao et al. 2014). Hence, having a number of premiums creates commitment to 

collect more, which consequently drives the effectiveness of IRPs (Carey 2008). This need for 

set completion effect (Carey 2008) is related to the point pressure effect (Taylor and Neslin 

2005) in traditional FRPs in that it stimulates consumers to continue buying at the retailer. In 

addition, the possession of collectable premiums highlights a sense of achievement which 

motivates consumers to keep earning the rewards (Zhang and Gao 2016).  

The third dimension that drives the effectiveness of the IRP is the reward earning 

basis. An IRP rewards consumers for their total purchases as do conventional FRPs 

(Breugelmans et al. 2015). Therefore, an IRP should increase the likelihood to make trips to 

the supermarket, purchase in more categories and in larger quantities.  

2.2.2.  Bonus premiums 

Bonus premiums enhance the benefits of the promoted brands, which provide 

consumers an incentive to purchase the promoted brand (Chandon, Wansink, and Laurent 

2000) because consumers tend to react to free offers (Chandran and Morwitz 2006; 

Shampanier, Mazar, and Ariely 2007). Similar to an IRP, bonus premiums reward consumers 

instantly with collectible rewards. Because consumers prefer instant rewards over delayed 

rewards (Yi and Jeon 2003; Zhang et al. 2000), instantly receiving rewards for purchasing 

promoted brands may encourage consumers to purchase. Bonus premiums may be particular 

effective because consumers aim to collect the set of premiums (McAlister, Cornwell and 

Cornain 2011; Gao et al. 2014), and the promotion is an efficient way to get more premiums. 

The major difference between the bonus premium and the IRP is the reward earning basis. 

Bonus premiums reward consumers for purchasing specific brands. Consequently, the bonus 
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premium promotion is expected to stimulate consumers to purchase the promoted brand and 

therefore increase the brand choice share and the purchase quantity of the promoted brand. In 

addition, bonus premiums can make it more attractive for households to purchase in the 

category and at the retailer, and hence may make it more likely for consumers to visit the 

retailer and to purchase in the category.  

2.2.3. Collecting versus non-collecting households 

The IRPs obviously should be more effective for households who collect the 

premiums; only if they accept the premiums, feelings of excitement and salience lead to the 

purchase momentum effect. For households who collect the premiums, the attractiveness of a 

brand supported by a bonus premium is also higher (Gao et al. 2014). However, for 

households that do not collect the premiums, positive effects for the bonus premiums can be 

expected as well for two reasons. First, the bonus premium may result in exposure effects, 

which increase brand interest independent of whether the household collects these premiums 

(Venkatesan and Farris 2012). Second, bonus premium promotions may signal an associated 

discount (Zhang 2006) which results in lower search costs and higher perceived benefits of 

the promoted brand for households that do not collect the premiums. Similarly, the IRP may 

also increase the amount of purchases for non-collecting households. Households that are 

exposed to marketing activities in-store have more unplanned purchases (Bell, Corsten and 

Knox 2011), and hence the exposure to activities related to the IRP may result in more 

purchases. Even though the IRP and bonus premiums could have a positive effect for non-

collecting households, the effectiveness is expected to be stronger for households that collect 

the premiums due to the benefits of the premiums themselves as explained in 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. 

2.3. Data  

2.3.1. Instant reward programs and bonus premiums 

To assess the impact of IRPs and bonus premiums on a household’s purchase 

behavior, we conduct an empirical study of IRPs and bonus premiums in the Dutch 

supermarket industry. We study IRPs implemented at four large Dutch supermarket chains: 

AH, Deka, Dirk, and Plus (Table 2-3). Both Deka and Dirk used the same IRP but these 

chains are in different parts of the country and do not have overlapping catchment areas. The 

IRPs were related to the FIFA 2010 World Cup soccer, which started in week 24. All IRPs 

started before the FIFA 2010 World Cup soccer: The IRPs started between week 19 and 23 
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and ran for four or five weeks (Table 2-3). Consumers received a premium for every €15 they 

spent at the supermarket; this includes all purchases made at the focal supermarket. The 

premiums and their set size varied among the IRPs: at AH the set contained 4 premiums, Plus 

had 32 premiums, and Dirk and Deka offered 44 premiums. The premiums were small toy 

figures related to the FIFA 2010 World Cup soccer (See Appendix A) and did not have any 

monetary value but formed a set of collectibles. In all cases though, consumers could not pick 

their preferred premium themselves, but instead randomly received premiums from the set of 

premiums.  

All retailers implemented bonus premiums that consumers could earn for purchases of 

specific brands, beyond those premiums earned on the basis of their total spending. These 

bonus premiums were featured in retail mailings (See Appendix A). The retailers used bonus 

premiums in all weeks of the IRP, the bonus premium promotions ran for one week, and the 

brands for which the retailers gave bonus premiums varied across the weeks of the IRPs.  

 

Table 2-3: Overview of Instant Reward Programs in the empirical study 

Supermarket Chain 

Starting 

Week 

Ending 

Week 

Premiums 

in Set 

Bonus Premiums 

studied 

AH 23 26 4  11  

Deka 21 25 44  3  

Dirk 19 23 44  11  

Plus 20 24 32  3  

FIFA 2010 World Cup soccer 24 27   

 

2.3.2. Household panel data 

To examine the effects of IRPs and bonus premiums, we study household purchases in 

four product groups: ice cream, yellow fat (e.g., margarines and butters), soft drinks, and 

soup. We select these product groups because they feature both low (yellow fat, soup) and 

high (soft drinks) fit with the World Cup soccer (Gijsenberg 2014). In these product groups, 

we use the narrower product categories based on the data provider’s classification of product 

categories. For example, in the ice cream product group we have two product categories: the 

ice cream deserts and the ice cream bars on stick. From all the product categories available 

across the four retailers, we select only the product category-supermarket combinations where 

at least one brand was supported with a bonus premium. Overall, we study 23 product 

categories and a detailed description of the studied product categories can be found in 

Appendix B. In these product categories, all brands, with and without bonus premium 
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promotions were included in the analyses. In total, we consider 28 brands promoted with 

bonus premiums, which implies that in some product categories the bonus premium 

instrument was used for multiple brands. The number of brands promoted with bonus 

premiums varied from 11 at AH, 3 at Deka, 11 at Dirk, and 3 at Plus (Table 2-3). The number 

of such brands examined per product group varied: 8 ice creams, 9 yellow fats, 7 carbonated 

soft drinks, and 4 soups. Most brands received support only once with a bonus premium, 

though three brands were supported for two non-consecutive weeks during the IRP.  

The purchase data from the product categories were provided by GfK Panel Services 

Benelux, which runs a representative household panel for the Dutch population. Panel 

members scanned their supermarket receipts at home. The provided data covered weeks 12–

32 in 2010—that is, before, during, and after the IRPs and the World Cup soccer (Table 2-3). 

When a consumer purchases at the retailer, he/she can get the premiums at the checkout 

counter without filling up any form or becoming a program member. However, not every 

household collected the premiums that they could earn. A unique feature of our dataset is that 

GfK surveyed a random sample of panel households whether they collected the premiums. 

The question used in the survey was: Did you collect the premiums at supermarket chain X? 

(Yes/No). By using this survey question, we could distinguish between households who 

collected the premiums versus households that did not collect them. The percentage of 

households that stated they collected the premiums was around 40%: AH (39.50%), Deka 

(39.13%), Dirk (44.59%), Plus (45.55%). 

We select all households that visited at least one of the four chains studied. Most of 

these households visited only one of the four chains, so the number of households that 

purchased at any specific supermarket chain was less than the total data set of 2,365 

households available in the dataset that were surveyed about their collecting behavior of 

premiums. The number of households that purchased in a supermarket chain varied from 1846 

for AH, 116 for Deka, 518 for Dirk, and 292 for Plus. To make the sample from AH more 

comparable to the other supermarket chains, we used a random sample of 600 households for 

this chain. We only included households in the data for a product category if they made at 

least one purchase in this category at the focal supermarket chain. 

2.3.3.  Promotional variables 

All retailers studied used weekly mailings to support brand sales. For the majority of 

the brands featured in the mailing, there is an associated price discount highlighted in the 

mailing. During the IRP, some brands were supported with a feature in the mailing, a discount 
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and a bonus premium. Thus, all brands that were supported with a bonus premium were 

featured and on discount also. These promotions ran for one week, similar to the regular 

promotions without a bonus premium. In addition, the retailers also supported brands with a 

discount and a feature but without a bonus premium during the IRP. In this way, we can 

distinguish the effectiveness of the different marketing mix instruments.     

For many brands, there was only one package size available, so we use the price per 

volume unit of this size as the price variable to compute the discount. The percentage discount 

was computed compared to the median product price in non-promotional weeks. For brands 

with multiple package sizes,
1
 we weight the prices per unit for the different package sizes per 

week by their market share over the 21 weeks and compute the discount that way. Some 

weeks did not generate any purchases for a specific brand at a certain supermarket chain, 

which always occurred during weeks the brand was not featured in the retailers mailing (i.e., 

non-promotional weeks), so we impute zero percent discount for the brand at that week. The 

average discount depth compared to the median price was 26.53% for a regular price 

promotion and 26.42% for a bonus premium promotion indicating that brands promoted with 

a bonus premium do not receive a deeper discount. 

2.3.4. Exploratory analysis  

In Table 2-4 panel a, we present the household purchase behavior across trips with and 

without an IRP. During the IRP, households made more trips per week to the supermarket 

chain compared to weeks without an IRP (1.03 vs. 0.98). The average category purchase 

incidence was higher during trips when the IRP ran compared to trips without an IRP (11.69% 

vs. 10.57%). As Table 2-4 panel a also illustrates, the average purchase quantities of the 

purchased brand in a trip were higher when the IRP ran compared to trips without an IRP 

running at the retailer, with a mean value of 2.91 vs. 2.38 units. Hence, model-free evidence 

indicates that during an IRP households make more trips to the store, have higher category 

purchase incidence, and those that purchased did so in larger quantities.  

Table 2-4 panel b shows that households were more likely to purchase in the category 

if a brand was promoted with a feature and discount (16.88% vs. 8.71%). The likelihood to 

purchase in the category increased even further if a brand in the category was supported with 

a bonus premium (19.47%). The descriptive statistics for brand choice and purchase quantity 

                                                 
1 We regard different SKUs of a brand with the same packaging form as one brand because they are promoted jointly by the 

retailers. SKUs with different packaging forms represent different categories as they are not promoted jointly. For example, 

Becel margarine in 250 and 500 gram packages represent the same brand. However, a 330 ml can of Coca Cola is treated as a 

different category than a 1500 ml Coca Cola bottle, which matches how GfK groups packing forms and SKUs.  
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are only computed for brands that were promoted with a bonus premium to provide some 

observations of the effects of the bonus premium. Households strongly reacted to promotions 

with discount and feature, such that brand share increased substantially (66.69% vs. 25.52%)
2
. 

Table 2-4 panel b also indicates that providing a bonus premium in addition to a price 

discount and feature increased the brand share even further (75.21% vs. 66.69%). The average 

quantity purchased increased when the brand was promoted with a feature and discount (3.37 

vs. 2.50 units) but did not increase significantly further when the brand was also promoted 

with a bonus premium in addition to the discount and feature (3.82 units vs. 3.37 units). Thus, 

the descriptive statistics provide initial evidence for the effectiveness of the IRP and the bonus 

premium, but we need a model to formally test whether IRPs and bonus premiums affect 

household purchase behavior.   

 

Table 2-4: Descriptive statistics dependent variables 

Panel a: Descriptive statistics with and without an Instant Reward Program 

 Nr. of trips per 

household per 

week (average) 

Category purchase 

incidence per trip 

(%) 

Brand share per 

category 

incidence (%) 

Purchase Quantity 

per category 

incidence (Units) 

No IRP 0.98 10.57 n.a. 2.38 

IRP 1.03 11.69 n.a. 2.91 

 Panel b: Descriptive statistics with and without promotions 

No Promotion n.a. 8.71 25.52
 a
 2.50

 a
 

Discount + Feature n.a. 16.88 66.69
 a
 3.37

 a
 

Discount + Feature + 

Bonus Premium n.a. 19.47 75.21
 a
 3.82

 a
 

Note: aThe descriptives are only computed for brands that are promoted with a bonus premium. All averages in the table 

differ significantly from each other (p < 0.05), except the purchase quantity for Discount + Feature vs. Discount + Feature + 

Bonus Premium (t = 1.41, p = .17).   

 

2.4. Model 

2.4.1. Model overview 

To examine the impact of IRPs and bonus premiums on consumer purchase behavior, 

we need to account for the different impacts of these two instruments due to the difference in 

reward earning base. The IRP rewards consumers with premiums based on total spending per 

trip. Therefore, the IRP can stimulate consumers to visit the store more frequently (i.e., 

                                                 
2 Across the categories, the percentage of trips where multiple brands are purchased within the same category is 3.2%. The 

model used in the analyses for brand choice does not account for purchasing multiple brands during the same trip within a 

product category. For these purchases, we randomly picked one of the brands and the associated purchase quantity. As a 

robustness check we have also deleted the purchases where multiple brands are purchased, these results are highly similar and 

available upon request. 
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increases the number of shopping trips), makes consumers more likely to purchase within a 

category (i.e., category incidence) and makes consumers more likely to purchase brands in 

larger quantities. The bonus premium rewards consumers for buying a specific brand. 

Therefore, the effect of a bonus premium might affect brand choice and purchase quantity of 

the promoted brand, but may also make it more attractive to make a category purchase or to 

visit the retailer. As such, we decompose the number of units household h buys of brand j in 

week w Qhjw, into the number of trips household h makes in week w Thw, and number of units 

Qhjt household h buys of brand j at shopping trip t (e.g., Van Nierop et al. 2011). 

(1) E(Qhjw)=E(Thw)* E(Qhjt) 

2.4.2. Shopping trips 

The first component of equation (1) is the number of shopping trips of household h to 

the retailer in week w, E(Thw), which is a count variable. Therefore, the Poisson regression 

model is widely used and is an appropriate way to model the number of shopping trips (Van 

Nierop et al. 2011). In the shopping trip model, we include the IRP as an explanatory variable 

to examine wshether the IRP affects the number of shopping trips. We further examine if the 

effect of the IRP is stronger for households who collect the premiums and if the effect varies 

with the number of weeks the program is running. Here, we also include aggregate 

promotional variables to control for possible increases in (bonus premium) promotions 

offered, which may stimulate consumers to visit the store. Therefore, we have three aggregate 

promotional variables in the trip model: the fraction of categories with bonus premium 

promotions (BonusPremiumIntensityw), the fraction of categories with feature promotions 

(FeatureIntensityw), and the average discount depth across categories (AvDiscountDepthw).  

 We include control variables for the World Cup Soccer and temperature. Households 

may make more shopping trips to retailer during the World Cup Soccer given that they may 

consume more when they watch games together with family and friends. In addition, they 

may visit the retailer less frequently with higher temperatures. Households with children may 

make fewer shopping trips as they do more one-stop shopping and therefore we include an 

indicator variable for children. We further control for household heterogeneity by including 

the household’s share of wallet during the 11 weeks prior to the data period used and by 

including a normally distributed household-specific random intercept. We estimate the 

shopping trip model for all four supermarket chains but do not estimate it jointly with the 

models for the category incidence, brand choice and purchase quantity. The latter models are 

estimated at the trip-level whereas the shopping trip model is at the week-level. The number 
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of times that household h visits the retailer v shopping trips at week w is modeled by
3
: 

(2)   Pr[Thw= v | λhw]= 
exp(-λhw)λhw

v

v!
, v = 0, 1, 2, 3,… 

(3) Ln(λhw)= θ0h + θ1IRPw + θ2IRPw x WeekIRPw + θ3IRPw x Collectinghw +  

θ4 BonusPremiumIntensityw + θ5 FeatureIntensityw  + θ6 AvDiscountDepthw + 

θ7WCSw + θ8Temperaturew + θ8SOWh + θ9Childrenh  

where,  

IRPw = Dummy variable, indicating whether the retailer ran an IRP during 

week w. 

WeekIRPw = The number of weeks since the IRP started, 0 if IRPw = 0. 

Collectinghw = Dummy variable, indicating whether the household h collected the 

premiums during the weeks w the IRP ran, 0 if IRPw = 0. 

BonusPremiumIntensityw = The fraction of categories where at least one product is supported 

with a bonus premium during week w, 0 if IRPw = 0. 

FeatureIntensityw = The fraction of categories where at least one product is supported 

with a feature during week w.   

AvDiscountDepthw = The average maximum discount across categories in week w. 

WCSw = Dummy variable, indicating whether or not the World Cup Soccer 

ran in week w. 

Temperaturew = The average daily temperature during week w.  

SOWh = The share of wallet of household h at the supermarket chain in the 

first 11 weeks of 2010 (initialization period). 

Childrenh = Dummy variable, indicating the presence of children in household h.  

 

2.4.3. Category incidence, brand choice, and purchase quantity  

The second component of equation (1) is the number of units household h purchases of 

brand j at shopping trip t, E(Qhjt). The probability that household h buys q units of brand j at 

trip t is the product of the category incidence probability Pr(Iht), the probability that the 

household chooses brand j conditional on the category incidence Pr(Chjt| Iht) and the 

probability of the purchase quantity for a household h conditional on the brand choice and 

purchase incidence Pr(Qhjt=q | Chjt, Iht) (e.g., Ailawadi et al. 2007):  

(4) Pr(Qhjt=q)= Pr(Iht)* Pr(Chjt| Iht)* Pr(Qhjt=q| Chjt, Iht) 

   

  

                                                 
3 Our shopping trips data fits a Poisson distribution, because the mean and variance are similar (AH: M = 1.11, variance = 

1.39; Deka: M = 1.03, variance = 1.36; Dirk: M = .79, variance = .92; Plus: M = 1.09, variance = 1.45). 
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where 

Pr(Qhjt=q) = Probability that household h buys q units of brand j during trip t. 

Pr(Iht) = Probability that household h buys in the category during trip t. 

Pr(Chjt | Iht ) = Probability that household h purchases brand j during trip t given that 

household h makes a category purchase. 

Pr(Qhjt=q| Chjt, Iht ) = Probability that household h purchases q units brand j during trip t given 

that household h makes a category purchase and purchases brand j. 

 

  Similar to previous studies (e.g. Ailawadi et al. 2007), the category incidence and 

brand choice model are handled in a nested logit framework, and the quantity model in a zero-

truncated Poisson model. To account for unobserved household heterogeneity, we model the 

intercepts as normally distributed parameters that may vary across households, and for each 

category, jointly estimate the models with quasi-random Halton draws (Train 2009). 

However, we do not impose a covariance structure on the random effects across the category 

incidence, brand choice and purchase quantity equations to keep the computational burden 

manageable which is a similar approach to for example Ailawadi et al. (2007).  

In the next subsections, we present the three components, where the IRP is an 

explanatory variable for the category incidence and purchase quantity, whereas the bonus 

premium is an explanatory variable for the brand choice and purchase quantity.  

2.4.4. Category incidence model 

In the nested logit framework, the category incidence model is a binary logit model. In 

this model, we include the IRP as an explanatory variable and test if the effect varies over the 

weeks of the IRP and between collecting and non-collecting households. The bonus premium 

promotion is tied to a specific brand and is not directly related to category incidence and 

hence is not included here. However, due to a promotion households may be more likely to 

purchase in the category; therefore, we have included the inclusive value (Incvalht), which 

equals the denominator of brand choice model (equations 7 and 10), which is the standard in 

the nested logit model (Train 2009). In this way, we incorporate the effect that households 

may be more likely to make a category purchase if one of the brands is promoted with a 

feature, discount and/or bonus premium. Finally, we include variables for the effects of the 

World Cup Soccer and temperature. Given that households may be more (less) likely to visit 

the retailer during the World Cup Soccer (higher temperatures), they are less (more) likely to 

purchase in the category. We control for household heterogeneity by including an indicator 

variable for children in the household, household’s share of wallet in the initialization period, 
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the household’s inventory, and by including a random intercept that varies across households. 

Hence, the model takes the following form: 

(5) Pr(Iht) = 
𝑒𝑊ℎ𝑡

1+𝑒𝑊ℎ𝑡
 

(6) Wht= α0h+ α1IRPt+ α2IRPt x WeekIRPt+ α3IRPt x Collectinght + α4WCSt+ 

α5Temperaturet + α6Inventoryht + α7SOWh + α8Childrenh +α9 Incvalht 

(7) Incvalht=ln(∑ 𝑒𝑉ℎ𝑗𝑡
𝑗 ) 

where  

IRPt = Dummy variable, indicating whether the retailer ran an Instant Reward 

Program during shopping trip t. 

WeekIRPt = The number of weeks since the IRP started during shopping trip t, 0 if 

IRPt = 0. 

Collectinght = Dummy variable, indicating if the household h collected the premiums 

during the IRP, 0 if IRPt = 0. 

WCSt = Dummy variable, indicating whether the World Cup Soccer ran during 

shopping trip t. 

Temperaturet = The average daily temperature on shopping trip t.  

Inventoryht = The inventory (in units) of household h on shopping trip t. 

SOWh = The share of wallet of household h at the supermarket chain in the first 

11 weeks of 2010 (initialization period). 

Childrenh = Dummy variable, indicating the presence of children in the household.  

Incvalht = The “inclusive value” for household h on shopping trip t. 

 

In the category incidence model, one of the explanatory variables is the current 

household inventory. The inventory in our model is updated on a daily level d for a household 

h.  

(8) Inventoryhd= max(Inventoryhd-1+Qhd-1-Consumptionh, 0) 

where  

Qhd = The quantity purchased (in units) by household h on day d. 

Consumptionh = The consumption (in units) by household h. 

 

Equation 8 shows that previous purchases, inventory levels, and consumption all 

determine the household’s current inventory. The initial inventory equals seven times the 

daily consumption (Consumptionh) in line with Ailawadi and Neslin (1998). Consumptionh 

equals the average daily purchases over the time-span of our data period, in line with 

Chintagunta (1993). The variables Qhd-1 and Consumptionh are calculated based on the four 

supermarket chains under study and two other major service supermarket chains in the 

Netherlands (Jumbo and C1000). We also use these six supermarket chains to compute the 

state dependence variable Lasthjt in the brand choice model. In total these six supermarket 
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chains cover 69.83% of the grocery spending of the households in our data during the first 11 

weeks of 2010. Given the time span of our data, we cannot let the consumption vary by the 

number of items in the inventory (Ailawadi et al. 2007).   

2.4.5. Brand choice model 

In the nested logit framework, the brand choice model is a multinomial logit 

regression. In this model, we include the bonus premium as an explanatory variable and test if 

the effect varies for households that collect premiums versus non-collecting households. The 

IRP variable is constant over the brands, and hence we do not include it as an explanatory 

variable here. In the brand choice model, we include other promotional variables such as 

feature, pre- and post-feature dummies, and percentage discount. We do not include pre- and 

post- effects for the discount and/or a bonus premium, because they are always supported with 

a feature. In addition, we control for consumer preference heterogeneity by including a state 

dependence variable (Lasthjt), brand- and household-level random effects, and we include 

brand dummies. Therefore, we have: 

(9) Pr(Chjt | Iht ) = 
𝑒

𝑉ℎ𝑗𝑡

∑ 𝑒
𝑉ℎ𝑗𝑡

𝑗

 

(10) Vhjt=β0hj+ β1BonusPremiumjt + β2 BonusPremiumjt x Collectinght + β3Featurejt+ β4 

PreFeaturejt + β5 PostFeaturejt + β6 Discountjt + β7 Lasthjt 

where 

BonusPremiumjt = Dummy variable, indicating whether brand j available on shopping trip 

t is supported by a bonus premium. 

Collectinght = Dummy variable, indicating whether the household h collected the 

premiums during the IRP, 0 if BonusPremiumjt = 0. 

Featurejt = Dummy variable, indicating whether brand j available on shopping trip 

t is supported by a feature. 

PreFeaturejt = Dummy variable, indicating whether brand j is supported by a feature 

in the supermarket mailing in the week after shopping trip t. 

PostFeaturejt = Dummy variable, indicating whether brand j is supported by a feature 

in the supermarket mailing in the week before shopping trip t. 

Discountjt = The percentage discount compared to median price per volume unit of 

brand j on shopping trip t.  

Lasthjt = Dummy variable, indicating whether brand j was purchased on the 

previous category purchase before shopping trip t by household h.  

 

2.4.6. Purchase quantity 

The decision to purchase q units of brand j during trip t is modeled by a zero-truncated 

Poisson regression and we write down the natural logarithm of the purchase rate. In this 
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model, we use the same variables as before to assess the effectiveness of the IRP and bonus 

premiums on the purchase quantity. We again include the promotional variables feature and 

discount. We include variables for the effects of the World Cup Soccer and temperature. 

Given that households may be more (less) likely to visit the retailer during the World Cup 

Soccer (higher temperatures) they are less (more) likely to purchase in larger quantities. 

Furthermore, we again control for household heterogeneity by including household inventory 

levels, share of wallet, a dummy variable indicating whether the household has children and 

by including a normally distributed random intercept. We have included tables with all 

correlations between the explanatory variables in Appendix C and the likelihood for the 

category incidence, brand choice and purchase quantity is presented in Equation (13). 

(11)  Pr(Qhjt| Chjt, Iht ) = 
λhjt

q

(e
λhjt-1)q!

, q=1, 2, 3, …. 

(12) Ln(λhjt)= ϒ0hj + ϒ1IRPt + ϒ2IRPt x WeekIRPt + ϒ3IRPt x Collectinght + 

ϒ4BonusPremiumjt + ϒ5BonusPremiumjt x Collectinght + ϒ6 Featurejt+ ϒ7PreFeaturejt + ϒ8 

PostFeaturejt + ϒ9Discountjt + ϒ10WCSt + ϒ11Temperaturet + ϒ12Inventoryht+ ϒ13 SOWh + 

ϒ14Childrenh 

(13) 

1
1

1 1 1 ( 1) !

hjthjtht ht hjtht q

hjt hjtht ht

CCI I VW
hjt

VW W
h t j

e e
L

e e e e q


                           


 

2.4.7. Household collection of premiums 

Because households can decide themselves whether or not to collect premiums, this is 

part of the response to the IRP and hence may be endogenous. Wooldridge (2010) 

recommends to use the control function approach (Petrin and Train 2010) for nonlinear 

models such as nested logit (Wooldridge 2010, p. 652) and Poisson models (Wooldridge 

2010, p. 747) instead of substituting the endogenous variable with predicted values. Hence, 

we follow the procedure advocated by Wooldridge (2010).  

For the endogenous variable (Collectinght), we perform a first-stage regression with 

the endogenous variable as the dependent variable and instrumental variables that affect the 

decision to collect but that are not related to the dependent variables of the main model (i.e., 

shopping trips, category incidence, brand choice, and purchase quantity; Table 2-5). 

Collecting is a dichotomous variable and therefore we cannot use linear regression, but use 

probit regression models to predict whether or not a household collects premiums (see Che, 

Chen and Chen 2012 for a similar approach). In our study, we have to perform a first-stage 

regression for every retailer to predict whether a household collects the premiums at that 

retailer. By using this method to address the endogeneity problem, the probit residuals are 
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added into the shopping trip (equation 3), the category incidence (equation 6), and purchase 

quantity (equation 12) to control for the possible endogeneity of Collectinght. We do not 

include the residuals in the brand choice model (equation 10), because this is an integrated 

nested logit model with the category incidence (equation 7) and the residuals should be 

included only once (Wooldridge 2015). Furthermore, we do not interact the residuals with any 

of the exogenous variables, which is standard in the control function approach (Wooldridge 

2015). Given that the model is estimated in two steps, the standard errors in the second stage 

need to be corrected (Wooldridge 2010, p. 652). Therefore, we correct the standard errors in 

both the shopping trip model, and the category incidence, brand choice and purchase quantity 

model using the method of Terza (2014).  

Table 2-5: Instrumental variables for collecting IRP premiums 

Grocery price shopping survey questions: 
a
 

Shopping_1 During shopping: I first look at the price. 

Shopping_2 During shopping: I first look at attractive discounts.  

Shopping_3 During shopping: I first look if it is cheaper somewhere else.  

Attitudes towards Instant Reward Programs: 
a
 

IRP_Attitude When my favorite supermarket/drugstore runs an IRP, I feel stronger connected to the 

store. 

 I enjoy IRPs.   

 IRPs offer attractive benefits.  

World Cup Soccer: 

WCS_Interest I watched matches at the FIFA 2010 World Cup Soccer. (No/Yes) 
aAll items are measured on a 5-point scale (1=totally disagree, 5=totally agree).  

 

  We seek instrumental variables that directly affect the decision to collect but that are 

not related to the other dependent variables. We operationalize the instrumental variables 

based on the annual survey held among the household panel by GfK. From this survey, we 

use three questions related to grocery price shopping, a summed scale of three questions 

related to attitudes towards IRPs and whether the household has watched the FIFA 2010 

World Cup Soccer. These instruments are appropriate because (1) the instruments capture a 

consumer’s general interest in promotions, IRPs, and the World Cup Soccer; (2) our 

instrumental variables are formulated with respect to retailing in general and are therefore not 

related to shopping behavior at particular chains (Leenheer et al. 2007). In the first-stage 

regression, we include SOWh and Childrenh, because these variables vary across households. 

The other independent variables in equations 3, 6 and 12 do not vary across households and 

hence cannot be used in the first-stage regressions.   

To examine the effects of IRPs and bonus premiums, we estimate a shopping trip 

model for every chain and a category incidence, brand choice and purchase quantity model for 
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every product category. In nonlinear models such as the nested logit, coefficients cannot be 

directly compared across chains and product categories (Mood 2010). Therefore, we use 

Average Partial Effects (APE) because these can be compared across models and capture the 

nonlinearity (Mood 2010). The APE are intuitive to interpret: for an indicator variable (e.g., 

FRP and Bonus Premium) this is the difference in predicted probability/quantity between 

setting the variable to one minus setting the variable to zero (see Wooldridge 2010, eq. 15.33). 

The reported APEs are the weighted mean APEs across the categories and retailers by the 

inverse of the associated standard error. To test if the APEs of the IRP and the bonus premium 

are significantly different from zero, the added Zs method is used (Rosenthal 1991) which is 

frequently applied in marketing (e.g., Kremer et al. 2008, Gijsenberg 2014).  

2.5. Results 

We first discuss the results of the first-stage probit regressions predicting household 

collection of IRP premiums (Table 2-6) to obtain the endogeneity correction terms. Next, we 

discuss the effects of the IRP and bonus premium on the number of shopping trips, category 

incidence, brand choice and purchase quantity. Three versions have been estimated for each 

model. In model 1, we estimate a model that does not distinguish between collecting and non-

collecting households, whereas in model 2 we include this distinction as an interaction 

variable for both the IRP and the bonus premium. In model 3, we estimate the full model that 

includes the residuals from the first-stage probit regressions to account for the endogenous 

relation of the decision to collect the premiums with the outcome variables. The estimation 

results of all models are presented in Table 2-7. Finally, we present the substantive sizes of 

the effects in Table 2-9 to provide further insights.  

2.5.1. Collection of premiums by households 

The results from the first stage probit regressions show that the likelihood that a 

household collects premiums increases with share of wallet and having children. In addition, 

the instrumental variables also predict the decision to collect the premiums. Households 

interested in the World Cup Soccer and with a positive attitude towards IRPs are more likely 

to collect the premiums. To test whether the instruments are strong, we have used the joint F-

test. The statistics are greater than 10, except for Deka. This indicates that the instruments are 

sufficiently strong (Leeflang et al. 2015, p. 211). To test robustness, we have removed Deka 

from the analyses and we find highly similar results. Hence, we include the residuals from 
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these probit regressions in the second-stage models as discussed in 2.4.7, to correct for the 

potential endogeneity of Collectinght. 

Table 2-6: First-stage regressions for household collection of IRP premiums 

 AH  Deka  Dirk  Plus  

 Parameter S.E. Parameter S.E. Parameter S.E. Parameter S.E. 

SOWh . 851*** (.204) 2. 152*** (.535) 1. 834*** (.255) 1. 318*** (.304) 

Childrenh . 487*** (.118) . 455 (.294) . 547*** (.129) . 941*** (.181) 

Shopping_1h . 117** (.065) -. 148 (.150) . 100 (.076) -. 048 (.103) 

Shopping_2h -. 100 (.075) . 159 (.199) -. 292*** (.096) -. 137 (.124) 

Shopping_3h -. 037 (.055) -. 039 (.148) . 003 (.062) . 087 (.083) 

WCS_Interesth . 220*** (.058) . 170 (.143) . 220*** (.066) . 177* (.091) 

IRP_Attitudeh . 058*** (.026) . 162*** (.065) . 072** (.030) . 135*** (.044) 

Constant -1. 958*** (.322) -. 940*** (.829) -1. 278*** (.367) -2. 115*** (.536) 

N  600   116   518   292  

F  25.84   8.15   28.60   17.37  
Notes: *p < .1. **p < .05. ***p < .01. 

2.5.2.  Instant reward program effects 

We examine the effects of the IRP on the number of shopping trips to the retailer, 

category incidence and purchase quantity level (Table 2-7). In our discussion, we focus on the 

effects of model 3 unless stated otherwise. The results show that the overall effect of the IRP 

on number of shopping trips is positive (Model 1: IRPw: .062; p<.01). However, the results in 

model 3 show that the impact of the IRP is moderated by whether the household collects the 

premiums (IRPw x Collectinghw: .099; p<.01). The APE of IRPw for the benchmark group of 

non-collecting households indicates that the IRP increases the number of shopping trips only 

for households that collect the premiums (IRPw: .026; p=.44). The APE of the IRP for 

collecting households is smaller when correcting for the endogeneity of collecting, but 

remains positive and significant (IRPw x Collectinghw: Model 3: .099 vs. Model 2: =.117). The 

results further indicate that the effect of collecting is indeed endogenous given the significant 

positive effect of Residualh (p<.01, Wooldridge 2015). Finally, we find a negative but small 

and non-significant effect of the week of the IRP on IRP effectiveness. Hence, the IRP effect 

on the number of shopping trips does not change significantly during the IRP period
4
. 

                                                 
4
 The IRP and bonus premiums effectiveness may depend on the fit with the World Cup Soccer (i.e., carbonated soft drinks; 

Gijsenberg 2014) or depending on the fit with summer (i.e., ice cream). We tested whether the APE of the IRP and bonus 

premiums differed across the product groups with meta-analyses regressions and found non-significant effects. These results 

suggest that the effects of the IRP and bonus premiums were not significantly affected by category fit with the time of year or 

World Cup Soccer. We also tested whether the effect varied between the four studied supermarket chains by means of meta-

analyses regressions and found no significant difference (See Web appendix). Finally, meta-analyses regressions indicate that 

the effect of bonus premiums is not significantly different during the World Cup Soccer compared to prior to the World Cup 

Soccer for both collecting and non-collecting households (BonusPremium: βwcs= .026, p=.68; BonusPremium x Collecting: 

βwcs = -.053, p=.56). 
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The effect of the IRP on the category incidence is positive and significant (Model 1: 

IRPt: .009; p<.01). The results show that when the IRP runs, households are more likely to 

purchase in the category. The effect of the IRP on the category incidence does not vary 

significantly between households that collect and households that do not collect (IRPt x 

Collectinght: -.001; p=.89). However, the significant effect of the residual (Residualh: -.053; 

p=.02) indicates that the decision of collecting is endogenous for the category incidence. After 

including the residual, the effect of the IRP becomes insignificant (.008: p=.20). The effect of 

the IRP on category incidence does not vary significantly over the weeks of the IRP (IRPt x 

WeekIRPt: -.002; p=.29). 

The overall effect of the IRP on the purchase quantity for the purchased brand is 

positive but insignificant (Model 1: IRPt: .031; p=.26), this indicates that households do not 

purchase in larger quantities when the IRP runs. In model 3, the effect of the IRP, referring to 

the benchmark level of non-collecting households in the first week of the IRP remains 

insignificant. The coefficient for IRPt x Collectinght is insignificant (-.012; p=.83), indicating 

that collecting households do not purchase in significantly larger quantities during the IRP 

compared to non-collecting households. We find that the decision to collect is not endogenous 

to the purchase quantity, given the insignificant coefficient for the residualh (p=.41). Finally, 

the effect of the IRP does not vary significantly over the weeks of the IRP (.004; p=.73). 
5
 

2.5.3. Bonus premium effect 

The effect of bonus premiums is examined on brand choice and purchase quantity 

(Table 2-7). We do not directly estimate the effect of bonus premiums on category incidence. 

However, households may be more likely to purchase in the category due to a bonus 

premium. Therefore, we have included the inclusive value in the nested logit models 

(Incvalht). The coefficients for the inclusive value are positive with an average coefficient of 

.503 and the coefficient is never significantly larger than one or smaller than zero (Train 

2009). This indicates that a positive shift in the utility of the brand choice model (for example 

due to a bonus premium), does not only affect the brand choice but also increases the 

purchase incidence probability (Train 2009). Consequently, we have estimated two APEs: (1) 

                                                 
5
 We tested for non-linear decay effects by including dummies for the first and last week of the IRP instead of a linear time 

trend. The results show that the APE’s in the shopping trip model are significant: Shopping trip model (FirstWeekIRP: 

APE=-.073, Z=-1.888, LastWeekIRP: APE = -.075, Z=-2.003), but this does not affect the results for the other variables. The 

other APE’s are not significant: Category incidence model (FirstWeekIRP: APE=.009, Z=1.309, LastWeekIRP: APE= .007, 

Z=1.159); Purchase quantity (FirstWeekIRP: APE =.007, Z=0.104 LastWeekIRP: APE =.124, Z=1.797). Hence, we conclude 

that using dummies instead of a linear time trend does not provide a very different interpretation. 
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the direct effect of bonus premiums on the brand choice probability and (2) the indirect effect 

of bonus premiums on the category incidence probability as reported in Table 2-8.  

Promoting a brand with a bonus premium has a strong positive effect on brand choice 

(Model 1: BonusPremiumjt: .121; p<.01). The effect of the bonus premium is stronger for 

households that collect the premiums, but is also positive and significant for non-collecting 

households (Model 2: BonusPremiumjt: .088; p<.01; BonusPremiumjt x Collectinght: .090; 

p<.01). Furthermore, both effects are still significant and become only slightly smaller after 

controlling for endogeneity (Model 3: BonusPremiumjt: .083; p<.01; BonusPremiumjt x 

Collectinght: .086; p<.01).  

Promoting a brand with a bonus premium not only increases the probability of 

purchasing the promoted brand, but also makes it more likely that households’ purchase in the 

category (Table 2-8). Promoting a brand with a bonus premium has a positive and significant 

effect for non-collecting households (Model 2: BonusPremiumjt: .007; p<.01) and there is an 

incremental effect for households that collect the premiums (Model 2: BonusPremiumjt x 

Collectinght: .012; p<.01). Again, we find that the incremental APE of the bonus premium for 

collecting and non-collecting households are slightly smaller after controlling for endogeneity 

(Model 3: BonusPremiumjt: .006; p<.01; BonusPremiumjt x Collectinght: .008; p<.01).  

 Bonus premiums do not have a significant effect on the purchase quantity (Table 2-7: 

Model 1: BonusPremiumjt: -.049; p=.37). The effect of the bonus premium on the purchase 

quantity is insignificant for non-collecting households (BonusPremiumjt: -.103; p=.21) and the 

incremental effect for collecting households is also insignificant (BonusPremiumjt x 

Collectinght: -.056; p=.43). Hence, promoting a brand with a bonus premium does not result in 

purchasing the brand in larger quantities during a shopping trip. 

 Finally, the effect of the fraction of categories where at least one product is supported 

with a bonus premium does not significantly increase the number of shopping trips to the 

retailer (BonusPremiumsIntensityw .026; p=.70). This suggests that household do not base 

their decision to visit a particular store on the availability of bonus premiums promotions. An 

alternative reason for this insignificant effect could be that we only have the data available for 

the categories studied and hence, not all promotions are included. 
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Table 2-7: Effects of instant reward programs and bonus premiums on consumer 

purchase behavior 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

 APE Z-score APE Z-score APE Z-score 

Shopping Trips 

IRPw  .062*** 3 .120  .017  .504  .026  .771 
    X WeekIRPw     - .008 - .736 - .008 - .735 

    X Collectinghw      .117*** 4 .649  .099*** 3 .806 

BonusPremiumIntens

ityw 
 .050  .953  .026  .385  .026  .385 

FeatureIntensityw - .067 -1 .521 - .070 -1 .486 - .070 -1 .484 

AvDiscountDepthw  .093** 2 .009  .089* 1 .869  .089* 1 .868 

WCSw  .105*** 5 .595  .110*** 5 .217  .111*** 5 .190 

Temperaturew - .010*** -7 .271 - .010*** -7 .132 - .010*** -7 .091 

SOWh 1 .726*** 20 .075 1 .713*** 20 .032 1 .725*** 16 .841 

Childrenh - .075* -1 .947 - .082*** -2 .128 - .091* -1 .891 

Residualh          .112*** 5 .045 

Category Incidence 

IRPt  .009*** 2 .903  .017**** 3 .263  .008 1 .295 
    X WeekIRPt     - .003 -1 .478 - .002 -1 .067 

    X Collectinght     - .004 - .788 - .001 -

0.14

0 

.140 

WCSt - .004 -1 .151 - .005 -1 .280 - .005 -1 .124 

Temperaturet  .001*** 6 .694  .001*** 6 .602  .002*** 6 .314 

Inventoryht - .036*** -37 .344 - .038*** -35 .825 - .032*** -19 .599 

SOWh - .031*** -6 .360 - .031*** -5 .959 - .036*** -3 .138 

Childrenh - .004*** -1 .473 - .003 - .964 - .004 - .578 

Residualh         - .006** -2 .083 

Brand Choice 

BonusPremiumjt  .121*** 11 .971  .088*** 6 .421  .083*** 5 .838 
    X Collectinght      .090*** 6 .682  .086*** 6 .150 

Featurejt  .424*** 71 .520  .414*** 63 .034  .382*** 52 .611 

PreFeaturejt - .003 - .476 - .008 -1 .162 - .006 - .736 

PostFeaturejt - .004 - .531 - .005 - .651 - .003 - .366 

Discountjt  .043 1 .463  .069** 2 .002  .187*** 4 .692 

Lasthjt  .401*** 145 .851  .418*** 155 .549  .382*** 103 .917 

Purchase Quantity 

IRPt  .031 1 .128  .015  .309 - .010 - .193 
    X WeekIRPt      .003  .198  .004  .183 

    X Collectinght     - .038 - .946 - .012 - .228 

BonusPremiumjt - .049 - .891 - .100 -1 .317 - .103 -1 .243 

    X Collectinght     - .029 - .427 - .056 - .783 

Featurejt  .618*** 7 .263  .608*** 6 .953  .623*** 6 .682 

PreFeaturejt - .102** -2 .578 - .105*** -2 .493 - .085* -1 .753 

PostFeaturejt - .052 -1 .081 - .049 - .980 - .064 -1 .234 

Discountjt - .274 -1 .263 - .287 -1 .298 - .254 -1 .041 

WCSt  .007  .208 - .019 - .542 - .020 - .504 

Temperaturet  .012*** 5 .540  .015*** 6 .256  .015*** 5 .520 

Inventoryht - .131*** -21 .504 - .139*** -22 .031 - .135*** -16 .819 

SOWh - .296*** -8 .111 - .297*** -8 .085 - .262*** 4 .149 

Childrenh  .131*** 6 .494  .132*** 6 .507  .099*** 2 .797 

Residualh          .005  .340 
Notes: APE is the Average Partial Effect weighted over the categories by the associated standard error; *p < .1. **p < .05. ***p 

< .01. 
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Table 2-8: Indirect average partial effects of brand choice variables on category 

incidence 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

 APE Z-score APE Z-score APE Z-score 

BonusPremiumjt  .012*** 5 .659  .007*** 3 .192  .006*** 2 .866 
    X Collectinght      .012*** 4 .889  .008*** 3 .676 

Featurejt  .037*** 15 .385  .036*** 15 .392  .031*** 10 .954 

PreFeaturejt - .002 - .936 - .001 - .638 - .001 - .227 

PostFeaturejt - .002 - .857 - .001 - .425 - .002 - .882 

Discountjt  .007 1 .197  .019*** 11 .679  .011*** 7 .107 

Lasthjt  .028*** 16 .425  .027*** 14 .063  .024*** 10 .742 
Notes: APE is the average partial effect weighted over the categories by the associated standard error; *p < .1. **p < .05. 

***p < .01. 

 

2.5.4. Control variables 

The coefficients of the promotional variables Featurejt and Discountjt are in line with 

what would be expected. A feature and a discount both result in a significantly higher brand 

choice, and a feature results in purchasing in larger quantities. The aggregate promotional 

variable AvDiscountDepthw is positive, which indicates that if the discounts are deeper 

households are more likely to visit the retailer. The effects of control variables (World Cup 

Soccer, temperature, share of wallet, children, household inventory and state dependence) are 

also in line with what would be expected. For example, in all three models, household share 

of wallet in the initialization period increases the number of shopping trips to the retailer. As 

another example, households with children make less shopping trips, but tend to purchase in 

larger amounts.  

2.5.5. IRP and bonus premiums effects on brand and category sales 

The empirical results demonstrate significant effects of both the IRP and bonus 

premiums on household purchase behavior. Here, we further examine the substantive size of 

these effects. To take the perspective of both manufacturer and retailer, we determine the 

impact on both brand unit sales and category unit sales, because the IRP rewards consumers 

for their overall spending behavior, and a bonus premium promotion for purchasing a specific 

brand. We examine category unit sales, because we have data on a limited number of 

categories, and prior research did not find much evidence for cross-category effects of 

promotions (Srinivasan et al. 2004). Pertinent questions thus arise: How strong are the effects 

on households’ purchase behavior and what are the relative effect sizes of the IRP and the 

bonus premium instruments? To address these questions, we use the model coefficients per 
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category and chain to compute the response to several scenarios in the second week of the 

IRP. For the price promotion scenario, we took a 25% discount as this is very close to the 

average discount depth we observe in our data: 26.53% for a regular price promotion and 

26.42% for a bonus premium promotion. The effects of the different scenarios are thus 

calculated per category and store and only then aggregated and reported, and take the decision 

to collect into account. In Table 2-9, we report the effect for collecting households, non-

collecting households and the effect on total brand and category unit sales.  

Table 2-9: Sales impact of IRPs, price promotion and bonus premium 

 No IRP
 

IRP 

Percentage increase in: 
a
 No 

promotion 

(Benchmark) 

25% discount  

+ Feature 

No 

promotion 

25% discount   

+ Feature 

25% discount 

 + Feature 

 + Bonus Premium 

Promoted brand unit sales      

   Collecting Households - 464% 25% 562% 736% 

   Non-Collecting Households - 464% 7% 484% 570% 

   Total effect: - 464% 15% 517% 640% 

Category unit sales      

   Collecting Households - 60% 25% 90% 105% 

   Non-Collecting Households - 60% 7% 68% 70% 

   Total effect: - 60% 15% 78% 85% 
a The percentage changes of all scenarios are relative to the no IRP and no promotion scenario (Benchmark). 

 

Table 2-9 reports the relative percentage change in unit sales compared to a scenario 

without a promotion and IRP for both the promoted brand and category unit sales. The results 

show that supporting a brand with a 25% discount and feature results in a substantial increase 

in the unit sales for the promoted brand (464%), and also increases the category unit sales 

(60%) and these effect sizes are in line with previous reports (Gedenk et al. 2006). The IRP 

generates an increase in sales of 25% for households that collect the premiums and a 7% 

increase for non-collecting households which leads to a total sales increase of 15%. Bonus 

premiums are often combined in combination with a price discount. We contrast the 

effectiveness of the bonus premium plus 25% discount and feature versus a 25% price 

discount and feature. These results show that supporting a brand with a bonus premium 

generates additional sales on top of the effect of the 25% discount and feature (736% vs. 

562%) for collecting households and a smaller but positive effect for non-collecting 

households (570% vs. 484%). Combining the effects for collecting and non-collecting 

households results in a total increase in brand sales of 640% vs. 517% due to adding a bonus 

premium. Supporting a brand with a bonus premium also generates more additional category 

sales than just supporting a brand with a 25% discount and feature for collecting households 
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(105% vs. 90%), non-collecting households (70% vs. 68%) and also in total the category sales 

(85% vs. 78%). This implies that the incremental effect adding the bonus premium on brand 

sales is 24% and on category sales is 9%. Thus, these scenarios show that (a) an IRP is an 

effective instrument to generate higher category sales; (b) promoting a brand with bonus 

premium promotion on top of a 25% discount has an additional effect on both the sales of the 

promoted brand as well as on the category sales; and (c) The IRP and bonus premium 

promotion result in much stronger impact for households who actively collect the premiums 

but especially the bonus premium is also effective for non-collecting households.  

2.6. Discussion and conclusions 

2.6.1. Conclusions 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to quantify the substantial effects of instant 

rewarding of consumer purchases by means of an IRP and bonus premiums. An IRP is a 

rapidly growing form of short-term program that rewards consumers instantly with small 

premiums per fixed spending, where these premiums are part of a larger set of collectibles. 

Bonus premiums are the extra premiums consumers can earn by buying a specific promoted 

brand, which is a non-price promotion tied to the IRP. Hence, a consumer can earn premiums 

based on total spending and by buying a promoted brand. We conduct an empirical 

investigation of the impact of the IRP and bonus premiums on the number of shopping trips to 

the retailer, category incidence, brand choice and purchase quantity across four retailers and 

23 product categories. To assess the impact of these instruments, we examine the effect on 

both brand unit sales and category unit sales to take the perspective of both retailer and 

manufacturer.  

The key findings from our study are that both IRPs and bonus premiums are effective 

instruments to stimulate consumer purchase behavior. More specifically, (1) The IRP 

instrument increases the number of trips to the retailer but does not affect the category 

incidence or purchase quantity. (2) The bonus premium instrument is particularly effective at 

increasing the brand choice probability. Consumers are more likely to choose the promoted 

brand if it is promoted with both the bonus premium and price discount compared to when it 

is promoted with just a price discount. In addition, bonus premiums also increase the 

likelihood of making a purchase in the category (i.e., category incidence), because the 

attractiveness of purchasing in the category increases when a brand is supported with a bonus 

premium. However, bonus premiums do not affect the purchase quantity decision when 
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purchasing the promoted brand. The findings on the bonus premium effectiveness imply that a 

bonus premium is a relevant addition to regular price promotions because it prompts stronger 

consumer reactions if a brand is promoted with both a bonus premium and a price discount.  

(3) The IRP and bonus premium effects are strongest for households who actively 

collect the premiums. IRPs and bonus premiums have smaller but still positive impacts for 

non-collecting households. More specifically, the IRP increments the number of shopping 

trips for collecting households but not for non-collecting households. For the in-store outcome 

variables, we find that both collecting and non-collecting households have a higher likelihood 

to purchase in the category and to purchase the promoted brand when a brand is promoted 

with a bonus premium although the effects are stronger for collecting households. The 

contrast between collecting and non-collecting households is consistent with the idea that an 

IRP creates a stronger lock-in effect to collect the premiums and hence increases the number 

of shopping trips to the retailer only if the premiums are collected. The positive effects found 

in the store also indicate that non-collecting households respond to the in-store activities 

related to the IRP and bonus premium. A possible explanation for this positive effect for non-

collecting households is that bonus premiums expose consumers to the brand which affects 

the brand choice (Venkatesan and Farris 2012; Zhang 2006). In addition, IRPs and bonus 

premiums may foster unplanned buying, because of the exposure to in-store marketing 

materials related to the IRP and bonus premium (Bell et al. 2011). 

2.6.2. Implications 

Studying the impact of IRPs with bonus premiums contributes to the existing literature 

in several ways. In this study, we focus on a reward scheme that rewards consumers instantly 

with collectable rewards (Keh and Lee 2006). Such designs are important to study, because 

retailers actively seek to differentiate their reward programs (Zhang and Breugelmans 2012) 

and to improve their effectiveness (Breugelmans et al. 2015). The IRPs reward consumers 

instantly instead of offering delayed rewards after many purchases which is common in 

conventional FRPs (see Bijmolt et al. 2010). We show that programs with an instant reward 

design have a substantial impact on consumer purchase behavior. This contributes to a 

growing body of studies that recognize that a piecemeal procedure where consumers are 

rewarded through repeated small rewards highlights a sense of achievement which motivates 

consumers to keep earning the rewards (Zhang and Gao 2016). The collectability of the 

rewards is a new design characteristic implemented in the IRPs and bonus premiums. Due to 

the collectability of the rewards, consumers may strive to complete the set of premiums 
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(Carey 2008), which consequently drives the effectiveness of the IRPs and bonus premium 

promotion. Therefore, both the instant reward schemes and the collectability of the rewards 

are important drivers of program effectiveness.  

Another interesting design element is the reward earning basis, in the IRP with bonus 

premiums consumers are rewarded for both total spending and for purchasing specific brands. 

In this way, our study answers the call for studies of possible synergy effects between reward 

program designs and other promotional forms (Breugelmans et al. 2015; Grewal et al. 2011). 

Our study thus reflects the junction of research into reward program designs and (non)-price 

promotions. This study shows that it is effective to link promotions to an IRP. By 

implementing bonus premiums, retailers create stronger lock-in with collecting households 

and enjoy many opportunities to remind them of the IRP. Bonus premiums also might be 

effective for encouraging consumers to start collecting, because they can receive multiple 

premiums during a single shopping session. Multiple premiums may trigger collection 

behavior, because consumers justify their ownership of multiple premiums with a collection 

motive (Gao et al. 2014). In this way, our study advances research that examines promotional 

forms other than sales promotions (e.g., Ailawadi et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2014; Laran and 

Tsiros 2013). Furthermore, research on premiums so far is almost exclusively based on 

experiments (e.g., Laran and Tsiros 2013; Gao et al. 2014; Simonson et al. 1994), and this 

study is one of the first studies that examines the effects of premiums using actual purchase 

data. 

The findings from our study provide valuable insights for retailers and manufacturers. 

Because instantly rewarding consumers with collectable rewards that have little to no 

monetary value enhances consumer purchase behavior, IRPs with bonus premiums represent 

an efficient and effective instrument that managers can use to increase short-term sales. 

Although, managers should evaluate these benefits relative to their costs to set-up and run the 

program. Our findings show that households with children and a high share of wallet are more 

likely to collect the premiums. Retailers thus should consider the aimed target group of their 

promotional instrument, if the target group is households that spend a relative small amount 

implementing these instruments using collectable premiums may not result in the aimed sales 

increase.   

Bonus premiums constitute an effective instrument for increasing both the sales of the 

promoted brand as well as increasing category unit sales and thus can be beneficial to the 

retailer and manufacturer. The sales impact of a bonus premium plus discount is stronger than 

just a discount, so retailers and manufacturers should prefer adding bonus premiums to 
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promote brands during the IRP. An advantage of bonus premiums is that they do not eat into 

cash flow, but there are of course costs related to running these bonus premium promotions. 

Consequently, bonus premiums offer an effective opportunity for retailers to collaborate with 

manufacturers and share the costs of the IRP. Manufacturers can provide additional support to 

retailers by sponsoring bonus premiums (Ailawadi and Harlam 2009), because they generate 

brand sales next to price promotions. In sum, both the IRP and the bonus premium instrument 

are relevant alternatives to the marketing mix to enhance short-term sales.  

2.6.3. Limitations and further research 

Several extensions of this work stem from its limitations. This article is the first to 

demonstrate the impact of an IRP with bonus premiums on households purchase behavior. 

The results demonstrate a positive effect of bonus premiums on brand choice for households 

that do not collect the premiums. Further research should test what drives these positive 

effects, because there are several possible explanations. For example, bonus premium may 

also serve as cues to make consumer decisions easier (Venkatesan and Farris 2012) which 

may partially explain the significant effect of bonus premiums for non-collecting households 

on brand choice. IRP effectiveness on purchase incidence does not differ significantly across 

IRPs offered by retailers. However, further research should consider how IRP design 

characteristics, such as the reward type or reward structure, might enhance their effectiveness. 

For example, Lee-Wingate and Corfman (2010) argue that premiums intended for consumers’ 

children are more effective, especially in hedonic categories. The need for set completion also 

disappears if the rewards are not part of a larger set of collectibles (Carey 2008). Although the 

rewards usually are collectible in practice, further research should test how the effects differ if 

the rewards are not collectible. The different premium set sizes vary considerably in our 

empirical study (see Table 2-3); research could examine the optimal set size in various 

conditions. Furthermore, future research could test programs that are not related to major 

sport events. In our study, we focus on four IRPs that ran in partly overlapping weeks and 

hence it is not possible to examine the effect of competition because we also include the week 

of the IRP as a moderator. Further research should also test the effect of competition between 

IRPs, as loyalty program research indicates that such competition negatively affects program 

effectiveness (see Bijmolt et al. 2010, p. 212). In our study, we find that promoting a product 

with a bonus premium and a price promotion results in additional sales compared to 

promoting the product with just a price promotion. However, to provide richer insights for 

retailers and manufacturers, research could examine the long term effects and profitability of 
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these instruments. Future research can for example account for consumer consumption and 

stockpiling behavior and control for the costs related to the program. Finally, the brands in our 

empirical analysis are all national brands; other studies should test if the effects of the bonus 

premium hold for private labels and niche brands. We hope this article thus stimulates more 

interest in the possible synergy effects across new reward program designs and other 

promotional forms.  
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Chapter 3 

 

3. Managing Purchases and Returns Within the 

Customer Value Framework 
 

Abstract 

Today, product returns are a substantial, expensive problem for retailers. Return rates 

reportedly vary between 10% and 50%, with substantial profit impact. Hence, retailers should 

consider customer product returns in their customer value management. Marketing scientists 

and practitioners acknowledge that to value customers, firms should go beyond transactions 

and also include other customer behaviors and often refer to this as customer engagement. In 

this chapter, we discuss how product returns can be managed within the customer value 

framework based on extant academic literature. Our discussion clusters around three key 

areas: (1) how can a retailer manage product returns in their customer value framework? (2) 

What are important drivers of product return behavior? (3) What are the consequences of 

product returns? Overall, we provide relevant insights to marketing scientists and practitioners 

based on a comprehensive synthesis of current knowledge. 

 

This chapter is based on Minnema, A., Bijmolt, T.H.A., Petersen, J.A., and Shulman, J.D. 

(2016), Managing purchases and returns within the customer value framework. Working 

paper. 
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3.1. Introduction 

Marketing scientists and practitioners acknowledge that it is essential to measure and 

manage customer value (Petersen and Kumar 2015). Here, we define customer value broadly 

to include not only customer purchase behavior, but also other key drivers of customer value 

including customer product return behavior and customer engagement (Van Doorn et al. 

2010; Kumar et al. 2010). Hence, customers create value to the firm by purchasing products, 

(not) returning too many products, recommending products to other potential customers, 

influencing other customers, and providing feedback to the company (Kumar et al. 2010). 

Specifically, including product returns in customer value management is critical because 

product returns can be a substantial economic cost for retailers. Return rates reportedly vary 

between 10% and 50%, with substantial profit impact (Banjo 2013; Forrester 2015). 

Annually, U.S. customers return $264 billion worth of products (Kerr 2013). Product returns 

not only result in lost sales, but also lead to other costs such as shipping fees, often paid by the 

retailer, and remanufacturing costs such as repackaging the product (Guide et al. 2006). 

Consequently, Gartner (2014) labels product returns “the ticking time bomb of multichannel 

retailing.”  

The large financial impact of product returns has spurred some recent academic 

research in several fields. For instance, one solution to reduce the costs of product returns is to 

make the reverse logistics more efficient, a problem that has been addressed extensively in the 

operations literature (Dekker et al. 2004). However, the focus of this chapter is on managing 

product returns from a marketing perspective, which we cluster around three major topics. 

First, we discuss how firms can manage product returns in the customer value framework (see 

Figure 3-1). Second, we discuss the antecedents of a customer’s product return decision. 

These include the impact of product return policies and the effect of information provision at 

the moment of purchase on purchase and return decisions. We also discuss the impact of 

customer and product characteristics on product return decisions. Third, we focus on the 

consequences of product returns. We discuss the effect of product returns on future purchase 

and product return behavior as well as customer engagement behaviors. Thus, the aim of this 

chapter is to support both researchers and practitioners through a comprehensive, research-

based synthesis of current knowledge on antecedents and consequences of product returns and 

how this relates to measuring and managing customer value.   
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Figure 3-1: Antecedents and consequences of customer product return behaviors within a customer value framework 
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3.2. Customer relationship management strategies to manage product returns 

A customer’s decision to return a product has an immediate economic impact on a firm’s 

profitability, both in terms of the loss in the profit margin from the customer’s original 

purchase of that product as well as the cost the firm bears to process the product return. 

Because of this many firms still treat product returns as an economic cost that needs to be 

managed (and often minimized). At a minimum some firms try to manage these costs at the 

aggregate level given that product returns are such a substantial cost for firms (Blanchard 

2007). They do this by setting return policies that try to minimize the number of products 

returned by providing disincentives for customers to return products (e.g., a restocking fee or 

offering only a limited time windows to return a product) which is the focus of the sections of 

3.3.1, or by attempting to streamline the reverse supply chain to reduce the average costs of 

product returns (see Dekker et al. 2004).  

Some firms have even taken it a step further by implementing strategies which are 

responsive to an individual customer’s product return behavior. For instance, research has 

shown that some firms actually reduce marketing expenditures to customers that return 

products in the hopes that these return-prone customers will not make as many future 

purchases that have the potential to be returned (Petersen and Kumar 2009). However, 

managing customers based on their product return behavior does not seem to be a common 

practice by retailers as of yet. A recent survey suggests that many retailers (over 60% of those 

surveyed) did not consider an individual customer’s product return behavior when 

determining optimal marketing resource allocation decisions (Petersen and Kumar 2015). This 

seems shortsighted by firms as recent research has shown that there could be some positive 

consequences that arise out of customer product returns.  

This leads to the question of what firms should do to better manage customers knowing 

the relationship between product returns and profitability. First, it is important for firms to 

adjust their processes for customer management and optimal marketing resource allocation. 

From a customer management perspective, this can be done by including customer product 

return behavior in the customer value framework. A recent study by Petersen and Kumar 

(2015) adapted the traditional customer value framework to include the cost of product returns 

when measuring customer lifetime value (CLV). In addition, scholars argued that customer 

engagement behaviors, such as providing referrals and writing reviewing, should be included 

when measuring customer value (Kumar et al. 2010). Hence, we measure the customer value 

in the following way: 
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(3) 2 it it it itπ (Returns )=Returns *(ReverseLogistics Price )      

where: 

CVi = Customer value for customer i  

CLVi = Customer lifetime value for customer i  

π1(Purchasesit) = Expected profit from purchases by customer i in time t 

π2(Returnsit) = Expected profit lost and costs incurred from returns by customer i in time t 

π3(Engagementit) = Expected profit from engagement behaviors by customer i in time t 

Marketingit = Expected marketing costs spent on customer i in time t 

Returnsit = Expected number of returns by customer i in time t 

ReverseLogisticsit = Expected reverse logistics costs per return by customer i in time t 

Priceit = Expected average price per purchase by customer i in time t 

r = Discount rate (Approximately 3.56% by quarter – or 15% annually) 

n = All customers in the sample  

T = Number of time periods in the prediction horizon 

P(Relationshipi,t=1) = The probability customer i is active in the relationship at t = 1 

 

By measuring CLV as in Equation 2, it is clear that customers can directly create value 

to the firm by not only making purchases, but also by not returning too many products. 

Customers can also indirectly create value through engagement behaviors (Equation 1). 

Furthermore, it is important to include return behavior in Equation (2) as traditional CLV 

models only included the profit gained from purchases minus the cost of firm-initiated 

marketing efforts. Thus, the traditional CLV model may prefer selecting a customer who has 

purchased a lot even if that customer has returned the majority of products purchased. In fact, 

Petersen and Kumar (2015) found that the correlation between customer selection based on to 

the traditional CLV framework and a CLV framework which includes product returns was 

only weakly correlated (0.27).  

Product returns are a relatively new addition to the standard customer value 

framework, and the question becomes how much the inclusion can improve a firm’s 

marketing resource allocation decisions. Petersen and Kumar (2015) ran a field experiment 

and found that allocating resources on the value framework including product returns can lead 

to significant benefits to the firm relative to the resource allocation strategy based on the 

traditional customer value model. The study was able to increase the profit from purchases by 

18.1%, decrease the profit lost from product returns by 30.7%, and decrease the marketing 

costs to the firm by 29.7%. This lead to an increase in short-term average customer profit by 

28.5% and long-term average customer profit by 19.7%. Thus, product returns play a 

significant role in the value of the customer to the firm which indicates that product returns 
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should be taken into account. Equation 3 shows that profit loss due to product returns depends 

on both the number of returns and the reverse logistics costs. The focus of in the next section 

is on antecedents of customer product return decisions which is directly related to the number 

of returns.  

3.3. Antecedents of customer product return decisions 

For today’s retailers it is important to understand the drivers of customer return 

decisions because product returns affect profitability considerably and thereby form a key 

component of customer value management as explained in section 2. A mix of behavioral and 

empirical research has examined various antecedents of product returns. In this section, we 

review the key findings of this research. Specifically, we discuss the impact of product return 

policies, the effect of information provision at the moment of purchase, and how returns vary 

across customers and products.  

3.3.1. Customer return policies 

One way to avoid the substantial cost of product returns is to disallow them. However, 

there is an inherent tradeoff in that such a cost-reducing policy will also reduce revenue due to 

its negative impact on demand. For example in women’s footwear category allowing returns 

generates $15 in value to the customer per purchase (Anderson, Hansen, and Simester 2009). 

Hence, a key decision firms have to make to handle product returns is to set product return 

policies. Specifically, we highlight how prior research informs the decisions regarding 

whether to allow returns and how much to penalize returns (product return leniency). Finally, 

we discuss how product return leniency affect the purchase and return decisions. 

3.3.1.1. Setting product return policies 

A large body of literature provides guidance as to when a firm should offer a money-

back guarantee. A general rule of thumb is that a retailer should accept returns if it can earn 

greater value from salvaging the returned item than the customers’ cost of returning the item. 

This rule of thumb established in Davis, Gerstner and Haggerty (1995) holds when the retailer 

sells on a consignment agreement with the manufacturer (Hu, Li, and Govindan 2014), when 

the retailer sets inventory levels with demand uncertainty (Akcay, Boyaci, and Zhang 2013), 

and when accounting for reduced clearance prices intended to clear inventory (Altug and 

Aydinliyim 2016). One concern with a money-back guarantee is that customers may decide to 

rent for free by buying and then returning. Davis, Gerstner, and Haggerty (1995) shows that if 
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customers experience a transaction cost smaller than their trial value obtained from free 

renting, then a money-back guarantee is less profitable.  

Building on the general rule of thumb, research provides guidance about how the 

quality of the product affects the decision to offer a money-back guarantee. The suggestions 

depend on whether or not quality is known by the customers. If product quality is 

unobservable, then high-quality sellers should offer a money-back guarantee to signal quality, 

but low-quality sellers will find such an offer too costly (Moorthy and Srinivasan 1995). If 

quality is observable, product returns arise because of uncertainty about product fit rather than 

because of quality. In this case, the low-quality seller has a greater gain as a result of offering 

a money-back guarantee than the high quality retailer, though both retailers should allow 

returns.   

If a company decides to accept returns, they still have options to reduce returns by 

being less lenient either by creating hassle for customers (i.e., effort leniency), imposing a 

deadline (i.e., time leniency) on returns or by charging a restocking fee (i.e., monetary 

leniency); a monetary penalty customers have to pay to return the product to the retailer. 

Companies should impose a greater hassle for returns when the product’s benefits can be 

consumed in a short period of time (Davis, Haggerty, and Gerstner 1998). This will reduce the 

number of customers who get “free rent” by buying and returning after use.  

Firms may not only impose hassle costs on consumers for returning, but also set 

deadline to obtain this refund. Accounting for product life cycle and inventory considerations, 

Xu et al. (2015) find that the optimal return deadline is decreasing in the return ratio, 

increasing in the salvage value, and increasing in the value customers obtain from using the 

product before returning it.  

A variety of factors have been shown to affect a company’s optimal restocking fee. 

The greater importance customers place on how well a product matches their needs, the 

higher the restocking fee should be (Shulman, Coughlan, and Savaskan 2009). The higher 

return penalty ensures that customers keep their purchase when they would otherwise return it 

without subsequently exchanging for another product. Competition can actually increase 

restocking fees because firms want to dissuade customers from making a return in order to 

buy from the competition (Shulman, Coughlan, and Savaskan 2011). Moreover, a more 

generous return policy attracts customers who are less likely to keep their purchase, thereby 

increasing the company’s cost disadvantage relative to its competitor.  

Product quality also affects the optimal restocking fee, though there is not consensus 

in the academic literature on exactly how. Gu and Tayi (2015) find that a monopolist should 
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have a tightened return policy if the product value is high as a means to encourage consumers 

to mend the product to improve fit. In contrast, Inderst and Tirosh (2015) find that when 

quality is observable and customers vary both in their ex ante appreciation of quality and their 

ex post evaluations, high quality retailers will be more generous in their refund than their low-

quality competitor. This is consistent with the empirical finding of Bonifield, Cole, and 

Schultz (2010) that in practice return leniency increases as the ratings of e-tailer quality 

increases. There is apparently room for further research to resolve the discrepancies between 

findings and develop a unifying theory of when the high-quality seller will be more or less 

generous in its refund.  

Manufacturers often cannot set the return policy retailers offer to customers, but can 

influence these policies with their contract to the retailer. Research has found that the 

manufacturer should accept returns from the retailer at an overly generous refund in order to 

incentivize the retailer to offer an efficient refund to customers, thereby boosting sales 

(Shulman, Coughlan, and Savaskan 2010). Additionally, Su (2009) shows that a manufacturer 

can improve profitability with a differentiated buy-back contract that pays the retailer 

different rates for returned units than units the retailer was unable to sell. However, when this 

is not possible, a manufacturer can use a sales rebate contract to achieve the same channel 

profits.  

3.3.1.2. Impact of return policies on purchase and return decisions 

The firm’s product return policy may have an impact on customer purchase behavior 

as well as on their return behavior, and hence on customer value (Figure 3-1). One might 

think that firms with a lenient product return policy will just have to process more product 

returns which can lead to costs spiraling out of control potentially outweighing the benefits of 

increases in future purchase behavior (Equation 2). 

The effect of the return policy on purchases and product returns may depend on 

specific dimensions of that policy. A meta-analytic review study classifies return policy 

leniency along five dimensions (Janakiraman, Syrdal and Freling 2016): Monetary leniency; 

Time leniency; Effort leniency; Scope Leniency; and Exchange leniency (see Table 3-1). The 

results of the meta-analysis indeed indicate that different return policy dimensions have 

different effects on purchase and return decisions.   
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Table 3-1: Effect of return policy leniency dimensions on purchase and return 

decision 

Return policy  Effect of a lenient policy on: 
a 

Dimension: Description: Purchase  Return 

Monetary leniency Whether a retailer asks for a restocking fee or 

allows for the refund of the full monetary 

amount paid (lenient). 

+ 0 

    

Time leniency Whether a retailer allows short deadlines or 

long deadline (lenient) in the return policy. 
0 - 

    

Effort leniency Whether a retailer creates “hassle” for 

customers who aim to return the product, such 

as requiring the original receipt and product 

package ; no effort is regarded as more lenient.  

+ 0 

    

Scope leniency Whether a retailer considers all items “return – 

worthy”, or restrict customers to return sales 

items, no restriction is regarded as more lenient. 

0 + 

    

Exchange leniency Whether a retailer offers cash refunds or only 

allows product exchange or store credit, cash 

refund is regarded as more lenient. 

0 - 

a + is a positive significant effect, - is negative significant effect, 0 is no significant effect. 

 

A key dimension of product return policies is whether a firm asks a restocking fee or 

refunds the full monetary amount paid (i.e., monetary leniency). A monetary lenient product 

return policy (i.e., no restocking fee) led to increases in purchases, but did not affect the 

likelihood that a customer would return the product (Bower and Maxham 2012; Kim and 

Wansink 2012). Return deadlines (i.e., time leniency) have little impact on purchase 

decisions, but do affect customer return decision: when offering more lenient return deadlines 

(i.e., longer deadlines), customers have a lower likelihood to return the product. This happens 

when there is low return effort required due to the concrete frame of mind that a short 

deadline creates (Janakiraman and Ordóñez 2012). Some retailers create “hassle” for 

customers who aim to return the product, such as requiring the original receipt and that the 

product package should be retained (i.e., low effort leniency). Higher effort leniency, where 

the retailer reduces the hassle to customers, increases the purchase probability, but does not 

influence customer return decision (Janakiraman and Ordóñez 2012). Some stores restrict the 

items they consider “return – worthy”, and some retailers do not allow customers to return 

sales items (i.e., low scope leniency). Scope leniency mainly influences the return decision: if 

a retailer does not allow customers to return items on sale, purchases probability is not 

affected, and customer return rates decrease. Hence, higher scope leniency increases the 
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product return probability. The final leniency factor studied is exchange leniency. Some 

retailers offer cash refunds whereas others only allow product exchange or store credit. 

Having a lenient exchange policy results in lower return probabilities, a potential explanation 

is that customers with minor product complaints are more likely to exchange products when 

exchange clauses are more salient (Janakiraman, Syrdal, and Freling 2016) and hence a more 

strict exchange policy results in more returns.  

In summary, there is a large and growing body of academic research to help managers 

as they decide whether to accept returns, how much of a refund to offer for returns, and how 

long to allow a customer to hold the product before making the return. These decisions, at 

both the retailer and manufacturer level, depend on customer-level factors, the firm’s cost 

structure, and the competitive landscape (Janakiraman, Syrdal, and Freling 2016). In engaging 

customers to make a purchase and to manage returns, managers should recognize the strategic 

and cost implications of their return policy as well as the revenue implications.   

3.3.2. Pre-purchase information effects 

When customers are allowed to return purchases, the purchase decision is split into a 

two-stage decision process. In the first stage, the customer decides to purchase the product 

and in the second stage the customer decides to keep or return the purchased product 

(Anderson, Hansen and Simester 2009; Minnema et al 2016). Customers make these two 

decisions because the information provided at the moment of purchase does not resolve the 

product at full and so customer base their purchase decision on imperfect information 

(Shulman, Cunha, and Saint Clair 2015). After the purchase, the customer will inspect the 

product and ultimately the product will be revealed at full (Wood 2001). If the product does 

not meet the expectations formed at the moment of purchase, the customer will be dissatisfied 

and hence is more likely to return the product (Bechwati and Siegal 2005). Therefore, the 

information provided at the moment of purchase will affect the return decision and it is 

critical to examine the purchase and return decision simultaneously.  

 Especially when purchasing online, customers have limited ability to evaluate and test 

products before purchasing them (e.g., Shulman, Cunha, and Saint Clair 2015). As a 

consequence, retailers offer multiple sources of information on their website to inform 

customers, such as product specifications, product pictures and online customer reviews. 

These information sources will affect the customer’s expectations regarding the product. 

 Prior studies show that there is a tension in the effect of information on product return 

decisions (Shulman, Cunha, and Saint Clair 2015). On the one hand, more information may 
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prevent customers from purchasing the product if there is a poor fit between the product and 

the customer. Without the additional information, the customer might have purchased the 

product which he would probably have returned due to the poor fit: the purchase prevention 

effect On the other hand, providing more information may increase customer expectations 

which leads to more purchases and more returns because the product does not meet these 

expectations, labeled the marginal loss aversion affect. Thus, information at the moment of 

purchase affects the decision to return or keep a purchased product. 

To provide more detailed product information, retailers invested in web technologies 

such as zoom features and alternative pictures to help customers to make better decisions (De, 

Hu, and Rahman 2013). In general, zoom technology allows customers to see some finer 

product details such as fabric and small decorative features which conveys mainly factual 

product information. When a customer gains more factual information, the customer 

expectations will be more realistic and hence, use of zoom technologies lowers product 

returns (De, Hu, and Rahman 2013) due to less product uncertainty (Hong and Pavlou 2014). 

A second web technology to convey product information is the alternative photo technology, 

which enables the customer to see the focal products rotation but also the contextualization. 

The contextualization provides mainly impression-based information because in clothing this 

contains models wearing the product. Impression-based information may be more ambiguous 

and hard to verify, which may led customers form unrealistic expectations which results in 

higher product returns and more importantly, lower net sales (i.e., purchases – returns) (De, 

Hu, and Rahman 2013). Thus, web technologies can either help or hurt retailers in reducing 

product return rates, all depending on the type of information provided.  

The presentation of products also affects the decision to return the product. When 

products are presented simultaneous customers generate many comparative thoughts. In 

contrast, presenting products sequential will result in more non-comparative thoughts 

(Bechwati and Siegal 2005). Hence, when customers are faced with an alternative not in the 

initial choice set after they decided to purchase, they are more likely to remain with their 

initial choice when the products where presented sequential. They do so because their non-

comparative thoughts regarding the product are still valid to defend their initial purchase 

decision.  

An additional source of information that is available on many retailers’ websites is 

online customer reviews (OCRs). OCRs complement retailer-provided information (Chen and 

Xie 2008) and make other information available on the retailer’s website less important 

(Kostyra et al. 2016). Online customer reviews may help to form customer expectations prior 
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to purchase about a product, and thus may affect return rates, next to customer purchases 

(Babic et al. 2016). Review valence (i.e., average product rating) helps to form or alter 

product expectations at the moment of purchase. If reviews are overly positive (i.e., valence is 

higher than the long term product average), this leads to high expectations about the product 

which increases the purchase probability. After the purchase, the high expectations due to 

overly positive reviews are not met, which results in negative expectation disconfirmation and 

consequently increases return probability as well (Minnema et al. 2016). The effect of overly 

positive reviews is – more notable – negative for a retailer’s financial performance because of 

the high reverse logistics costs associated with product returns. The other OCR characteristics 

(volume and variance) mainly affect purchase decisions, and have little to no effect on 

product returns. Thus, a substantial body of research shows that information provided at the 

moment of purchase does also affect the decision to return the purchased product in addition 

to its effect on purchases.  

3.3.3. Customer characteristics 

Most studies found non-significant effects of customer demographics on product 

returns, but some differences exist across studies. So far, research did not find significant 

effects on return likelihood for income, marital status, education, and age (Hong and Pavlou 

2014; Petersen and Kumar 2009). The effects for gender are mixed: Minnema et al. (2016) 

find that males have lower return rates in electronics and furniture category, whereas Hong 

and Pavlou (2014) find no significant difference in return rate between males and females for 

online auctions at Taobao and eBay. Finally, the return rates also vary from country to 

country but Schulze and Srinivasan (2016) argue that this is not driven by variation in 

customer characteristics but by variation in the efficiency of the postal system between 

countries.  

Also for the same customer, return rates may vary depending on specific contextual 

settings. Customers who are in new in the category tend to have higher return rates (Petersen 

and Kumar 2009). When customers purchase for the first time in a category, they have higher 

levels of uncertainty and are therefore more likely to return purchased products. Customers 

may also purchase products as gifts, which are given to a recipient and hence do carry both 

economic value reflected in the product price but also have an added value from a social 

dimension. Because returning a gift can cause tension in the relationship between the gift 

giver and the recipient, products purchased as gift are returned less compared to when the 

customers purchased the product not as a gift (Petersen and Kumar 2009).  
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3.3.4. Product characteristics 

Product return rates vary considerably across product categories. For categories such 

as fashion and footwear, return rates are reportedly higher than for categories such as 

electronics and furniture (Mollenkopf et al. 2007; Minnema et al. 2016). A major difference 

between categories is whether it is difficult for customers to assess the fit between the product 

and their own preferences (i.e., fit uncertainty, Hong and Pavlou 2014). Customers perceive 

higher fit uncertainty for experience products compared to search products and hence we 

observe higher return rates for experience products. However, prior studies did not find 

differences in return likelihood between durable and consumable products, where consumable 

products are immediately consumed or last a short period time (Janakiraman, Syrdal, and 

Freling 2016). For more expensive products, customers are more critical and hence more 

likely to return a product that lacks fit (Anderson et al. 2009; Hess and Mayhew 1997). This 

also holds for the temporary price differences, the return rate for items on sale is lower 

because if the product is less expensive customers are not as critical (Petersen and Kumar 

2009). Multiple studies suggest that average review valence can be used as a proxy for 

average perceived product quality (De Lange, Fernbach, and Lichtenstein 2016). For products 

with higher average valence, product return rates are lower which suggests that for higher 

perceived quality, lower return rates are observed (Minnema et al. 2016; Sahoo, Dellarocas, 

and Srinivasan 2016).  

3.4. Consequences of customer returns on (non-)transactional behaviors. 

In this section, we review the key findings of research related to the consequences of 

product returns. Specifically, we discuss the impact of product returns on future purchase and 

return behavior and the impact on non-transactional behaviors.  

3.4.1. Impact on future purchase and return behavior 

For firms it is important to understand the relationship between contemporary 

customer product returns and the future purchase and return behavior, and in this way account 

for the indirect effect of product returns on customer value.  

First, a study by Petersen and Kumar (2009) with a catalog retailer that has a lenient 

product return policy empirically showed that increases in a customer product returns led to 

increases in that customer’s future purchase behavior relative to customers that did not return 

products. In fact, a simulation in this study found that the optimal product return rate which 

generated the highest profit for the retailer was around 13% at which the costs of product 
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returns outweighed the benefits of increases in future purchases. Other studies confirm this 

finding, so does improved refund speed help to improve total relationship value (Griffis et al. 

2012) and can total spending at the retailer increase by 158%-457% after customers have 

experienced a free return (Bower and Maxham 2012). In addition, a higher proportion of 

returned items results in longer relations with the firm. This is explained by the positive 

encounter with the firm’s service representatives which enhance loyalty to the firm (Reinartz 

and Kumar 2003). Thus, firms need to think about creating strategies that might encourage 

customer behaviors (e.g., cross-buying) that lead to increases in product returns when 

customers have not returned many (or any) products in the past. However, retailers should be 

cautious in asking customers a fee to return the purchased product when the retailers 

perceives that the customer is at fault (i.e., equity based return policy). When customers 

perceive this policy as unfair, their postreturn spending decreased by 75%-100% at the retailer 

(Bower and Maxham 2012).  

Second, contemporary purchase and return behavior also influences future return 

behavior. In general, customers who purchase more products, return more products (Petersen 

and Kumar 2009) because customers must buy products in order to return them. However, 

there are significant differences based on previous return behavior. Some customers 

consistently return previously purchased products, whereas 20 percent of the customers did 

not exhibit any incidence of return behavior (Shah, Kumar, and Kim 2014). Also other studies 

reported higher return rates for customers who returned in the past (Petersen and Kumar 2009; 

Minnema et al. 2016). Therefore, habitual returners are more likely to be unprofitable cross 

category buyers (Shah et al. 2012) and are likely to contribute negatively over their lifetime 

duration to the firm (Shah, Kumar and Kim 2014). Hence, examining product returns 

becomes even more critical in customer value management, because of a positive indirect 

effect through increasing future purchases and a negative indirect effect through increasing 

future returns. 

3.4.2. Impact on customer engagement behaviors 

Customer value is not limited to the value of the transaction itself, but also comprises 

behavioral manifestations after a purchase (Van Doorn et al. 2010). Customers can help 

acquire new customers by providing referrals and can influence customers by for example 

writing reviews (Kumar et al. 2010). Hence, ignoring non-transactional behavior may not 

provide the complete impact of product return behavior (see Equation 1). A study by Petersen 

and Kumar (2010) ran a field experiment with a retailer which changed its return policy from 
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being somewhat strict (only allowing product returns when products were defective or the 

wrong products were shipped) to a more lenient return policy (allowing product returns at any 

point after purchase). The results of this field experiment showed that product return leniency 

did result in an increase in product returns, but the increase in purchase behavior was 

significantly larger. Additionally, the study found that there were additional indirect benefits 

from this change in product return policy – a significant increase in customer referrals. This 

suggests that when customers have a product return experience that is low in hassle due to a 

lenient product return policy, it not only leads to an increase in profitability due to purchases 

outpacing product returns, but also can have a positive indirect benefit in increasing overall 

firm profitability through mechanisms such as increases in customer referral behavior.  

The effort in returning the product has similar consequences; higher effort in the 

customer product return experience negatively influences customer satisfaction with the 

return process which lowers the loyalty intentions towards the firm (Mollenkopf et al. 2007). 

Although a satisfactory return process between customer and retailer creates positive attitudes 

towards the retailer, customers are obviously less satisfied with the product. Hence, product 

return behavior also influences the arrival of customer reviews for the returned product. 

Customers are less likely to write a review for a product they have returned and if customers 

do write a review the expected star rating is lower (Minnema et al. 2016). Given the profit 

impact of non-transaction behaviors such as referrals and customer reviews, it is important for 

firms to take these behaviors into account (Kumar et al. 2010).   

Thus, the existing literature on the consequences of product returns provides the 

following insights. First, product returns are not just an economic cost that needs to be 

minimized. A satisfactory product return experience between a customer and a firm can 

actually lead to future benefits for the firm in several ways. It can lead to a decrease in the 

customer’s perceived risk to purchase in the future, making the customer more likely to 

engage in future purchases with the firm. The positive interaction can also lead to increases in 

a customer’s attitude toward the firm which can lead to increases in positive word of mouth 

and/or referrals. However, the customer may also learn from a product return and have a 

higher probability to return future purchases; which has a negative impact on customer value.  

3.5. Conclusion and discussion 

In this chapter, we have discussed product return research as one of main drivers of 

profitability for today’s retailers. In the past decade, we have observed a growing stream of 

research on product returns, due to the increasing use of distant channels for purchasing and 
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associated higher return rates that are observed for these channels. One of the most important 

findings is that product returns are not a necessary evil in the exchange process: Product 

returns have positive consequences on the future purchase behavior and help to foster loyalty 

and engagement towards the retailer. A large body of studies showed that retailers also have 

instruments to manage product returns, such as customer relationship management tools, 

effective product return policies, and information provision at the moment of purchase. Based 

on extent research, we provide ten important generalizations on product returns (see Table 

3-2). 

This synthesis also helps to provide guidance in the identification of important areas 

for future research on product returns. Although research related to product returns spurred 

during the last decade, we believe that research can contribute to further improve 

understanding. One of the main research questions is to develop a unifying theory of when the 

high-quality seller should be more or less generous in its refund compared to a low-quality 

retailer. Although studies showed the positive impact of return policy leniency dimensions 

(Janakariman, Syrdal, and Freling 2016), future research should examine how this effect is 

contingent on retailer quality and product characteristics.  

A second research question is related to the antecedents of product returns. A 

substantial body of research showed the impact of pre-purchase information on product return 

decisions (Shulman, Cunha, and Saint Clair 2015). However, to the best of our knowledge, no 

study exists that relates a firm’s marketing behavior to product return decisions. For example, 

how do advertisement forms such as TV, radio and banner influence return decisions, 

especially given that some retailers explicitly mentioned the option to return the purchased 

products (e.g., Zalando).  
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Table 3-2: Ten generalizations on product returns 

Managing product return behavior 

1 Incorporating customer product return behavior in customer value models improves a firm’s 

marketing resource allocation and profit. 

2 Return policy leniency increases with the perceived quality of the retailer.  

3 Manufacturers should accept returns from the retailer at an overly generous refund in order to 

incentivize the retailer to offer an efficient refund to customers to boost sales. 

  

Antecedents of product returns 

4 Return policies that offer monetary and/or effort leniency lead to an increase in purchases 

whereas longer deadlines reduce return rates.  

5 The information provided at the moment of purchase can either increase or decrease product 

return likelihood: Return rates increase when information leads to higher product expectations 

and it decreases when information mainly reduces uncertainty in expectations. 

6 Return rates are higher for experience products compared to search products, because customers 

perceive more fit uncertainty in the former case. 

7 Return rates are higher for more expensive products and lower for products on sale, because 

customers are more critical for more expensive products. 

  

Consequences of product returns 

8 Customers who experience a satisfactory return process are likely to increase their future 

spending at the retailer because of the lower perceived risk in making a purchase.  

9 Product return behavior is a habit, some customers consistently return purchased products 

whereas others do not exhibit any incidence of return behavior. 

10 Product returns affect non-transactional behaviors. Customers who experience a low hassle 

return process, are more likely to provide positive referrals to the firm. When customers return, 

they are less likely to write a product review and the provided review is more negative.  

 

A third research question is related to the consequences of product return decisions. 

Kumar et al. (2010) propose four core dimensions of customer engagement value (CEV): 1) 

customer purchasing behavior, 2) customer referral behavior, 3) customer influencer behavior 

and 4) customer knowledge behavior. Prior studies showed that product returns have a 

positive effect on customer purchase (Petersen and Kumar 2009) and referral behavior 

(Petersen and Kumar 2010) and impact customer information value (Minnema et al. 2016), 

however, research on the impact on customer knowledge behavior is lacking. A positive 

relation between return behavior an customer knowledge behavior can be expected. 

Customers who return can provide the firm of very valuable feedback regarding the 

information provision that may have caused the misfit or can help firms better understand for 

what kind of customer the product fits best.   

 This overview aims to provide readers a better understanding of product returns and 

how product returns should be managed and be taken into account in customer value 

management. In addition, we hope this overview fuels research on the important topics related 

to product returns, in particularly in retailing and in customer relationship management.  
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Chapter 4 

 

4. Browsing for the Point of no Return: 

The Relation Between In-store Browsing, 

Purchase and Return Behavior 
 

Abstract 

In Internet marketplaces, customers browse through the retailer’s website to seek information 

and make satisfying purchase decisions. Less well-informed purchases may lead to less-

satisfying purchases which in turn may drive subsequent returns of the product. In this study, 

we examine the relation between customers in-store browsing and their purchase and return 

decision. In line with prior research, we conceptualize and summarize customer in-store 

browsing in breadth (i.e., number of distinct products browsed) and depth (i.e., average time 

spent per product browsing) of browsing. We use a rich clickstream database from a major 

online retailer that features in-store browsing behavior and transactions in the electronics 

product category to examine the relation between in-store browsing and purchases and 

returns. We use a bivariate probit model with endogenous sample selection to model the 

customer’s purchase and return decision jointly. The results show that more breadth in 

browsing relates to higher purchase and return probabilities whereas more depth in browsing 

is inversely u-shaped related to the purchase probability but does not significantly relate to the 

return probability. Furthermore, our study suggests that likely “returners” can be identified by 

their browsing behavior prior to purchase which can be leveraged by retailers for targeting 

decisions. 

 

This chapter is based on Minnema, A., Bijmolt, T.H.A. and Gensler, S. (2016). Browsing for 

the point of no return: The relation between in-store browsing, purchase and return behavior, 

working paper. 
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4.1. Introduction 

In online retailing, customers gain product information through in-store browsing on a 

retailer’s website. Online retailers can observe this in-store browsing behavior of customers in 

detail which they can leverage to improve customer purchase probability. Prior studies 

showed that in-store browsing behavior affects the purchase decision. For example, a longer 

visit duration results in a higher purchase probability (e.g., Mallapragada, Chandukala and Liu 

2016).  

Next to purchase, another key outcome variable is product returns, which is currently a 

hefty problem in internet retailing (Minnema et al., 2016b). Annually, retailers receive a total 

stream of products worth 200 billion dollar back as returns (Kerr 2013). Interestingly, these 

high return rates do not result from product defects; in electronics less than five percent of all 

returns are associated with product failures (Accenture 2011). Research in marketing and 

logistics related to product returns spurred during the last decade due to the strong impact of 

product returns (e.g., Dekker et al. 2004; Minnema et al. 2016b). A large body of studies 

examined the effect of information provision at the moment of purchase (e.g., Shulman, 

Cunha and Saint Clair 2015) and showed that providing customers more information affects 

the return probability. Hence, how customers gain product information by their in-store 

browsing may affect the decision to keep or return the purchased product as well.  

Despite the importance of product returns and the relation between in-store browsing 

and purchase decisions, no study is available that focused on the relationship between 

browsing behavior and product return decisions. This raises a research question: Is there a 

relationship between a customer’s browsing behavior and return behavior and if so, what is 

the nature of this relationship? Studying the relation between in-store browsing behavior and 

returns is compelling because retailers can use interventions that might impact browsing 

behavior and in this way manage returns. 

Therefore, it is the aim of this study to examine the relation between in-store browsing 

and customer purchase and return behavior. Consistent with previous studies on browsing 

behavior, we consider the breadth and depth of browsing to measure the browsing behavior 

(e.g., Bucklin and Sismeiro 2003; Huang, Lurie and Mitra 2009; Olbrich and Holsing 2011; 

Mallapragada, Chandukala and Liu 2016). Breadth of browsing reflects how many product 

pages a customer looked at. Depth of browsing reflects the average time spent for browsing 

per product (e.g., Huang, Lurie and Mira 2009; Moe 2003). 
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We use clickstream and transaction data from a major European online retailer 

comprising 13,628 sessions and 4,011 transactions in the electronics category. Since the 

return decision is contingent upon the purchase decision, we model the relation between 

browsing and the purchase and return decision jointly. We use a bivariate probit with 

endogenous sample selection that takes the interdependency between the purchase and return 

decision into account. 

This study contributes to previous studies on product returns by discussing the 

relevance of customers’ browsing behavior for their return decisions next to the purchase 

decision. We find that customers’ in-store browsing behavior is related with both the purchase 

and return decision. More specifically, breadth of browsing has a positive association with the 

purchase and return probability. Depth of browsing has inverse u-shaped association with the 

purchase probability but not with the return probability. This study provides evidence that 

customer behavior at the moment of purchase is a good predictor for the customer return 

probability.  

The managerial contributions of our study relate to a key challenge for today’s online 

retailers - namely, how to better understand product returns. Currently, online retailers can use 

tools to capture customer browsing behavior from page to page (Mintz, Currim and Jeliazkov 

2013). Therefore, a better understanding of the relationship between browsing and product 

return behavior has the potential to identify likely “returners” based on their browsing 

behavior. Exploiting this information is attractive because even for customers who are 

browsing “anonymously”, such information is available (Mintz, Currim and Jeliazkov 2013). 

Consequently, management can rely on browsing information in addition to information on 

previous return behavior available for non-anonymous customers for predicting customer 

returns (Petersen and Kumar 2015). In this way, browsing information helps online retailers to 

prioritize and target customers based on their browsing behavior to reduce product returns. 

For example, retailers could suggest shopping tools (such as a chat function) when customers 

browsed a larger number of products in a category to provide them additional information. 

Doing so, they would support customers in making more informed purchase decisions and in 

this way reduce the return probability.  

In the following, we outline the theoretical background and derive research questions. 

Then we describe the research design and the data. We continue with discussing the model 

specification. Later we describe the results. We end with a discussion including managerial 

implications and future research suggestions.       
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4.2. Theoretical background 

Customers browse for product information to gain information to make a satisfying 

purchase decision. Given that browsing behavior induces costs in terms of effort, customers 

trade off the costs of browsing and the benefits of making a more satisfying purchase decision 

(Bettman et al. 1993). To classify browsing behavior, studies focused on (1) how wide a 

customer browses which is measured by the number of distinct products examined and (2) 

how deep the customer browses which relates to the average time spent on browsing per 

product (Huang, Lurie and Mitra 2009; Moe 2003). Griffin and Broniarczyk (2010) show that 

spending more time on product pages is not similar to browsing more products. When 

customers browse more products, they learn about trade-offs between products whereas 

spending more time among the products helps customers to deeply deliberate the browsed 

products. We do not use the total time spend on browsing because this is strongly related to 

the number of products browsed. 

Especially in online retailing, customers base their purchase decision on imperfect 

information (Shulman, Cunha and Saint Clair 2015). Browsing helps to inform whether the 

product matches customer needs and in this way forms customer expectations. If the product 

does not meet the expectations formed at the moment of purchase, the customer is less 

satisfied and hence more likely to return the product (Bechwati and Siegal 2005). Thus, 

browsing behavior may not only be related to a customer’s purchase decision but also to 

his/her return decision.  

4.2.1. Relation between breadth of browsing, purchase and return decision 

The breadth of browsing is defined as the number of distinct products browsed, similar 

to Huang, Lurie and Mitra (2009). Breadth of browsing can have a two-pronged impact on 

customer purchase and return decision. Extent research shows that considering more products 

makes it more likely to find a close match to customer preferences (Kuksov and Villas-Boas 

2010). By browsing more alternatives customers may learn about product features and build a 

knowledge base in the product category (Griffin and Broniarczyk 2010). In this way, 

customers know better what to expect from the product. Consequently, a higher purchase and 

lower return probability may be expected. 

Despite this clear benefit of browsing multiple products, a large body of research 

demonstrated that considering more products has important drawbacks: Processing new 

products entails greater cognitive load, hence it becomes more difficult to identify the most 

preferred product (Griffin and Broniarczyk 2010). This results in a greater difficulty of 
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making a choice (Huffman and Kahn 1998). When facing more alternatives, customers may 

experience conflict between the products and may defer to choose at all (Iyengar and Lepper 

2000). In addition, browsing more products makes it more difficult to distinguish between 

better and worse products due to lower cognitive resources available per product when they 

evaluate many products (Payne, Bettman and Johnson 1988). When cognitive resources per 

product are low, customers may not be able to disregard irrelevant information (Martin, Seta 

and Crelia 1990) and hence may make a less satisfying purchase decision which will increase 

the return probability. When customers browse more products they expect that the product 

they choose matches their preferences because they invested in browsing. This may result in 

lower satisfaction with the purchased product (Diehl and Poynor 2010) and hence increase the 

return probability.  

Overall, this suggests that there might be an optimal breadth of browsing; browsing 

more alternatives may first help and then hurt customer decision making. Hence, we propose 

that customer in-store browsing behavior has an inverted u-shaped relation with the purchase 

probability and a u-shaped relation with return probability:  

H1: Breadth of in-store browsing behavior has an inverted u-shaped relation with 

purchase probability.  

H2: Breadth of in-store browsing behavior has a u-shaped relation with return 

probability.  

4.2.2. Relation between depth of browsing, purchase and return decision 

In this study, the depth of browsing is defined as how much time the customer spends 

on average for browsing per product page (Huang, Lurie and Mitra 2009). Deep browsing 

behavior may provide more information about the products by reading product descriptions as 

customers are longer exposed to product information (Danaher, Mullarkey and Essegaier 

2006). Deep browsing behavior implies that a customer intensely deliberates the products 

browsed (Moe 2003) and indicates that customers are more involved with making a purchase 

decision (Danaher, Mullarkey and Essegaier 2006). In this way, customers gain more 

information prior to purchase per product which decreases the uncertainty associated with the 

product (Huang, Lurie and Mitra 2009) which makes it more likely that customers will 

purchase. 

Depth of browsing behavior may also affect the likelihood to return the purchased 

product. Spending more time on product pages improves the satisfaction with the purchase 

because customers have gained more information prior to purchase (De, Hu and Rahman 
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2013) and as such can make more accurate decisions (Bettman et al. 1993). Thus, customers 

have better expectations about what can be expected from the product (Huang, Lurie and 

Mitra 2009) which increases their choice satisfaction. This then may lead to higher levels of 

post-purchase satisfaction (Rust et al. 1999) and lower return probabilities. 

However, the additional gain of browsing may diminish and hence, we expect that 

browsing has a positive but diminishing relation with purchase probability and a negative but 

diminishing relation with return probability: 

H3: Depth of in-store browsing behavior has a positive but diminishing relation with 

purchase probability.  

H4: Depth of in-store browsing behavior has a negative but diminishing relation with 

return probability.  

4.3. Research design 

4.3.1. Data description 

We have data from a major European online retailer
6
 that sells exclusively through its 

online store and the provided data encompassed the electronics product category. In the 

electronics category, we have information of browsing, purchase and return behavior at the 

subcategory level. In total we have 23 subcategories, such as TV’s, laptops, mobile phones, 

tablets and digital cameras. To examine the relation between customer browsing behavior and 

purchase and return probabilities, we examine how broad and deep a customer browsed 

within the retailer’s website. 

A customer visit to the retailer’s website is described as a session. We compute the 

session variables at the subcategory level, thus a customer can have both a breadth and depth 

of browsing for subcategories such as laptops and digital cameras. A session starts when a 

customer enters the retailer’s website and ends when the customer leaves the website, 

purchases a product or becomes inactive for over 30 minutes at the website in accordance 

with Van den Poel and Buckinx (2005). We gather data on the session level and can link 

multiple sessions with a cookie ID to examine the impact of customer purchase behavior 

across multiple sessions. 

We gather all sessions from March 26 to April 6, 2014 and capture per session the 

product page views. Following existing studies on product returns (De, Hu and Rahman 2013; 

Minnema et al. 2016), we gather whether the customer purchased in that session, and 

conditional on the purchase decision whether the customer returned. Moreover, we include 

                                                 
6 The retailer requested to remain anonymous. 
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only sessions where a customer viewed more than one electronics product page, to ensure that 

a customer actually browsed for electronics products because sessions with one product page 

view are not considered to be a real visit in accordance with prior studies (Bucklin and 

Sismeiro 2003; Van den Poel and Buckinx 2005). Furthermore, we only included sessions 

where the customer was logged in on the retailers website. Most customers automatically log 

in when the enter the website. We focus on this subset of sessions because for these sessions 

customer demographics and RFM metrics are available and in this way we can test wheter 

browsing behavior provides additional information for the purchase and return decision 

beyond RFM metrics.  

The final database contains 13,628 sessions. In 29% of the sessions, a purchase was 

made (i.e., Table 4-1: 4,011 sessions). This high rate can be explained by our focus on 

customers who are logged in to the website and made more than one product page view 

(analogous to Van den Poel and Buckinx 2005). The average return rate is 9%, which is in 

line with industry estimates (e.g., 9%, Kerr 2013). According to the retailer’s return policy, up 

to two weeks after product delivery, customers can return a purchase without needing to offer 

reasons and at no cost. This policy includes heavy and bulky items that the retailer picks up at 

the customer’s address.  

4.3.2. Browsing variables 

Customer browsing behavior on the retailer’s website comes from server logs that 

capture product page requests. In this way, we can operationalize the variables for breadth and 

depth of customer in-store browsing. For breadth of browsing, we use the number of distinct 

products a customer browsed and for depth of browsing we use the average browsing time per 

product page by the consumer (i.e., total time on product pages/number of products). Both 

variables are computed based on the customer browsing behavior across the last seven days of 

the observation period. This time span is similar to previous studies (De los Santos, Hortascu 

and Wildenbeest 2012). We omit any general pages (i.e., check out page, shopping basket) 

from the calculation of the average browsing time for several reasons. First, customers gain 

most information on the products in the category by browsing product pages. Second, visiting 

general pages is highly correlated with purchase. If an individual chooses to purchase, they 

will by definition spend time on transaction/general pages to complete the transaction. This 

correlation will bias any purchase analysis.   

Table 4-1 shows that there is substantial variation in browsing behavior across 

sessions. The average number of distinct products browsed in a session is 3.81 with a standard 
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variation of 3.33 products and the average time per product customers browse is 1.55 minutes 

with a standard deviation of 1.25 minutes. Simple t-tests indicate that a relation exists 

between browsing behavior and purchase and returns. Customers who purchase, have looked 

at a larger number of distinct products (3.98 vs. 3.74, p < 0.01) and spend more time browsing 

product pages (1.63 vs. 1.51 minutes, p < 0.01). Conditional on the purchase, customers who 

return have visited a larger number of distinct products compared to customers who keep the 

product (4.40 vs. 3.93, p = 0.01) but do not spend more time on product pages (1.70 vs. 1.63, 

p = 0.29). Thus, the descriptive statistics provide initial evidence for a relation between 

browsing behavior and purchase and return decisions. However, we need a model to formally 

test whether browsing behavior affects both the purchase and return decision in which we can 

control for customer demographics, session variables and for the potential endogeneity of 

browsing behavior with the purchase and return decision.    
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Table 4-1: Variable operationalization in the purchase and return decision model 

Variable Description and measure mean s.d. min max 

Purchaseit Dummy variable, indicating whether the customer i in 

session t purchased a product. 0.29 0.46 0.00 1.00 

Returnit Dummy variable, indicating whether the product 

purchased by customer i in session t was returned. 0.09 0.29 0.00 1.00 

Browsing Characteristics     

ProductsBrowsedit Number of distinct products browsed during the last 

seven days including session t by customer i. 3.81 3.33 1.00 48.00 

TimeBrowsedit Average time (in minutes) browsed per product during 

the last seven days including session t by customer i. 1.55 1.25 0.05 14.80 

Session Characteristics (Sessionit) 

TotalSessionsit Total number of sessions of customer i during the last 

seven days. 2.07 1.58 1.00 15.00 

DaysBrowsedit Number of days between the first and the current 

session by customer i. 1.00 1.95 0.00 7.00 

CategoryPageit Total number of category pages browsed during the 

last seven days including session t by customer i. 3.66 2.27 1.00 29.00 

AfterNoonit Indicating whether session t of customer i was in the 

afternoon. 0.30 0.46 0.00 1.00 

Eveningit Indicating whether session t of customer i was in the 

evening. 0.34 0.47 0.00 1.00 

Nightit Indicating whether session t of customer i was in the 

night. 0.04 0.19 0.00 1.00 

Customer characteristics (Customeri) 

Recencyi Number of days (per 100) since last purchase of 

customer i in session t 1.74 1.65 0.00 4.43 

Frequencyi Number of orders made by customer i  6.96 9.66 0.00 96.00 

MonetaryValuei Average value in 100 euros of an order by customer i 1.25 1.47 0.00 20.48 

PercentageReturni Percentage of value returned by customer i 0.16 0.24 0.00 1.00 

urbanicityi Customer i lives in an urban area, 1 (urban)–5 (rural)  3.05 1.36 1.00 5.00 

relationship_lengthit Time since first purchase made by customer i (in 

years) in session t 6.21 3.50 0.23 17.35 

malei Customer i is male (1) or female (0) 0.47 0.50 0.00 1.00 

ageit Age of customer i (in years) in session t 46.19 13.10 16.00 97.00 

AveragePricejt Average price in 100 euros of the products browsed 

by customer i during the last seven days including 

session t 2.91 3.18 0.05 63.34 

Pricejt Price in 100 euros of the product purchased by 

customer i in session t 1.90 2.30 0.04 26.13 

Exclusion variables (Exclusionit) 

Weekendit Indicating whether session t of customer i was in the 

weekend (Saturday/Sunday). 0.32 0.47 0.00 1.00 

MobileDeviceit Indicating whether session t of customer i was on a 

tablet/smartphone (ref. cat is PC or Laptop) 0.22 0.41 0.00 1.00 

Comparisonit Indicating whether the customer i entered the retailer 

from a comparison website in session t (ref. cat is 

direct load). 0.01 0.11 0.00 1.00 

SearchEngineit Indicating whether the customer i entered the retailer 

from a search engine in session t (ref. cat is direct 

load).  0.24 0.43 0.00 1.00 

N  13,628 
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4.4. Empirical analyses 

4.4.1. Model 

In this study, the two main outcome variables of interest are the binary variables 

whether the customer i purchased a product in session t and whether the product purchased in 

session t by customer i is returned. In our analyses for the decision to return the product, only 

sessions are considered where a product is purchased. This may create a sample selection bias 

(see for example De, Hu and Rahman 2013; Minnema et al. 2016) and hence we model the 

purchase and return decision jointly. We link the purchase decision with the return decision 

by using a two stage probit regression that accounts for sample selection (Greene 2012, p. 

789-791). The first stage models the decision to purchase (see equation 1) whereas the second 

stage models the decision to keep or return the purchased product (see equations 2 and 3) 

conditional on that the customer purchased a product. The bivariate probit model with 

endogenous sample selection ensures that the return decision is not made independently but 

conditionally on the purchase decision. In this model, there are three possible outcome 

probabilities, namely no purchase (1), purchase and return (2) and purchase and keep (3): 
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where Φ is the univariate standard normal c.d.f., Φ2 is the bivariate standard normal 

c.d.f., and ρ is the correlation between the error terms of the purchase and return decisions (4). 

In this model, we apply cluster robust standard error estimation (Greene 2010; p. 393) to 

account for the fact that each customer may have multiple sessions during the time period we 

study. 
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4.4.2. Control variables 

In addition to the two variables that capture customer browsing behavior, we include 

several controls (see Table 4-1). First, we include a number of control variables related to the 

session (Sessionit). A customer may have multiple sessions in a browsing sequel, hence we 
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include the number of previous sessions during the last seven days as a control variable 

(TotalSessionit). In addition, we include the number of days between the first session in this 

category and the current session (DaysBrowsedit) and the number of category pages browsed 

outside electronics (CategoryPageit). We further control for the time of the day (i.e., 

afternoon/evening/night); using morning sessions as the base case. Table 4-1 shows that most 

sessions are in the afternoon and evening.  

In our data set, we have several controls for customer heterogeneity (Customeri), we 

include the RFM characteristics based on all purchases made at the retailer using the data 

from January 1, 2013 till March 18, 2014 (i.e., the last day before our data analyses started 

given that the browsing behavior goes back seven days). In addition, we control for previous 

returning behavior by including the percentage of the value returned of their purchases in the 

period January 1, 2013 till March 18, 2014. Furthermore, we also include customer’s age 

(ageit), gender (malei), area of living (urbanicityit), length of relationship with the retailer 

(relationship_lengthit) in our analyses. In the data, we have information regarding the price. 

For the purchase decision, we use the average price of the products browsed (AveragePricejt) 

and for the return decision we use the price of the product purchased in the model (Pricejt). 

4.4.3. Exclusion restrictions 

In the purchase stage, we use the same set of variables as in the return stage but also 

need additional variables to reduce the correlation between the two error terms of the bivariate 

probit model (Greene 2012). Hence, we need variables that affect the likelihood of buying a 

product in that category but that seems theoretically unrelated to the return decision (i.e., 

exclusion restrictions).
7
 Customers may be less likely to purchase during weekends because 

customers also browse for hedonic reasons (Moe 2003) and are less likely to purchase from a 

mobile device given that this device is more used for browsing (De Haan et al. 2016) but 

these variables seem unrelated to the return decision. We therefore include a dummy variable 

whether it is weekend compared to working days (Weekendit) and whether the customer used 

a smartphone or tablet (MobileDeviceit) compared to the base case of a personal computer. 

Customers may also be closer to an actual purchase when they enter the website coming from 

a comparison website or a search engine compared to a direct load. Therefore, we include 

indicator variables for how the customer entered the retailer’s website, namely whether a 

                                                 
7 To empirically test if the exclusion restrictions are valid, we ran a probit regression for the return decision and include the 

four excluded variables as additional regressors. All four coefficients were insignificant and a joint test of significance 

confirms this (Χ2 goodness of fit is insignificant for the four variables Χ2=0.23, p=.99), hence we conclude that our exclusion 

restrictions are valid. 
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customer visited the retailer when coming from a comparison website (Comparisonit) or a 

search engine (e.g., google.com) (SearchEngineit), compared to the base case that the 

customer entered the retailer’s website from a direct load.  

4.4.4. Model Specification 

In our model specification in equations (5) and (6), ProductsBrowsedit and 

TimeBrowsedit are the browsing variables of interest and we also include the quadratic terms 

to allow for potential non-linear relations to test our hypotheses. In the model, we have 

several sets of variables as controls as discussed in 4.4.2. More specifically, Sessionit is the 

vector of session related variables and Customeri is the vector of customer related variables 

(see Table 4-1). In the purchase decision we include the vector of exclusion related variables 

(Exclusionit, see 4.4.3). Finally, we include the average price of the products browsed 

(AveragePricejt) in the purchase decision and the price of the purchased product (Priceit) in 

the return decision and all these variables are detailed in Table 4-1. In equations (5) and (6), 

β1-8 and 1-7 denote the vectors of parameters (i.e., effects) for the different sets of variables. 
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4.4.5. Accounting for endogeneity in browsing behavior 

A customer’s browsing behavior (ProductsBrowsedit and TimeBrowsedit) and the 

probability to purchase or to return are influenced by the same variables, and we thus need to 

control for this endogeneity issue. We use instrumental variables to address the issue of 

endogeneity for both the breadth and depth of browsing behavior. Wooldridge (2010, p. 589) 

recommends to use the control function approach for nonlinear models such as probit models 

(Petrin and Train 2010) instead of substituting the endogenous variable with predicted values.  

We use instrumental variables that are directly related to the customer browsing 

behavior but that are not related to the decision to purchase or return (see Table 4-2). 

Specifically, we use the browsing behavior in the same period at the same retailer but in 

different categories. These variables reflect the general browsing behavior of customers, but 

are not related to purchase and return decisions in electronics. We include the maximum 

number of distinct products viewed outside the electronics category per category and the 
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maximum time browsed outside the electronics category
8
. These variables are measured in a 

similar way as the breadth and depth of browsing in the electronics category. Hence these 

variables are related to customers’ browsing behavior in the electronics category, and provide 

information on how customers browse in general. We only measure these variables in 

sessions where customers did not browse for electronics. We further include the customer 

browsing behavior in the electronics category during the year 2013 (i.e., the focal data is in 

March/April 2014). Customers become more efficient in browsing the more they visit the 

retailer (Johnson, Bellman and Lohse 2003). Therefore, we include the number of sessions a 

customer had during 2013 in the electronics product category. Given that the there is almost 

three months in between the purchase behavior of interest and this browsing behavior, it does 

not seem to be related to purchase and return decision. Finally, we include the number of 

home page views and general electronics pages during the time period under study because 

customers use these pages for the start of a new task (Moe 2003). When customers have 

multiple tasks, they may browse less wide and deep but it is not directly related to purchase 

decisions (Montgomery et al. 2004). The instrumental variables are presented in Table 4-2. 

In our study, we have to perform a first stage regression for both the breadth and depth 

of browsing behavior by means of linear regression. Because the number of observations and 

the set of control variables is different between the purchase and return decision we need four 

first stage regressions. By using this method to address the endogeneity problem, the 

browsing variables are not altered. Instead, the residuals from the first stage regressions are 

added to the probit model. Furthermore, we do not interact the residuals with any of the 

exogenous variables, which is the standard in the control function approach (Wooldridge 

2015; Khodakarami, Petersen and Venkatesan 2015). Given that the model is estimated in two 

steps and the control functions terms are estimated variables rather than observed variables, 

we correct the standard errors of the bivariate probit model by bootstrapping (Wooldridge 

2010 p. 652). In the following, we discuss the results of this analysis. 

  

                                                 
8 As alternative approach, one could use the average for these instrumental variables but the correlation with the variables of 

interest in less strong.  
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Table 4-2: Variable operationalization of the instrumental variables 

Instruments  mean s.d. min max 

ProductsBrowsed_Instri Maximum number of distinct products 

browsed in a non-electronics category 

during the study period by customer i. 

3

.59 

5

.91 

0

.00 

4

7.00 

TimeBrowsed_Instri Maximum time spend in minutes on product 

browsing in a non-electronics category 

during the study period by customer i. 

3

.08 

1

.90 

0

.50 

3

0.07 

TimesHomePageit Number of visits to the electronics home 

page during the last seven days including 

session t by customer i. 

1

.87 

1

.41 

1

.00 

1

6.00 

ElectronicsPageit Total number of general electronics pages 

browsed  during the last seven days 

including session t by customer i. 

7

.41 

6

.52 

1

.00 

1

08.00 

TotalSessions_LYi Total number of sessions of customer i in 

the electronics category during 2013. 

1

1.94 

2

1.53 

0

.00 

3

70.00 

 

4.5. Results 

4.5.1. Results of the instrumental variable estimation 

We first discuss the results of the first-stage regressions predicting customer browsing 

behavior (Table 4-3) to obtain the endogeneity correction terms. Next, we discuss the relation 

between the breadth and depth of browsing and the purchase and return probability. Table 4-3 

shows that all instruments are significant in at least two of the regressions which indicates that 

they are related with the endogenous variables. More specifically, when a customer browses a 

larger number of distinct products in another category, the customer is also more likely to 

browse a larger number of distinct products in the electronics product category during a 

session (ProductsBrowsed_Instri). In addition, if a customer browses longer in non-

electronics categories, the customer is also more likely to browse longer on average per 

product page in the electronics category during a session (TimeBrowsed_Instri). Customers 

who visit the electronics home page more frequently, are less likely to browse a larger number 

of distinct products in a session but spend more time on average per product page in a session 

(TimesHomePageit). When customers view more general electronics pages, they are more 

likely to visit a larger number of distinct product pages in a session and spend more time on 

average per product page in the session (ElectronicsPageit). Finally, customers who made 

more sessions during the last year, browse on average less products and also spend less time 

browsing to the products during the session (TotalSessions_LYi). 

We performed an F-statistic between the full model with instruments and a restricted 

model without instruments. We find that the joint F-Statistics are sufficiently strong given that 
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three statistics are above the threshold of 10 (see Leeflang et al. 2015, p. 211). The F-Statistic 

for the TimeBrowsedit in the return decision of 8.76 is slightly below the threshold value of 

10.  

4.5.1. Relation between browsing behavior, the purchase and return 

decision 

The results of our main models are presented in Table 4-4. In columns (1) and (2) the 

results for the probit model without endogeneity correction are presented, and in columns (3) 

and (4) the results for the model with endogeneity correction based on the control function are 

presented. First, a likelihood-ratio test concludes that the model with browsing variables fits 

the data significantly better than the model with only the control variables (Model 2: χ
2 

= 

307.14, p < .01).  

The results indicate that breadth of browsing is associated with the purchase decision; 

both parameters for the number of distinct products browsed are significant. The linear term is 

positive (column 3: β = .067, p < .01) and the squared term for the number of products 

browsed is negative (column 3: β = -.002, p < .01). This is partly in line with H1 and indicates 

that the purchase probability first increases when a customer browsed more products and the 

additional effect of browsing more products diminishes. Regarding the time browsed, the 

results show that when the customer browsed longer on average per product, the purchase 

probability increases (column 3: β = .191, p < .01) but this effect diminishes since the 

parameter for the quadratic effect is negative (column 3: β = -.018, p < .01) which is in line 

with H3. The results are very similar to (1) and (2) in Table 4-4 because of the insignificant 

effect of the endogeneity corrections, which suggests that the effect of ProductsBrowsedit and 

TimeBrowsedit is not endogenous with the purchase decision.  

Regarding the return decision, breadth of browsing has a positive relation with the 

return probability (column 4: δ = .105, p < .01) and this relation is non-linear (column 4: δ = -

.003, p < .01). This implies that the relation between browsing and return probability is more 

u-shaped and not inverted u-shaped as we expected in H2. Depth of browsing has instead no 

significant relation with the return probability (column 4: δ = .004, p = .94) and also the 

quadratic term is insignificant (column 4: δ = .005, p = .54) which is not in line with H4. 

Browsing more products is endogenous with the return decision (column 4: δ = -.124, p < .01) 

but also without the residual inclusion the effect of breadth of browsing remains highly 

similar (column 2: ProductsBrowsedit: δ = .077, p < .01; ProductsBrowsedit
2
: δ = -.003, p < 

.01). 
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Table 4-3: Results for the instrumental variable models 

 ProductsBrowsedit TimeBrowsedit 

  Purchase   Return   Purchase   Return  

  Parameter S.E.  Parameter S.E.  Parameter S.E.  Parameter S.E. 

TotalSessionsit . 756*** (.024) . 978*** (.054) . 114*** (.010) . 084*** (.024) 

DaysBrowsedit . 038** (.019) -. 006 (.043) -. 017** (.008) -. 016 (.019) 

CategoryPageit -. 396*** (.017) -. 429*** (.038) -. 032*** (.007) -. 025 (.017) 

AfterNoonit -. 003 (.061) . 220* (.120) -. 011 (.025) -. 021 (.055) 

Eveningit . 191*** (.059) . 372*** (.117) . 011 (.024) . 032 (.053) 

Nightit -. 142 (.130) . 061 (.317) . 040 (.054) . 005 (.148) 

Recencyi -. 016 (.022) -. 046 (.047) -. 053*** (.011) . 014 (.022) 

Frequencyi -. 001 (.003) -. 002 (.007) -. 006*** (.002) -. 007** (.003) 

MonetaryValuei . 049** (.020) . 051 (.036) -. 007 (.010) -. 031* (.017) 

PercentageReturni -. 142 (.121) -. 133 (.219) . 073 (.060) . 219** (.103) 

Urbanicityit -. 037** (.019) -. 054 (.037) -. 002 (.009) . 010 (.017) 

Relationship_lengthit -. 003 (.008) . 005 (.015) . 002 (.004) . 016** (.007) 

Malei -. 069 (.054) -. 119 (.107) -. 024 (.026) -. 045 (.050) 

Ageit -. 005** (.002) -. 004 (.004) . 009*** (.001) . 008*** (.002) 

AveragePricejt -. 016* (.009)    -. 001 (.004)    

Pricejt    -. 002 (.019)    . 028*** (.007) 

Weekendit . 106** (.052)    . 068*** (.022)    

MobileDeviceit . 044 (.062)    . 064** (.030)    

Comparisonit . 188 (.229)    . 212** (.094)    

SearchEngineit . 082 (.058)    . 043* (.025)    

Instruments:             

ProductsBrowsed_Instri . 015*** (.005) . 037*** (.010) -. 009*** (.002) -. 002 (.005) 

TimeBrowsed_Instri . 022 (.013) . 039 (.027) . 030*** (.007) . 033** (.013) 

TimesHomePageit -. 458*** (.024) -. 573*** (.046) . 026** (.010) . 024 (.021) 

ElectronicsPageit . 315*** (.007) . 361*** (.012) . 007** (.003) . 016*** (.006) 

TotalSessions_LYi -. 003*** (.001) -. 008** (.003) -. 003*** (.001) -. 004*** (.002) 

R
2 

. 271  . 364  . 074  . 104  

F-test (Instrument strength)  446.25   238.30   23.80   8.76  
*p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01.             
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Table 4-4: Relation between browsing behavior, purchase and return probability 

 Model 1 Model 2 (Endogeneity correction) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 Purchase Returns Purchase Returns 

 Parameter S.E. Parameter S.E. Parameter S.E. Parameter S.E. 

Browsing Characteristics 

ProductsBrowsedit . 069*** (.009) . 077*** (.022) . 067*** (.013) . 105*** (.024) 

ProductsBrowsedit
2 

-. 002*** (.000) -. 003*** (.001) -. 002*** (.000) -. 003*** (.001) 

TimeBrowsedit . 190*** (.027) . 002 (.061) . 191*** (.032) . 004 (.061) 

TimeBrowsedit
2 

-. 018*** (.004) . 006 (.009) -. 018*** (.004) . 005 (.008) 

Session Characteristics (Sessionit) 

TotalSessionsit -. 144*** (.015) . 005 (.045) -. 143*** (.017) -. 013 (.046) 

DaysBrowsedit -. 020* (.011) -. 040 (.028) -. 019* (.012) -. 042 (.028) 

CategoryPageit -. 017*** (.007) . 007 (.017) -. 017** (.007) -. 006 (.017) 

AfterNoonit . 030 (.036) . 015 (.077) . 029 (.036) . 007 (.077) 

Eveningit . 064* (.034) . 038 (.073) . 065* (.035) . 025 (.073) 

Nightit -. 207** (.085) . 273 (.178) -. 207** (.085) . 272 (.180) 

Customer characteristics (Customeri) 

Recencyi -. 235*** (.013) -. 002 (.044) -

. 
235*** (.013) -. 000 (.044) 

Frequencyi -. 010*** (.002) . 004 (.004) -. 010*** (.002) . 004 (.004) 

MonetaryValuei . 085*** (.012) . 059*** (.021) . 086*** (.012) . 058*** (.021) 

PercentageReturni -. 258*** (.065) . 933*** (.157) -. 259*** (.065) . 927*** (.157) 

Urbanicityit . 002 (.011) -. 099*** (.024) . 002 (.011) -. 098*** (.024) 

Relationship_lengthit -. 001 (.004) -. 009 (.009) -. 001 (.004) -. 008 (.009) 

Malei -. 004 (.029) . 122* (.065) -. 005 (.029) . 135** (.065) 

Ageit . 002* (.001) . 007*** (.003) . 002* (.001) . 007*** (.003) 

AveragePricejt -. 107*** (.008)    -. 108*** (.008)    

Pricejt    -. 017 (.017)    -. 017 (.017) 

Exclusion variables (Exclusionit)  

Weekendit -. 049 (.030)    -. 049 (.031)    

MobileDeviceit -. 205*** (.035)    -. 205*** (.035)    

Comparisonit . 510*** (.132)    . 509*** (.132)    

SearchEngineit . 142*** (.033)    . 142*** (.033)    

Control function variables 

ProductsBrowsedErrorit     . 002 (.014) -. 124*** (.044) 

TimeBrowsedErrorit       -. 002 (.036) -. 036 (.094) 

ρ (error correlation) . 520** (.197)    . 515** (.197)    

N  13,628   4,011   13,628   4,011  
*p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01. 
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To enhance the interpretation, we plot the expected purchase and return probabilities 

for the number of distinct products viewed and the average time spend on browsing per 

product in Figure 4-1A to 1C. Figures A and B show that the both the breadth (number of 

distinct products browsed) and depth (time browsed) are influential in the purchase stage. The 

relation of breadth of browsing is non-linear and the additional effect of browsing new 

products on purchase probability diminishes. The depth of browsing has an inverted u-shaped 

relation with the purchase decision, first it increases the purchase probability and when a 

customer browses longer than 5 minutes per product the purchase probability starts to decline. 

For the return decision, Figure 4-1C shows that browsing a larger number of distinct products 

is influential in the return decision stage. The relation between browsing distinct products and 

the return probability is first positive (i.e., higher returns) and then starts to diminishes. These 

figures underscore that the browsing behavior goes beyond the moment of purchase and also 

is related to the decision to return the purchased product. 
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Figure 4-1: The relation between browsing behavior, purchase and return probability 

   

Note: We do not plot the relation between TimeBrowsedit and the return decision given that these coefficients are highly insignificant.  
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4.5.2. Control variables 

In the model, we control for several session characteristics (Table 4-4). The results 

show that customers that had more sessions during the last seven days (TotalSessionsit) in the 

electronics category have a lower purchase probability but this does not affect the return 

probability. Browsing during a larger number of days (DaysBrowsedit) and browsing more 

category pages also results in lower purchase probabilities. In sessions held during the night, 

customers have a lower purchase probability compared to morning sessions.  

With regard to customer characteristics (Table 4-4), the RFM characteristics affect 

both the purchase and return decision. Customers who bought more recently and/or purchase 

frequently have a lower purchase probability per session. Customers who order more (in 

Euro), have a higher purchase and return probability. Customers who returned a larger 

percentage of their order during the last year, have a lower purchase and a higher return 

probability. Elder customers and those who live in rural areas have a higher probability of 

returning the product.   

Customers who use a mobile device have a lower purchase probability whereas 

customers that enter the retailer’s website from a comparison website or a search engine have 

a higher purchase probability compared to households that enter the website by direct load. 

4.5.3. Robustness checks 

To test the robustness of our results, we test an alternative measure for depth of search, 

namely repeated viewing of the same product (Moe 2003) in columns (1) and (2) of Table 

4-5. The results are very similar to the results presented in Table 4-4. Browsing a larger 

number of distinct products still has a positive diminishing relation with the purchase 

probability and an inversely u-shaped relation with the return probability. The new variable 

for depth of browsing (RepeatedBrowsesit) has a positive but diminishing relation with the 

purchase probability and no relation with the return probability. These results are in line with 

our findings in Table 4-4.  
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Table 4-5: Robustness check: Relation between browsing behavior, purchase and 

return decision 

 Purchase Returns 

 Parameter S.E. Parameter S.E. 

Browsing Characteristics 

ProductsBrowsedit . 028*** (.009) . 068*** (.021) 

ProductsBrowsedit
2 

-. 001** (.000) -. 003*** (.001) 

RepeatedBrowsesit . 214*** (.018) . 033 (.033) 

RepeatedBrowsesit
2
 -. 008*** (.001) -. 001 (.002) 

Session Characteristics       

TotalSessionsit -. 147*** (.016) -. 003 (.043) 

DaysBrowsedit -. 001 (.011) -. 034 (.028) 

ElectronicsPageit -. 023*** (.007) . 006 (.016) 

AfterNoonit . 023 (.036) . 009 (.075) 

Eveningit . 052 (.035) . 039 (.072) 

Nightit -. 198** (.086) . 250 (.178) 

Customer Characteristics 

Recencyi -. 232*** (.013) -. 012 (.043) 

Frequencyi -. 009*** (.002) . 003 (.004) 

MonetaryValuei . 086*** (.012) . 060*** (.021) 

PercentageReturni -. 272*** (.065) . 892*** (.163) 

Urbanicityit . 002 (.011) -. 096*** (.024) 

Relationship_lengthit -. 000 (.004) -. 008 (.009) 

Malei . 002 (.030) . 116* (.063) 

Ageit . 001 (.001) . 007*** (.003) 

Average Price -. 097*** (.008)    

Pricejt    -. 019 (.016) 

Exclusion restrictions       

Weekendit -. 046 (.031)    

MobileDeviceit -. 165*** (.035)    

Comparisonit . 441*** (.128)    

SearchEngineit . 133*** (.033)    

ρ (error correlation) . 599*** (.211)    

N  13,628   4,011  
*p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01. 
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4.6. Discussion 

This study analyzes the relationship between in-store browsing behavior and product 

purchases and returns using a rich data set from an online retailer in the electronics product 

category. In this study, we characterize browsing behavior by the number of distinct products 

a customer browses (breadth) and how long the customer browses on average per product 

(depth). We test the relation between browsing behavior, purchases and returns by means of a 

bivariate probit model with endogenous sample selection so that we can provide insights for 

both the purchase and the return decision. In our setting, customers decide themselves how 

they browse through the retailer’s website which may cause self-selection concerns. 

Therefore, we use a control function approach (Petrin and Train 2010) and predict customer 

browsing behavior by instruments that are related to browsing behavior but not to the 

purchase and return decision. These detailed analyses produce important findings: The key 

insight of our study is that customer in-store browsing behavior is related to both the purchase 

and return decision. More specifically, if customers browse wider (i.e., more distinct 

products), purchase and return probability increase. The positive relation between number of 

products browsed and the return probability is not in line with our expectations. We believe 

that there a potential reasons for this that in contrast with prior studies that focus on choice 

satisfaction (e.g., Griffin and Broniarczyk 2010), the return decision is conditional on making 

a purchase decision. Hence, customers who browse just a few products and still purchase may 

be very certain about what they like and hence have a lower return probability. If customers 

browse deeper (i.e., longer average time per product) the purchase probability increases but 

we do not find a significant relation with the return probability. The results of this study are in 

line with the findings from Griffin and Broniarczyk (2010) in that browsing more products 

relates to choice satisfaction and product returns but that spending more time on product 

pages does not affect choice satisfaction or product returns.   

From an academic perspective, we enrich the understanding of customers’ return 

behavior by unraveling the relation with browsing behavior. Although, studies have examined 

the relation between in-store browsing behavior and purchases (Moe and Fader 2004; 

Montgomery et al. 2004), to the best of our knowledge, no study is available that focused on 

the relationship between browsing behavior and product return decisions. Given that product 

returns are an important problem with substantial profit impact (Petersen and Kumar 2009; 

2015) for today’s retailers, we believe that this is an important contribution. This study adds 

to literature and underscores the importance of the information provided at the moment of 

purchase on both the purchase and return decision (De et al. 2013; Minnema et al. 2016; 
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Shulman, Cunha and Saint Clair 2015). Our study also contributes to the literature on choice 

difficulty. Prior studies used a laboratory setting to examine the impact of browsing on 

customer decision satisfaction (Griffin and Broniarczyk 2010). This paper connects to these 

studies by extending these findings to a field setting and focusing on an outcome variable that 

is inherently related to satisfaction, namely product returns.  

The managerial implications of our results relate to two key challenges for commercial 

websites – namely, conversion of visitors to buyers and keeping return rates low. Our findings 

show that customers who viewed a small number of distinct products have a lower return rate. 

Extent research demonstrates that websites which offer higher communication and 

navigational functionality helps consumers to view a lower number of distinct page views 

(Mallapragada, Chandukala and Liu 2016). Combining these findings with this study suggests 

that retailer investments in communication oriented features such as chat rooms, message 

boards etc. and features that facilitate navigation such as access to website maps and a clear 

content do not only enhance purchase probability but may also help to reduce returns 

A second managerial implication is that our findings suggest that likely “returners” can 

be identified based on browsing behavior. This is especially important in settings where 

marketers have little other information to rely on, as is the case for many online retailers. 

Tools based on clickstream technology are available that can capture customer navigation 

across different pages at the retailers website (Mintz, Currim and Jeliazkov 2013). 

Consequently, understanding the relationship between browsing behavior and purchase and 

return probability has the potential to allow management to identify customers who are more 

likely to purchase and less likely to return when they are browsing prior to purchase. In this 

way, customers can be segmented by their browsing behavior and marketers can direct 

incentives, such as follow up communication, more efficiently.  

Finally, we note several routes for extending this work. Although we focus on an 

important category, we note that the impact of browsing behavior, may vary from category to 

category. Further research could examine a wider range of product categories, including both 

search and experience products (Weathers et al. 2007). This study examines the relation 

between browsing behavior on the retailers’ website and purchase and return decision. Prior 

research showed that although most browsing is done within a domain, customers visit on 

average around three domains prior to making a purchase (Huang, Lurie and Mitra 2009). 

Future research could take into account both the browsing within the retailer’s website and 

across other domains. This study shows that browsing behavior does not only affect the 

purchase decision but also the return decision. Future research could also examine the impact 
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of how customers process information on the return decision (e.g., Mintz, Currim and 

Jeliazkov 2013) to gain further insights in what drives customer return decisions. 

  In summary, this paper provides evidence that customer browsing behavior may affect 

returns. The findings suggest that putting more effort in browsing as a customer (i.e., finding 

and evaluating a greater number of alternatives) does not pay off in lower return rates. 

Therefore, marketers should assess their own websites to carefully consider how their website 

structure can help customers to make better decisions and in this way increase conversion and 

lower return rates.  
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5. To Keep or not to Keep: Effects of Online 

Customer Reviews on Product Returns 
 

Abstract 

While many studies examined the effects of Online Customer Reviews (OCRs) on 

product sales, a clear understanding of the effects of OCRs on product returns is lacking. This 

study examines the impact of OCRs characteristics (valence, volume and variance) on return 

decisions with a rich multi-year dataset from a major online retailer covering the electronics 

and furniture category. The main finding is that overly positive review valence (i.e., higher 

than the long-term product average), induces more purchases, but also more returns. An 

explanation for these findings is that OCRs help to form product expectations at the moment 

of purchase. Therefore, the purchase probability increases but the high expectations due to 

overly positive reviews may not be met, which results in negative expectation disconfirmation 

and consequently increases return probability as well. The effect of review valence on returns 

is stronger for novice buyers and for cheaper products. We further find that review volume 

and variance mainly affect purchase decisions, and have little to no effect on product returns. 

This study thus demonstrates that products returns should be considered when examining 

OCR effects, especially because overly positive reviews may hinder a retailer’s financial 

performance, due to large reverse logistics costs associated with product returns. 

 

This chapter is based on Minnema, A., Bijmolt, T.H.A., Gensler, S. and Wiesel, T. (2016). To 

keep or not to keep: Effects of online customer reviews on product returns. Journal of 

Retailing, 92(3), 253-267. 
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5.1. Introduction 

Product returns are a severe, costly problem for retailers with substantial profit 

impacts. U.S. customers return a hefty $264 billion worth of products annually (Kerr 2013), 

such that a 1% decrease in the return rate could reduce annual reverse logistics costs by an 

average of $17 million for large retailers (Accenture 2011). In online retailing, return rates are 

an even more severe problem since a recent Wall Street Journal article indicates that around 

30% of the purchases are returned (Banjo 2013), and reverse logistics costs range between $6 

and $18 per product (The Economist 2013).  

Most products are not returned because of product defects but customers’ negative 

post-purchase product evaluation (The Supply Chain Consortium 2008). For example in the 

electronics category, only 5% of the returns are related to defective products (Accenture 

2011). Negative post-purchase product evaluations often arise due to the customers’ limited 

ability to evaluate and test products before purchasing them. This limited ability creates 

uncertainty about product performance prior to purchase (Weathers, Sharma, and Wood 

2007), which then increases the likelihood that a product will fail to meet customers’ 

expectations (Rust et al. 1999). These unmet customer expectations result in dissatisfaction 

with the product and a higher return likelihood. 

Customers’ ability to adequately evaluate products before purchase is affected by the 

information provided by the retailer which thus affects the return rate (Bechwati and Siegal 

2005). The costly problem of product returns has led retailers to invest in technologies such as 

zoom features to help customers to make better decisions and to avoid returns (De, Hu and 

Rahman 2013). An additional source of information that is available on retailers’ websites is 

online customer reviews (OCRs). OCRs complement retailer-provided information (Chen and 

Xie 2008), and may help to form customer expectations prior to purchase, and thus may affect 

return rates.  

A large set of studies have demonstrated the strong impact of OCRs, and other types 

of electronic Word-of-Mouth, on sales such as confirmed by recent meta-analyses (Floyd et 

al. 2014; Babic et al. 2016). However, despite the importance of product returns and 

considerable interest in OCRs, academics and practitioners suffer from limited knowledge 

about the effects of OCRs on customers’ product return decisions. Such knowledge is critical, 

when considering that predictions about the effects of OCRs on retailer performance may be 

overly optimistic or pessimistic if only the effects on sales are taken into account. It is thus the 

aim of this study to examine the net effect of OCRs, taking into account both the effects on 
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customers’ purchase and return decisions. We use product page views and transaction data 

that we gathered from a major European online retailer between 2011 and 2013, which 

include 8,835,645 page views that resulted in 631,063 purchase transactions for 2,164 

different products in electronics and furniture categories. This unique and rich dataset allows 

us to examine the effects of the key characteristics (i.e., valence, volume, and variance) of 

OCRs available at the moment of purchase on customer purchase and return decisions by 

means of the page view and transaction data. Because only customers who purchased can 

make a return decision, we model the purchase and return decision jointly with a bivariate 

probit model that ensures that the return decision is made conditionally on the purchase 

decision and controls for product and customer heterogeneity.  

A key challenge in attributing the effect of OCRs on the purchase and return decision is 

endogeneity. Products with better perceived quality may have more favorable OCRs, are more 

likely to be purchased and are less likely to be returned. Since we have longitudinal 

transaction data, we observe purchases and returns for the same product over a longer time 

period while the OCRs available for that product vary as new reviews are being posted. As 

such, we test how within-product variations in OCRs available over time affect the product 

purchase and return decision. We, furthermore, account for perceived product quality 

reflected in between-product average OCR variables. Moreover, we control for product and 

customer characteristics to account for common shocks that may influence OCRs, purchase 

and return probability. Based on our model and additional financial data provided by the 

online retailer, we simulate both the net effect (i.e., purchases-returns) and also the financial 

impact of OCRs on a retailer’s gross margin. 

The key insight of our study is that the OCRs available at the moment of purchase affect 

both the purchase and return decision. More specifically, if reviews are overly positive (i.e., 

current OCR valence is higher than the long term product average), this leads to more 

purchases but also increases the return probability. As such, review valence effects go beyond 

the moment of purchase, and these effects of review valence are substantial, a one point 

increase in review valence results in an increased purchase probability of 9.14% (electronics) 

and 14.60% (furniture) and increased return probability by 11.16% (electronics) and 10.34% 

(furniture). More notably, the effect of overly positive reviews on retailer’s financial 

performance is negative, because of the high reverse logistics costs associated with product 

returns. We further find that the effect of review valence on returns is contingent on several 

factors. First, the effect of review valence on the return decision is weaker for customers 

experienced in buying at this retailer and in the specific category. Second, the effect of review 
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valence on the return decision is also weaker for more expensive products. Regarding the 

effects of the other OCR characteristics, review volume increases the purchase probability but 

does not affect the return probability. Variance in review ratings significantly reduces the 

purchase probability and increases the return probability, though this latter effect occurs in 

only one of the two product categories. Finally, we show that OCRs reflect product quality; 

products with higher average long-term ratings (between product-effect) have a higher 

purchase and lower return probability. Thus, we establish that it is essential to account for the 

effects of OCRs on customers’ return decisions. 

With this study, we contribute to the literature by demonstrating that OCR effects go 

beyond the moment of purchase and also affect decisions to return or keep purchased 

products. There is only one study that also examines the effects of OCRs on product returns 

(Sahoo et al. 2016). Our study differentiates in two important aspects from this working 

paper. First, we consider valence, volume and variance of OCR explicitly, while Sahoo et al. 

(2016) only consider volume and variance of OCR and use valence as a control variable. 

However, recent meta-analyses (Babic et al. 2016) stressed the relevance of OCR valence 

and, thus, it is critical to explicitly consider OCR valence. Second, we include both the 

within- and between-product variations of OCR in our model. We show that the positive 

effect of review valence on the return decision (i.e., within- product effect) contrasts the 

product quality effect reflected in review ratings (i.e., between- product effect): products with 

higher average long-term ratings have a higher purchase and lower return probability. The 

results that can be compared between both studies are consistent, but our approach provides 

richer insights by addressing all three OCR characteristics and by including both within- and 

between-product effects. 

5.2. Research background 

Customers’ decisions to purchase and return a product are based on their level of 

expectations about the product’s performance and the uncertainty surrounding these 

expectations. Uncertainty arises because customers do have incomplete information about the 

product when purchasing online (Wood 2001), so their expectations are imperfectly informed 

(Golder, Mitra, and Moorman 2012). Both customers’ level of expectations about product 

performance and the attached uncertainty together determine customers’ expected product 

utility (Rust et al. 1999). Customers decide to purchase a product if the expected utility is 

greater than the utility of not buying it (McFadden 1974). The level of expectations affects 
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customers’ purchase probability positively, whereas uncertainty reduces the purchase 

probability because customers are generally risk averse (Rust et al. 1999).  

However, the information provided at the moment of purchase does not resolve the 

product at full and so customer base their purchase decision on imperfect information 

(Shulman, Cunha and Saint Clair 2015). After the purchase, the customer inspect the product 

and ultimately the product is revealed at full. If the product does not meet the expectations 

formed at the moment of purchase, the customer is dissatisfied and hence is more likely to 

return the product (Bechwati and Siegal 2005). That is, post-purchase satisfaction is a result 

of customer expectations formed at the moment of purchase, product performance, and the 

difference between them, similar to the expectation disconfirmation mechanism used to 

explain customer satisfaction (see Oliver 2009). A negative expectation disconfirmation (i.e., 

product performance lower than expected) lowers satisfaction and increases customer’s return 

probability and vice versa.  

As such, customers’ level of expectations affects satisfaction in two ways and thereby 

also product return decisions. On the one hand, expectations have a direct positive effect on 

satisfaction, because customers are reluctant to acknowledge discrepancies from their existing 

beliefs (Oliver 2009). On the other hand, expectations have a negative indirect effect on 

satisfaction because the likelihood of negative expectation disconfirmation increases with 

expectations and thus lowers customer satisfaction (Szymanski and Henard 2001).These 

contrasting effects produce an ambiguous net effect of customer expectations on satisfaction, 

though a meta-analysis has suggested that the indirect negative effect outweighs the direct 

positive effect (Szymanski and Henard 2001). That is, the higher customers’ expectations, the 

higher the product return probability when product performance remains constant.  

Customers’ expectations are characterized by uncertainty because these expectations 

are usually imperfectly informed at the moment of purchase in online settings (Wood 2001). 

Greater uncertainty in expectations may decrease satisfaction and consequently increase 

return probability because the effect of failing or exceeding expectations is asymmetric. The 

effect of failing expectations is stronger than the effect of exceeding expectations (i.e., losses 

loom larger than gains (Rust et al. 1999)) and hence, more uncertainty increases return 

probability. Taken together, a higher level of expectations should lead to higher purchase and 

return probabilities; more uncertainty in expectations should produce lower purchase and 

higher return probabilities, controlling for product and customer characteristics. 
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5.2.1. Effects of OCRs on purchase decision 

Although customers form expectations about a product by using multiple information 

such as previous product experiences (Zeithaml, Berry, and Parasuraman 1993), price and 

brand name (Kirmani and Rao 2000), we focus on how OCRs available at the moment of 

purchase determine both the level and uncertainty of expectations. Customers form their pre-

purchase product expectations partly on OCRs, and OCRs, thus, influence the purchase 

decision. Generally, OCRs are characterized by their valence, volume, and variance (e.g., 

Moe and Schweidel 2012; Kostyra et al. 2016). A large body of studies examined the effects 

of OCRs on the purchase decision. Recent meta-analyses indicate that review valence and 

volume have a positive effect on customer purchases (Babic et al. 2016; Floyd et al. 2014). 

Reviewers’ overall product evaluations (i.e., valence) will affect the customer expectations 

related to the product (Li and Hitt 2008) whereas more reviews (i.e., volume) reduce 

uncertainty about expectations (Ho-Dac, Carson, and Moore 2013). Reviewers’ dissensus 

(i.e., variance) has a negative effect on customer purchase decision (Babic et al. 2016; Floyd 

et al. 2014) because it decreases expectations and increases the associated uncertainty due to a 

broader range of positive and negative product evaluations (Khare, Labreque, and Asare 

2011; Chen and Lurie 2013). Given the focus of this study and the number of studies 

regarding the effects of OCRs on the purchase decision, we only develop hypotheses on the 

relationships between OCR characteristics and product return probability.  

5.2.2. Effects of OCRs on return decision 

 If a customer purchases the product, the customer may decide to return the product if 

the expectations formed at the moment of purchase are not met. Since a customer’s 

expectations are partly formed by the OCRs, OCRs available at the moment of purchase may 

affect the return decision. Review valence (i.e., average product rating) represents other 

customers’ overall product evaluations (Li and Hitt 2010) and reflects their subjective 

evaluations of product performance. A customer searching for product information may partly 

form his or her own expectation level at the moment of purchase, in accordance with review 

valence (De Langhe, Fernbach, and Lichtenstein 2016; Kuksov and Xie 2010). Thus, 

customer’s preference for a product may be formed or altered from the exposure to positive 

(negative) valence reviews, as valence is indicative for the expected product quality (Babic et 

al. 2016). When reviewers’ evaluations increase for a product, customer expectations related 

to the product may rise compared to the same product having lower valence reviews (Li and 

Hitt 2008). Consequently, once the product has been purchased and inspected at home it may 
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not meet these high expectations formed at the moment of purchase due to the reviews. 

Hence, negative expectation disconfirmation and dissatisfaction is more likely with higher 

review valence compared to lower review valence for that product (Szymanski and Henard 

2001), which should increase return probability. Accordingly, we hypothesize that higher 

valence reviews increases return probability. 

H1: Review valence has a positive effect on return probability.  

Review volume (i.e., number of reviews) affects the uncertainty of customer 

expectations, in that it reflects the amount of information available (Archak, Ghose, and 

Ipeirotis 2011; Khare et al. 2011). Therefore, the number of reviews reflects the diagnosticity 

of OCRs (Floyd et al. 2014). More reviews at the time of purchase imply that there is more 

information available about the product which reduces uncertainty about expectations 

compared to that product having fewer reviews (Ho-Dac et al. 2013; Rust et al. 1999). 

Furthermore, the number of reviews delivers information about how many other people have 

experienced the product, which reduces uncertainty about the product further (Babic et al. 

2016). Lower uncertainty then decreases the likelihood of negative expectation 

disconfirmation after purchase, leading to higher levels of post-purchase satisfaction (Rust et 

al. 1999) and lower return probabilities. Accordingly, review volume is expected to lower 

return probability. 

H2: Review volume has a negative effect on return probability.  

Review variance (i.e., the variance in ratings) represents the degree of consensus 

across reviews of a product. With greater review variance at the moment of purchase, a 

customer reads a broader range of positive and negative product evaluations. The negativity 

bias suggests that negative reviews have a stronger impact on customers’ expectations than 

positive reviews (Chen and Lurie 2013). High variance implies that a substantial number of 

product reviews is negative, and, thus, customer expectations may be lowered. Therefore, 

some customers may exclude the product from consideration and may not purchase it due to 

this high variance (Wang, Liu and Fang 2015). Those customers, who purchase the product 

despite the high variance in ratings, may be uncertain about their expectations because of the 

incongruent information available about the product (Khare et al. 2011; He and Bond 2015). 

The increased uncertainty caused by review variance, moreover, increases the likelihood of 

negative expectation disconfirmation after the purchase which lowers post-purchase 

satisfaction (Rust et al. 1999), and increases return probability. Therefore, we postulate:  

  H3: Review variance has a positive effect on return probability.  
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5.2.1. Impact of customer experience and price on OCR effectiveness 

When customers purchase online, their level and uncertainty in the expectations about 

the product play a role in the decision making (Shulman et al. 2015). The extent to which 

expectation disconfirmation plays a role may vary across customers and products. We focus 

on the moderating effects with review valence because review valence affects customers’ 

level of expectations (Kuksov and Xie 2010). Therefore, we examine whether customer 

experience and product price moderate the effect of review valence on the return decision.  

Customers form their expectations based on multiple information sources, the most 

prominent source is previous experiences (Zeithaml et al. 1993). If such internal information 

is not available, external information such as OCRs become especially relevant to inform or 

alter the expectations (Babic et al. 2016). Customers, who have recently bought from the focal 

retailer in a specific category, may instead rely less on review valence. These customers count 

more on their own experiences to form product expectations (Rust et al. 1999). In addition, 

the retailer-provided information focuses on technical specifications which are more 

informative for experienced customers (Chen and Xie 2008). Hence, review valence may 

provide less additional information in helping to identify if the product matches the customer 

needs for experienced customers. As a result, OCR ratings are less informative for 

experienced customers to form their expectations (Chen and Xie 2008). Experienced 

customers are those customers who have recently bought from the focal retailer in a specific 

category. Therefore, to be in line with expectation-disconfirmation mechanism, the effect of 

review valence should be weaker for experienced customers.   

H4: The positive effect of review valence on the return decision is weaker for 

experienced customers (i.e., customers who have recently bought from the focal retailer in the 

focal category). 

The effect of review valence on the return decision may also be moderated by product 

price. For more expensive products, product involvement is higher because there is a higher 

risk associated with purchase (Prelec and Loewenstein 1998). Because customers have a 

greater concern about making the ‘best’ purchase decision, the effect of valence on the 

purchase decision is stronger for higher priced products (Floyd et al. 2014). In addition, 

previous studies found higher return rates for higher priced products because customers are 

more concerned about making a good decision when receiving the product (Petersen and 

Kumar 2009). Therefore, for higher priced products customers spend a greater time on 

making the decision after the purchase and rely less on the expectations formed at the moment 
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of purchase (Petersen and Kumar 2009). Accordingly, we expect that the effect of review 

valence on the return decision is weaker for higher priced products. 

H5: The positive effect of review valence on the return decision is weaker for higher 

priced products. 

5.3. Data 

 The data for this study came from a major European online retailer
9
 that sells 

exclusively through its online store and the provided data encompassed two product 

categories: electronics and furniture. We gathered daily product page views, product 

purchases, and returns, as well as product-specific OCR information from January 2011 to 

June 2013. Because we are interested in the effects of OCRs on customers’ return decisions, 

we only consider products that invoked OCRs during the study period (Chevalier and Mayzlin 

2006). Moreover, we include only those products that prompted at least 30 purchases during 

the observation period, to ensure sufficient within-product variation in the return probability.
10

 

In this study, a product may encompass several SKU’s, for example a specific type of mobile 

phone available in different colors is categorized as one product in line with how products and 

associated reviews are displayed at the retailer’s website. For the set of products, we included 

the page views and purchases in the database. The final database contains information about 

8,835,645 page views (electronics 6,696,578; furniture 2,139,067) and 631,063 purchases 

(electronics 552,619; furniture 78,444), related to 2,164 products (electronics 1,722; furniture 

442). We use information about each customer’s product page views to model the purchase 

decision; the product page view data came from server logs that captured product page 

requests. The average conversion rate is 9.41% in electronics and 4.05% in the furniture 

category. The average time a product remained available in the online store differed between 

categories, from .80 years for electronics to 1.81 years for furniture (Table 5-1, panel A). The 

continual introduction of new products increased the uncertainty of customer expectations 

prior to purchase (Anderson, Hansen, and Simester 2009). 

To model customers’ return decisions, we used information about whether a purchase 

was returned or not (Anderson et al. 2009; Petersen and Kumar 2009). The average return 

rates (electronics = 8.35%, furniture = 10.06%; Table 5-1, panel A) correspond with overall 

industry estimates (e.g., 9%, Kerr 2013). Customers could return a purchase for up to two 

weeks after they received the product delivery, without needing to offer reasons and at no 

                                                 
9 The retailer requested to remain anonymous. 
10 We also estimated models with a minimum of 40 transactions. The general findings remained the same, and are available 

on request. 
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cost. This policy includes heavy and bulky items that the retailer picks up from the customer’s 

address. The online retailer’s return policy did not change during our study period. 

Customer reviews feature an overall product evaluation, using a discrete five-star rating, 

as is common online (Moe and Schweidel 2012). The average review rating and number of 

reviews are prominent, appearing directly below the product name. Individual star ratings and 

the related text appear, by default, in reverse chronological order, below the product 

description, which also is common in online settings (Moe and Schweidel 2012). The retailer 

publishes newly posted reviews on its website once per day, because before publishing the 

reviews, reviews are checked whether the content is not illegal, invasive for privacy, or 

contains any form of unsolicited commercial message.  

Table 5-1 (panels B and C) presents the descriptive statistics for OCRs per product 

category. On average, the volume of reviews per product was greater in the electronics than in 

the furniture category (electronics M = 9.46, furniture M = 6.50). The ratings posted at this 

retailer are typical of most posted reviews online in that the reviews are overwhelmingly 

positive (average star rating: electronics M = 4.48, furniture M = 4.25), more than 80% earn 

four- or five-star ratings (see also Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006; Moe and Trusov 2011).  

To test our hypotheses of OCRs on the return probability, we use the within-product 

variation over time because these variables do not contain the perceived product quality and 

popularity effects. Hence, we decomposed the variation in star ratings into within-product 

variation (electronics S.D. = .16, furniture S.D. = .20) and between-product variation 

(electronics S.D. = .53, furniture S.D. = .64). That is, we found both variation in review 

ratings within a product over time and heterogeneity in the average star ratings between 

products. The between-product variation in OCRs are good proxy characteristics of the 

product, where the average rating reflects perceived product quality, the average volume 

reflects popularity and the average variance reflects heterogeneity in fit with the customer 

base.  
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Table 5-1: Descriptive statistics 

  Electronics Furniture 

Panel A: Product characteristics   

   Product purchase rate (%) Mean 9.41 4.05 

 Std. dev. 8.67 3.55 

   Product return rate (%) Mean 8.35 

.08.05 

10.06 

.10  Std. dev. 4.90 

.05 

5.01 

.05    Years product is on market Mean .80 

.80 

1.81 

.81  Std. dev. 1.03 

.03 

1.43 

.43    Product price (in EUR) Mean 276.27 

.27 

287.07 

.07  Std. dev. 272.33 

.33 

231.55 

.55 Number of products  1,722.00   442.00 

Panel B: OCR characteristics   

Review valence Mean 4.48 4.25 

 Within-product std. dev. .16 .20 

 Between-product std. dev. .53 .64 

 Range 1.00 - 5.00 1.00 - 5.00 

Review volume Mean 9.46 6.50 

 Within-product std. dev. 9.58 4.04 

 Between-product std. dev. 6.85 5.40 

 Range 0.00 - 167.00 0.00 - 69.00 

Panel C: Review rating distribution 

   Five-star reviews  53.9% 44.4% 

   Four-star reviews  39.7% 44.9% 

   Three-star reviews  4.4% 7.1% 

   Two-star reviews  1.3% 2.5% 

   One-star reviews  0.8% 1.1% 

 

In H4, we test whether customer experience moderates the effect of OCRs on the return 

decision. At this retailer, customers make relatively few repeat purchases in the electronics 

and furniture categories; in electronics, 33.3% of the transactions and in furniture 13.2% of 

the transactions are made by customers who purchased in the category during the last year. 

This low purchase frequency suggests substantial uncertainty prior to purchase because few 

customers purchased recently at the retailer in these categories (Petersen and Kumar 2009). In 

H5, we test whether the effect of valence is moderated by product price. The average product 

price is relatively similar across the two product categories (electronics M = €276.27, 

furniture M = €287.07, see Table 5-1 panel A). 
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5.4. Model formulation 

5.4.1. Purchase and return decisions 

Given the research objective of this study, we need a model that examines the return 

decision. However, only customers who purchase can make the return decision and hence the 

model should take into account that the return decision is conditional on the purchase 

decision. In this model, customer i decides to purchase product j at day t if the utility of 

purchasing (
purchase

ijtU ) is higher than the utility of not purchasing (McFadden 1974; Rust et al. 

1999). After making a purchase, a customer returns the product if the utility of returning the 

product (
return

ijtU ) is larger than the utility of keeping the product. The utility of returning a 

product depends on customers’ expectation (dis)confirmation and thus (dis)satisfaction with 

the product. 

The utilities of purchasing and returning the product can both be divided into observed 

 purchase return

ijt ijtV , V and unobserved  ,purchase return

ijt ijt   components. Assuming that customers 

maximize their utility when making the purchase/return decisions and that the unobserved 

components of the utilities follow a bivariate normal distribution, we employ a bivariate 

probit formulation with endogenous sample selection (Greene 2012, p. 789-791). The 

bivariate probit model with endogenous sample selection ensures that the return decision is 

not made independently but conditionally on the purchase decision. In this model, there are 

three possible outcome probabilities, namely no purchase (1), purchase and return (2) and 

purchase and keep (3):  

(2)    purchase purchase

ijt ijt ijtPr Purchase = 0 X -V  

(3) 
   
 2

= 1 = 1 , = 1

, ,

return purchase purchase

ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt

return purchase

ijt ijt

Pr Return Purchase ,X X Pr Purchase X

V V 



 

 

(4) 
   
 2

= 0 = 1 , = 1

, ,

return purchase purchase

ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt

return purchase

ijt ijt

Pr Return Purchase ,-X X Pr Purchase X

-V V 



  

 

(5) 
0 1  

, ~ ,
0  1

purchase

ijt purchase return

ijt ijtreturn

ijt

ε
X X N

ε





      
      
       

 

where Φ is the univariate standard normal c.d.f., Φ2 is the bivariate standard normal 

c.d.f., ρ is the correlation between the error terms of the purchase and return decisions 
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(Equation 4) and 
purchase

ijtX , 
return

ijtX  are the observed covariates that affect the purchase and 

return decisions, respectively. 

5.4.2. Model specification: OCR 

We argue that OCRs available at the moment of purchase affect the utilities of 

purchasing  purchase

ijtV and returning  return

ijtV the product. We consider the following OCR 

characteristics for product j at time t; the average rating (valencejt), the number of reviews 

(volumejt) and the variance in product ratings (variancejt). The OCR variables focal in our 

study are within-product variables of reviews (i.e., Mundlak correction; Greene 2012), which 

are operationalized as the current value minus the product average (e.g., valencejt - valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ). 

We thus assess the within-product effects of OCR (e.g., valencejt - valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) which are focal 

for hypothesis testing and include the between-product effects of reviews (e.g., valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) to 

account for perceived product quality. Similarly, we account for product-level average 

volume and variance, to control for between-product variation in popularity and 

heterogeneity.   

For the within-product effects of reviews (e.g., valencejt - valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ), we consider all 

reviews published prior to the day of the focal purchase to ensure that a customer could 

actually observe it to determine the effects of OCRs on customers’ purchase and return 

decision. Initially, a product has no reviews. Thus, we imputed values of zero for the within-

product effects of valence and variance. All imputations equal the product mean, because we 

used product-mean centering.  

We only consider the within-product effects of OCRs because we believe that there can 

be two sorts of endogeneity in OCRs. First, products that induce on average higher valence 

offer greater appeal, which may explain why they are purchased more often (Moe and Trusov 

2011). To distinguish this perceived product quality effect from the effect of OCRs itself, we 

include the overall product average of the OCR characteristics for our observation period as 

additional variables in the utilities for purchasing and returning (e.g., valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ; Mundlak 

1978) to account for this possible source of endogeneity. We do so, because the average rating 

over the product life time and the number of reviews correlate with product quality (De 

Langhe et al. 2016). Thus, in this way we separate out the potential endogeneity of perceived 

product quality reflected in OCRs.  
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A second source of endogeneity is that product quality perceptions varying for a product 

over time may influence both the availability of OCRs and the return probability for a 

product. To account for this source of endogeneity, we considered other product 

characteristics which may affect customers’ decision to return the product. The quality 

perceptions may vary with the product price (price
jt
) and the time the product is on the market 

(YOMjt). Furthermore, we included the ratio of products introduced in the product category 

since the introduction of the focal product (new_competitorsjt) because newly introduced 

products may affect the quality perceptions for the focal product. In addition, we considered 

the average unit sales (sales̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
j) as a product characteristic to capture a product’s popularity. We 

include the question (questions
jt
) and the fraction of questions answered (frac_answeredjt) 

about the product as controls because if a product receives many questions this may indicate 

that there a problems with the product or with the product description. These Q&A sections 

are displayed on the product page; the questions appear below the reviews, the answer appears 

directly below the question which is the formatting used by most online retailers. In these 

sections, customers can raise questions that other customers or the retailer might answer. We 

again include both the within effect (e.g., questions
jt

− questions
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) and the between effect as 

controls (e.g., questions
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ). Thus, in this way, we separate out the potential time-varying 

perceived product quality reflected in variations of OCRs within the product.  

5.4.3. Model specification: Control variables and utility function  

Next to the product characteristics discussed above that we include as controls, we 

included customer characteristics that may also affect a customer’s purchase and return 

decision. Specifically, we considered a customer’s age (ageit), gender (malei), area of living 

(urbanicityit), length of relationship with the retailer (relationship_lengthit), and indicators if 

the customer purchased during the last twelve months (previous_purchaseit), and returned 

during the last twelve months at the retailer (previous_returnit) (Petersen and Kumar 2009). 

Since Griffis et al. (2012) report larger order sizes by customers who return products, we also 

included number of items purchased in this specific order (order_sizeit) in the return decision 

model.  

Finally, situation-specific factors may attract different customers to buy or may affect 

the return decision and are therefore included as controls: major marketing campaigns that are 

not product-specific (campaignt) and seasonal patterns (holidayt). Moreover, we used the total 

number of page views for the category on day t to reflect general interest in the category 
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across customers (category_pageviewsjt) only in the purchase decision. We do so because 

category popularity may affect the likelihood of buying a product in that category but seems 

theoretically unrelated to the return decision for one specific product. Thus, the number of 

category page views served as an exclusion criterion to reduce the correlation between the 

two error terms of the bivariate probit model (Greene 2012).  

Thus, the utility that customer i purchases product j at day t and the utility that customer 

i returns product j bought at day t can be expressed as: 

(6) Uijt
purchase

 = β
1
OCRjt +β

2
 product

jt
 + β

3 
customerit +β

4
 situationt + 

β
5
 category_pageviews

jt
+ u1j + 𝜀ijt

purchase
 

 

(7) Uijt
return = δ1OCRjt +δ2 product

jt
 +δ3 customerit +δ4 situationt+ u2j + εijt

return 

Where OCRjt denotes the vector of OCR variables, productjt is the vector of product 

related variables, customerit is the vector of customer related variables and situationt is a 

vector of situation related variables, all these variables are detailed in Table 5-2. 1-5 and 1-4 

denote the vectors of parameters (i.e., effects) for the different sets of variables, u1j and u2j 

represent random intercepts to control for unobserved heterogeneity between products. The 

random intercepts u1j and u2j are correlated with each other conditional on the independent 

variables (𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑡
𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒

, 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑡
𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛) but uncorrelated with the within-product effects (e.g., valencejt 

- valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) because we also included the between-product effects (e.g., valencej

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) (Mundlak 

1978).  

(8) (u1j

u2j
|𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑡

𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
, 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑡

𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛) ~N [(
0

0
) , (

σ1
2 γσ1σ2

γσ
1
σ2 σ2

2 )] 

 The test for multicollinearity revealed maximum Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) of 

2.70 for electronics and 2.95 for furniture. Thus, multicollinearity did not appear to be a 

concern for our analysis. We estimate the equations separately for electronics and furniture 

categories. 
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Table 5-2: Variable operationalization in the purchase and return decision model 

 

Variable Description and measure 

purchaseijt Variable indicating whether product j on day t is purchased by customer i  

returnijt Variable indicating whether product j on day t is returned by customer i 

Within-product effects of OCRs 

  valencejt - valencej 
Average of all ratings for product j posted before day t minus average 

valence of product ratings for product j 

volumejt - volumej 
Number of reviews for product j posted before day t minus average 

number of reviews for product j 

variancejt - variancej 
Variance across all ratings for product j posted before day t minus 

average variance of product ratings for product j 

Between-product effects of OCRs 

  valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  Average review rating for product j 

volumej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  Average number of reviews for product j 

variancej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ Average variance in review rating for product j 

Product characteristics  

pricejt - price
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ Price of product j on day t (in Euros) minus average price of product j 

YOMjt - YOMj
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  Time product j is on the market at day t (in years) minus average time 

product j is on the market 

price
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ Average price for product j (in Euros) 

YOMj
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  Average number of years product j is on the market (in years) 

questionsjt - questions
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  Number of questions for product j posted before day t minus average 

number of questions about product j  

frac_answeredjt - frac_answered
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  Fraction of answered questions for product j before day t minus average 

fraction of answered questions for product j 

new_competitorsjt Number of products introduced in the product category on day t since the 

introduction of product j over all products in category 

salesj
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ Average sales for product j (in units/week) 

questions
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  Average number of questions for product j 

frac_answered
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  Average fraction of questions answered for product j  

Customer characteristics 

ageit Age of customer i (in years) on day t 

malei Customer i is male (1) or female (0) 

urbanicityit Customer i lives in an urban area, 1 (urban)–5 (rural) on day t 

relationship_lengthit Time since first purchase made by customer i (in years) on day t 

previous_purchaseit Customer i made a purchase (1), or did not make a purchase (0) in the 

category of product j during the last 12 months on day t 

previous_returnit Customer i made a return (1), or did not make a return (0) in the category 

of product j during the last 12 months on day t 

order_sizeit Number of products bought by customer i on day t 

Situation-specific variables  

campaignt Retailer runs a major marketing campaign on day t 

holidayt Day t is in November or December 

category_pageviewsjt Total number of page views in category of product j on day t 
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5.5. Results 

We first report the effects of OCRs on return decisions to test our hypotheses, Table 

5-3 and 4 provide the results of the main effects model to test H1-3. Table 5-5 and Table 5-6 

provide the results to test H4 and H5. Finally, in Table 5-7 we provide simulations to discuss 

the net effect of OCRs on gross margin based on the model coefficients. As explained in the 

model section, we test our hypotheses by means of the within-product variation in the OCR 

characteristics to distinguish the effects of OCRs itself from perceived product quality, 

popularity, and heterogeneity effects that may be reflected in OCRs. Thus, we consider all 

reviews available at the moment of purchase and deduct the long term product average. In 

doing so, we obtain measures that reflect whether the OCR variables at the time of the 

purchase were above/below the long term average valence, volume and variance. 

The effects of OCRs regarding the purchase decision are as expected and in line with 

previous studies which provides face validity to our results (Babic et al. 2016). Review 

valence and volume have a positive effect on the purchase decision, whereas review variance 

reduces the purchase probability (Table 5-3, left panel). Furthermore, adding the OCR 

characteristics offers a significant better model fit. The likelihood-ratio tests conclude that the 

model with OCR variables fits the data significantly better than the model with only the 

control variables in both categories (Electronics: χ
2
=891.14, p<.01; Furniture: χ

2
=246.6, 

p<.01). 
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Table 5-3: Effects of OCRs on product purchase and return probability 

 

 

 Purchase  Return 

 Electronics Furniture  Electronics Furniture 

 Parameter S.E. Parameter S.E.  Parameter S.E. Parameter S.E. 

Within-product effects of OCRs
 

 

valencejt - valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   .059*** (.005)  .069*** (.009) 

 
 .056*** (.017)  .070** (.031) 

volumejt - volumej  .001*** (.000)  .001* (.001)   .000 (.000) - .001 (.002) 

variancejt - variancej - .038*** (.005) - .061*** (.008) 
 

- .005 (.014)  .047* (.028) 

Between-product effects of OCRs
a
           

valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   .057*** (.002)  .040*** (.004) 

 
- .086*** (.007) - .010 (.013) 

volumej  .003*** (.000)  .000 (.000) 
 

- .005*** (.000) - .016*** (.001) 

variancej - .054*** (.003)  .036*** (.005) 
 

 .003 (.009) - .066*** (.017) 

Product characteristics  

pricejt - price
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ - .281*** (.003) - .198*** (.005)   .097*** (.010)  .111*** (.018) 

YOMjt - YOMj
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   .002 (.003) - .025*** (.005)   .022** (.010)  .015 (.017) 

price
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ - .091*** (.000) - .086*** (.001)  - .038*** (.002)  .054*** (.004) 

YOMj
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   .160*** (.001) - .017*** (.002)  - .065*** (.004) - .052*** (.007) 

questionsjt - questions
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  - .007*** (.001)  .003 (.002)  - .003 (.002) - .007 (.006) 

frac_answeredjt - frac_answered
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  - .010*** (.004) - .023* (.012)   .018 (.013) - .051 (.041) 

new_competitorsjt  .089*** (.004)  .157*** (.011)   .057*** (.012)  .032 (.037) 

salesj
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  .005*** (.000)  .056*** (.001)   .002*** (.000) - .013*** (.003) 

questions
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  - .021*** (.000) - .017*** (.001)   .017*** (.001)  .026*** (.002) 

frac_answered
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   .034*** (.003) - .005 (.008)  - .003 (.010)  .006 (.026) 

Customer characteristics              

ageit  .002*** (.000)  .003*** (.000)   .002*** (.000) - .001 (.000) 

malei - .085*** (.002)  .063*** (.004)  - .048*** (.005) - .073*** (.013) 

urbanicityit  .012*** (.001) - .004*** (.001)  - .028*** (.002) - .022*** (.004) 

relationship_lengthit - .063*** (.000) - .074*** (.001)  - .011*** (.001)  .029*** (.003) 

previous_purchaseit - .139*** (.002) - .051*** (.006)  - .067*** (.006) - .153*** (.021) 

previous_returnit  .050*** (.003)  .056*** (.012)   .446*** (.010)  .501*** (.037) 

order_sizeit         .045*** (.003)  .021*** (.004) 

Situation-specific variables              

campaignt  .116*** (.003)  .206*** (.007)   .004 (.010) - .035 (.022) 

holidayt - .005** (.002)  .026*** (.006)  - .004 (.008) - .020 (.019) 

category_pageviewsjt - .026*** (.001) - .046*** (.006)        

Constant -1 .353*** (.010) -2 .068*** (.021)  -1 .383*** (.040) -1 .201* (.119) 

γ (random effect correlation) - .448*** (.003) - .478*** (.011)        

ρ (error correlation)  .279*** (.015) - .437*** (.040)        

BIC 3,659,177 643,549    

N 6,696,578 2,139,067   552,619  78,444  
Notes: a variables reflect the average value of the variables over the product’s observation period. *p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01.  
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5.5.1. Effects of OCRs on return decisions 

In support of H1, review ratings at the moment of purchase exert a positive, significant 

effect on return probability (electronics δ = .056, p < .01; furniture δ = .070, p = .02;Table 

5-3, right panel). This means that if the set of reviews available at the moment of purchase is 

more positive than the long term product average (i.e., valencejt > valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) the return 

probability becomes higher. The effects of review valence are substantial on both purchase 

and returns (Table 5-4). A one point increase in review valence results in an increased 

purchase probability of 9.14% (electronics) and 14.60% (furniture). A point increase in 

valence increases the return probability by 11.16% (electronics) and 10.34% (furniture). This 

implies that the effect of review ratings available at the moment of purchase goes beyond the 

moment of purchase and also affects the decision to return the purchased product. 

Table 5-4: Marginal effects of OCRs on purchase and return probability 

 Purchase Return 

 Electronics Furniture Electronics Furniture 

valencejt - valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  9 .14% 14 .60% 11 .16% 10 .34% 

volumejt - volumej  .15%  .20%  .00% - .14% 

variancejt - variancej -5 .65% -11 .70% -0 .96% 6 .89% 

 

In contrast to H2, we find no significant effect of the number of reviews on the return 

decision (electronics δ = .000, p = .82; furniture δ = -.001, p = .68). We determine limited 

support for H3, because the variance in review ratings increase return probability in the 

furniture category only at a 10% level and it is not significant in the electronics category 

(electronics δ = -.005, p = .74; furniture δ = .047, p =.09). The results in Table 5-3, thus, 

confirm prior research that OCRs influence the purchase decision but extends prior research 

by demonstrating that review valence in particular increases the product return probability.
11

  

  

                                                 
11 The effect of review valence on return probability may be moderated by the number of reviews and the variance (Kostyra 

et al. 2016). Therefore, we estimated a model including the interactions between valence and volume, and valence and 

variance. These results show that the interaction between valence and volume is positive and the interaction between valence 

and variance is insignificant in both categories. However, the size of the interaction coefficients are relatively small and 

hence, the findings converge with the general findings presented in the main text. We also tested whether the effect of 

valence on the return decision is asymmetric between high (valencejt > 3.5) and low (valencejt ≤ 3.5) valence but the 

difference in effect on the return decision was insignificant (Z = -.53, p = .60). We do not detail results here but they are 

available upon request.  
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Table 5-5: Interaction between valence and previous purchase on purchase and 

return probability 

 Purchase
a 

Return 

 Electronics Furniture Electronics Furniture 

 Parameter  S.E. Parameter  S.E. Parameter  S.E. Parameter  S.E. 

valencejt - valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  if 

previous_purchaseit=1 . 063*** (.008) -. 023 (.024) . 036 (.027) . 074 (.082) 

valencejt  - valencej if  

previous_purchaseit=0 . 055*** (.006) . 085** (.010) . 063*** (.020) . 095*** (.034) 

volumejt - volumej . 001*** (.000) . 001* (.001) . 000 (.000) -. 002 (.002) 

variancejt - variancej -. 035*** (.005) -. 061*** (.008) -. 002 (.015) . 053* (.029) 
Notes: aTo save space, effects of the control variables are not reported. *p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01. 

 

In H4, we posit that the effects of valence are weaker for experienced customers (i.e., 

customers who have recently bought in the specific category at the focal retailer) because they 

rely less on OCR when forming expectations. To test this hypothesis, we divide customers in 

two groups: experienced customers who purchased during the last year (previous_purchaseit = 

1) and novice customers who did not make a purchase in the focal category at that retailer 

during the previous year (previous_purchaseit = 0). The results indicate that the effect of 

valencejt - valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is weaker for experienced customers (Table 5-5). More specifically, for 

the return decision the effect of valence is significant only for novice customers (electronics δ 

= .063, p < .01; furniture δ = .095, p < .01; Table 5-5, right panel). To formally test if the 

effect of valence is significantly weaker for experienced customers, we use the joint Z-

transform test (Whitlock 2005). The joint z-transform test indicates that the effects on 

purchase and returns are significantly weaker for experienced customers (Z = 2.19, p = 0.01). 

Thus, our results show that OCRs are particularly effective for novice customers who have 

not purchased during the last year at this retailer in the specific product category – in line with 

H4.  
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Table 5-6: Interaction between valence and price on purchase and return 

probability 

 Purchase
a 

Return 

 Electronics Furniture Electronics Furniture 

 Parameter  S.E. Parameter  S.E. Parameter  S.E. Parameter  S.E. 

valencejt - valencej . 043*** (.007) . 035** (.014) . 101*** (.023) . 116** (.047) 

volumejt – volumej . 001*** (.000) . 001 (.001) . 000 (.000) -. 001 (.002) 

variancejt - variancej -. 038*** (.005) -. 059*** (.008) . 008 (.015) . 054* (.029) 

(valencejt - valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )  

x price
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ . 006*** (.002) . 014*** (.004) -. 025*** (.007) -. 011 (.015) 
Notes: aTo save space, effects of the control variables are not reported. *p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01. 

 

In H5, we posit that the effect of review valence on the return decision is stronger for 

less expensive products. The interaction effect between valencejt - valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  and price

j
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ on the 

return decision is significantly and negative in the electronics category and is non-significant 

in the furniture category (electronics δ = -.025, p < .01; furniture δ = -.011, p < .48 – see Table 

5-6). We find that the joint Z-transform test (Whitlock 2005) across the two categories is 

significant (Z= -2.80, p < .01). Thus, we find support for H5 that the effect of valence on the 

return decision is stronger for cheaper products. For the purchase decision, the effect of 

valence is stronger for higher priced products (electronics δ = .006, p < .01; furniture δ = .014, 

p < .01) which is in line with the finding from Floyd et al. (2014).  

5.5.2. Control variables 

To control for between-product variation, we use the average values of OCRs per 

product j to account for perceived product quality, popularity, and heterogeneity effects 

reflected in OCRs (Table 5-3). The results show that products with a higher average valence 

over the product life cycle (valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) exhibit a higher purchase probability and a lower return 

probability in the electronics category which indicates that review ratings also reflect product 

quality. Products that prompt on average more OCRs (volumej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) have a significantly higher 

purchase probability and a lower return probability in the furniture category. Products that 

prompt on average more variance in OCRs (variancej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) have a significantly lower purchase 

probability in the electronics category and a higher purchase and lower return probability in 

the furniture category. Therefore, one needs to control for these between-product effects to get 

a more precise estimate for the effect of OCRs on customer purchase and return decision. 
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Furthermore, our results indicate that various product characteristics affect the return 

decision. Products with a lower price currently (price
jt

− price
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) have a lower return 

probability and if the product has a higher average price (price
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) the return probability 

decreases in the electronics category and increases for furniture. Products longer on the 

market (YOMjt  −  YOMj
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) have a higher return probability, albeit significantly only in the 

electronics category, whereas products that stay on average longer on the market have a lower 

return probability (YOMj
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅). When new competitors are introduced (new_competitors

jt
), the 

return probability increases significantly for electronics. Finally, for products with more 

questions (Questions
j

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅), the return probability is higher.    

With regard to customer characteristics (Table 5-3), males and customers who live in 

rural areas have higher return probabilities. Furthermore, experienced customers 

(previous_purchaseit) showed lower purchase and return probabilities, whereas customers 

who returned during the 12-month period prior to purchase (previous_returnit) had higher 

purchase and return probabilities. These findings are consistent with Petersen and Kumar 

(2009). Detailed results of the control variables can be found in Table 5-3. 

5.5.3. Simulation: Does high review valence mean high gross margin? 

This study empirically shows that increases in review valence lead to increased product 

purchase probability as well as product return probability. Hence, depending on the relative 

sizes of these effects higher review valence may be an advantage or a disadvantage from a 

retailer’s perspective. Therefore, we perform a simulation to enhance the understanding of the 

net impact of OCRs. This is of high interest to business practitioners, who are eager to know 

the effect of stimulating customers to post positive reviews on retailer profits (Moe and 

Trusov 2011). Because several recent studies showed that current reviews affect future 

reviews due to social dynamics (e.g., Moe and Trusov 2011) and demonstrated feedback 

loops between purchases and future reviews (Ho-Dac et al. 2013), we also take these 

interdependencies into account when assessing how increases and decreases in review valence 

affect retailer profits (see Appendix D).  

To examine the impact of OCRs on retailer’s financial performance, we simulate three 

scenarios with varying initial ratings to illustrate the impact of OCRs on purchases and returns 

and thereby on retailer performance. In these scenarios, four reviews appear on the day of the 

product’s introduction, with varying star ratings. In Scenario 1, we consider the most positive 

set of reviews (“High Starting Ratings”: valence = 4.75; variance = 0.25). In Scenario 2, the 
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ratings are less positive with an average rating of 4.25 (“Middle Starting Ratings”: valence = 

4.25; variance = 0.25). Finally, in Scenario 3 we consider the least positive set of reviews 

(“Low Starting Ratings”: valence = 3.75; variance = 0.25). For the purpose of this simulation, 

we select three actual products from our data to demonstrate the difference between products 

with low, medium and high valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . For a product with a high perceived quality, we select a 

monitor which received an average rating of 4.73 over its product life time and an average of 

4.75 over the first four reviews which corresponds to the “High Starting Ratings” scenario. 

For the medium perceived quality product, we select an all-in-one-printer with a valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  = 

4.22 and an average of 4.25 over the first four reviews which corresponds to the “Medium 

Starting Ratings” scenario. For the low perceived quality product, we select a notebook with a 

valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  = 3.78 and an average of 3.75 over the first four reviews which corresponds to the 

“Low Starting Ratings” scenario. We use the observed page view data for these products to 

simulate the purchase and return decisions in the three different scenarios. We consider the 

median cumulative sales, cumulative returns and gross margin result of each scenario over 

101 simulations (odd number to obtain median) after 100 days.  

To compare the scenarios on their profit impact, we calculate the product gross margin 

(Equation 9), which is the difference between the selling price and the costs of goods sold 

(Farris et al. 2009). In this gross margin, we also include the reverse logistics costs 

(reverse_logisticsjt) (Anderson et al. 2009; Petersen and Kumar 2009), calculated as the sum 

of the shipping fee, resale discount, and remanufacturing costs (Equation 8). The shipping fee, 

provided by the online retailer, is specific to the product category. The resale discount (15%) 

and remanufacturing costs (e.g., repackaging, product inspection; 7.5%) both reflect 

percentages of the retail price and are taken from Guide et al. (2006). In addition, the retailer 

lost the margin it had earned previously on the purchase (Equation 9). We thus compute 

financial impact as follows:  

(9) reverse_logisticsjt = shippingfeej + pricejt x (resale_discountj + remanufacturing                

_costsj) 

(10) gross_margin
jt
=margin x ∑ ((salesjt-returnsjt)x price

jt
) −𝑇

𝑡=1

∑ (reverse_logistics
jt
  x returnsjt)

T
t=1   

where salesjt and returnsjt are the numbers of purchases and returns on day t for product j, 

and margin (%) is the average product margin for the retailer in the electronics category. 
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Table 5-7: Effect of reviews on net sales and gross margin 

 

Scenario: 

cumulative 

salesjt 

cumulative 

returnsjt 

cumulative 

net_salesjt
b
 

cumulative 

gross_marginjt 

 “High Starting 

Ratings” 
a
 

a a
 

a
 

High perceived quality 

(valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  = 4.73) 

“Middle Starting 

Ratings” -2.31% -8.70% -1.69% -0.70% 

“Low Starting 

Ratings” -5.00% -13.04% -4.22% -2.61% 

 “High Starting 

Ratings” 2.61% 6.33% 2.23% -2.09% 

Medium perceived quality 

(valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  = 4.22) 

“Middle Starting 

Ratings” 
a
 

a
 

a
 

a
 

“Low Starting 

Ratings” -3.08% -8.86% -2.49% -0.12% 

 “High Starting 

Ratings” 6.35% 12.00% 5.02% -5.53% 

Low perceived quality 

(valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  = 3.78) 

“Middle Starting 

Ratings” 3.05% 6.67% 2.19% -1.81% 

 “Low Starting 

Ratings” 
a
 

a
 

a
 

a
 

Notes: aBecause the retailer’s gross margins and shipping fees are proprietary, we benchmarked the scenarios against 

the actual review pattern from the empirical data. b cumulative net_salesjt= cumulative salesjt- cumulative returnsjt 

 

We find that the median number of reviews after 100 days is very similar across 

scenarios, which implies that the differences found between the scenarios are driven by the 

effect of the star rating of the reviews. Across the three products, the outcome metrics 

(cumulated across the first 100 days) indicated that the “High Starting Rating” scenario earns 

the highest cumulative sales but also provokes the most returns (Table 5-7). The cumulative 

net sales (i.e., cumulative salesjt- cumulative returnsjt) are highest for all products in the “High 

Starting Rating” scenario. Hence, the effect of having more positive reviews on the purchase 

probability outweighs the effect on the return probability in terms of net sales. When we 

account for gross margin, the simulations for the medium (valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  = 4.22) and low (valencej

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

= 3.78) perceived product quality product show a different pattern than for the high (valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

= 4.73) perceived product quality product. For the latter, the “High Starting Rating” scenario 

has the highest gross margin. For the medium perceived product quality product (valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  = 

4.22), the “Low Starting Rating” scenario has a -.12% lower margin than the “Medium 

Starting Rating” scenario (due to lower sales), but the gross margin of the “Middle Starting 

Rating” scenario is 2.09% higher than that for the “High Starting Rating” scenario. For the 

low perceived product quality product (valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  = 3.78), this pattern is even clearer. The 

“Low Starting Rating” scenario (our base scenario) had a 1.81% higher margin than the 
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“Medium Starting Rating” scenario and a 5.53% higher gross margin than that for the “High 

Starting Rating” scenario.  

These results of our simulation demonstrate that if product evaluations are more 

positive than the product-level average evaluation, sales are relatively high but so are returns, 

resulting ultimately in lower profits for the retailer. However, these simulations show that 

highly positive reviews do not always result in lower profits but only when the product 

reviews at the moment of purchase are more positive than the average review rating over the 

product life time. In the latter case, the product does not meet these high expectations formed 

at the moment of purchase, which results in negative expectation disconfirmation and 

ultimately increases product return probability.  

Although the particular results of this simulation are specific to our study context, they 

provide a clear managerial implication: Marketers should not encourage only very satisfied 

customers to write reviews (e.g., Kostyra et al. 2016) because the increased purchase 

probability of overly positive reviews does not offset the negative impact on product return 

probability. Overall, our results show that every review pattern deviating from the average 

review rating over the product life time leads to suboptimal performance implications for the 

retailer. 

5.6. Discussion 

Product returns are currently an important problem for online retailers and have 

substantial profit impact (Petersen and Kumar 2009; 2015). Consequently, a substantial body 

of research focused on the impact of product return policies (Janakiraman, Syrdal, and Freling 

2016). In addition, prior research highlighted the impact of information provided by retailers 

on product return probabilities (De et al. 2013; Shulman et al. 2015). However, in online 

retailing, customers base their decision to purchase also on information in OCRs because they 

provide information about the experiences and perceptions of other costumers and are 

perceived as trustworthy (Kostyra et al. 2016). Online, customers have incomplete 

information about the product when purchasing (Wood 2001), and therefore customers will 

determine whether the product meets their expectations after the product is delivered. 

Consequently, if the expectations formed at the moment of purchase are too positive due to 

overly positive ratings (i.e., valence higher than the long term product-average), customers 

may be more likely to purchase but also the return probability increases due to expectation 

disconfirmation when the product is finally inspected. Therefore, the aim of this study is to 
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test if OCRs available at the moment of purchase affect the return decision in addition to their 

effect on the purchase decision.  

We test the relation between OCR, purchases and returns by means of a bivariate probit 

model with endogenous sample selection on a rich multi-year database provided by a major 

online retailer in two large categories. In our model, we separate between-product 

heterogeneity reflected in OCRs from within-product variations in OCRs over time (i.e., 

representing the focal effect of OCRs) using Mundlak’s (1978) correction. These detailed 

analyses produce important findings.  

Our main finding is that the OCRs available at the moment of purchase affect both the 

purchase and return decision. More specifically, if reviews are overly positive (i.e., valence is 

higher than the long term product average), this leads to more purchases but also increases the 

return probability. This effect is contingent on several factors. First, the effect of review 

valence on the return decision is weaker for customers experienced in buying at this retailer 

and in this category. Second, the effect of review valence on the return decision is also weaker 

for more expensive products. These finding are in line with the expectation disconfirmation 

mechanism because experienced customers rely less on OCR than novice customers (Chen 

and Xie 2008). Furthermore, customers spend greater time on making an optimal decision for 

products with higher prices (Petersen and Kumar 2009) and hence rely less on their 

expectations formed prior to purchase. Review valence also reflects product quality; products 

with higher average long-term ratings (i.e., valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) have a higher purchase and lower return 

probability.  

As mentioned in the introduction section, our study is related to the work by Sahoo et al. 

(2016). They report a negative effect for “valence of reviews”, whereas we find a positive 

effect for valencejt - valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  on the decision to return the product. This can be explained by 

the difference in operationalization. Their “valence of review” variable (used as a control 

variable for product quality) is conceptually similar to our valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  variable (i.e., between-

product variation), and their findings for “valence of review” are indeed very similar to our 

findings for valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . Our study shows that the positive effect of review valence on the return 

decision (i.e., within-product effect) contrasts the product quality effect reflected in review 

ratings (i.e., between-product effect). This key finding of a positive within-product effect of 

valencejt - valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  on product returns is missing in the Sahoo et al. (2016) working paper. In 

addition, our results for volume and variance of OCR are very similar to their results when 

they include fixed effects for the product (Sahoo et al. (2016), Table 5), which is conceptually 
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very similar to the Mundlak approach we apply. Hence, the results that can be compared 

between both studies are highly consistent, but our approach provides richer insights by 

focusing on all three OCR characteristics explicitly and by including both within- and 

between-product effects. 

In line with previous studies, review volume increases the purchase probability, but we 

find no significant effect of review volume on the return decision. Review variance decreases 

purchase probabilities; it marginally increases the return probability in one product category. 

A possible explanation for the non-significant effect of review variance on the return decision 

is that there are two opposing mechanisms. Higher review variance reduces the expectations 

due to negativity bias (Chen and Lurie 2013) and therefore reduces the purchase and return 

probability. On the other hand, review variance increases uncertainty which would lead to 

lower purchase probability and a higher return probability.  

To understand the impact of OCRs on financial performance, researchers must account 

for their influence on return decisions, and go beyond the effect on just purchases as is the 

current standard. Incorporating product returns is important because they result in high 

reverse logistics costs, varying between $6 and $18 per product (The Economist 2013). We 

further illustrate the net impact of OCRs by means of simulations based on our model 

coefficients and financial data provided by the retailer. Our simulation demonstrates that if the 

valence is higher than the long term average valence for the product (i.e., overly positive 

reviews), this leads to more purchases but also more returns. Consequently, the substantial 

reverse logistics costs produce a negative net effect of overly positive reviews on gross 

margin. That is, the increased purchase probability due to more positive reviews does not 

offset the negative impact on product return probability, because of the substantial impact of 

reverse logistics costs. 

We think that establishing this link results in a better understanding of the effect of 

OCRs and drivers of return decisions and thereby contributes to the literature. As current 

research found mainly positive effects of reviews from a retailer’s perspective (Floyd et al. 

2014), our study indicates that reviews also may have negative consequences on retailer’s 

profit. Our study challenges the current belief that higher ratings are a universally positive 

effort as may be derived from the results of several recent meta-analyses (Floyd et al. 2014; 

Babic et al. 2016). Our study confirms previous studies that review ratings and volume 

increase sales, but adds to this that overly positive review ratings also increase the number of 

returns. More specifically, while review valence increases net sales, overly positive review 
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valence impact on financial performance is ultimately negative, because of the high costs 

associated with product returns.  

These findings have important implications for retailers: retailers should provide 

information that set the right expectations for customers. Currently, many retailers encourage 

customers to write reviews (Godes and Mayzlin 2009). Given our results, it is important that 

the reviews reflect all buyers’ opinions regarding the product. This is crucial since consumers 

heavily weight the average rating (i.e., valence) compared to other cues for quality like price 

and brand when forming quality inferences (De Langhe et al. 2016; Kostyra et al. 2016). 

Consequently, our findings encourage retailers to get a large review base that adequately 

reflects the performances of the product. Retailers thus should actively stimulate customers to 

write a review after purchase, for example by providing them an appropriate incentive 

(Verlegh et al. 2013) or by reminding them to write a review. However, our results underscore 

the importance that the reviews are a good representation of the product which needs to be 

considered when designing an incentive mechanism. In addition, our results indicate that 

product return decisions are influenced by the information provided about the product at the 

moment of purchase. Retailers could also provide additional information and tools besides 

OCR that allow customer to evaluate whether the product fits their needs and set the right 

expectations (De et al. 2013; Shulman et al. 2015).  

Finally, we note several routes for extending this work. First, our research is limited to 

quantitative measures of OCRs. Considering the content, such as the discussion of product 

features and return decisions, and linguistics style could be a promising area; recent research 

into the effect of reviews on conversion rates suggests an asymmetric effect of affective 

content (Ludwig et al. 2013). Second, though we provide some initial generalizations across 

two large product categories, further research could examine a wider range of product 

categories, including both search and experience products (Weathers et al. 2007). Third, in 

our simulation we show that the effects of OCR vary by the level of valencej
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . Although, this 

provides important insights on when the effects of OCR are most prominent, future research 

could use a more direct measure of product quality such as the consumer reports score (Mitra 

and Golder 2006; De Langhe et al. 2016). Fourth, other sources of information available at the 

moment of purchase influence product return probability, such as retailer-provided 

information (e.g., product descriptions, pictures; De et al. 2013). Comparative analyses could 

provide valuable insights into whether reviews or retailer-provided information is a more 

important driver of return rates. However, Kostyra et al. (2016) find that the importance of 

retailer-provided information decreases if OCRs are available and so we anticipate that the 
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findings will be similar, even with the inclusion of a retailer-provided information variable. 

Finally, like all other research in that area, our approach does not analyze customers’ visual 

attention on product- and review-specific information in their choice process. We leave these 

topics for further research and hope our findings stimulate more interest in the important 

practical topics of OCRs and product returns. 
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6. General Discussion 
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This dissertation addresses questions about how retailers can manage customer 

purchase and return decisions. While firms used to focus on purchase behavior and how this 

can be influenced (Reinartz and Kumar 2000; Verhoef 2003), recently retailers started to also 

take product returns into account in managing and assessing customer-retailer interactions 

(Petersen and Kumar 2015). The impact of product returns on firm profit is substantial, given 

that U.S. customers annually return $264 billion worth of products (Kerr 2013). Hence, it is 

important to not only focus on purchases but also on returns. This dissertation examined the 

impact of various drivers on purchase and return behavior to provide marketing researchers 

and practitioners a better understanding. The four studies in this dissertation answer questions 

related to managing purchases and returns but from a different angle. This final chapter 

reiterates the key findings from the four studies and ends with directions for future research.  

6.1. Main findings and implications per chapter 

This section answers the four research questions stated in the introduction chapter and 

in this way highlight the main findings from the four studies. I further indicate how these 

findings can be used to better manage purchase and return behavior. 

 

RQ 1: What is the impact of instant reward programs with bonus premiums on customer 

purchase behavior? 

Chapter 2 examines the impact of an Instant Reward Program (IRP) with bonus 

premiums on customer purchase behavior. An IRP rewards customers directly at the moment 

of purchase, with small premiums at fixed spending levels, and each premium is part of a 

larger set of collectibles. A supplementary feature in many IRPs promotes specific brands 

with an extra premium, labeled bonus premiums. Therefore, customers can earn premiums in 

two ways: based on total spending and on purchases of promoted brands. To test the effects of 

IRPs with bonus premiums, this study uses Dutch household panel data related to purchases 

of 23 product categories spanning four grocery supermarket chains. Customer purchase 

behavior is decomposed by modeling the number of shopping trips, category-level purchase 

incidence, brand choice, and purchase quantity. The shopping trip decision is modeled with a 

Poisson regression, the category incidence and brand choice model are handled in a nested 

logit framework, and the quantity model in a zero-truncated Poisson model. The number of 

shopping trips per week is estimated for each of the four supermarket chains, and the category 
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incidence, brand choice and purchase quantity conditional on the shopping trip is estimated 

separately for each of the 23 categories. 

The key findings of chapter 2 are that both IRPs and bonus premiums are effective 

instruments to stimulate customer purchase behavior. More specifically, (1) The IRP increases 

the number of shopping trips to the retailer but does not affect the category incidence or 

purchase quantity decision, (2) The bonus premium instrument is particularly effective at the 

brand choice decision, (3) The IRP and bonus premium are most effective for households who 

collect the premiums, but also have positive albeit smaller effects for non-collecting 

households.  

Thus, I conclude that the IRPs with bonus premiums represent an efficient and 

effective instrument that managers can use to increase purchases, although managers should 

evaluate these benefits relative to their costs to run the IRP. The impact of a bonus premium 

plus discount is stronger than just a discount. Based on this finding, retailers and 

manufacturers should prefer adding bonus premiums to promote brands during the IRP 

because this combination generates greater impact on customer purchase behavior. 

Households that spend a relative small amount are less likely to participate in IRPs. Hence, if 

these households are the aimed target group implementing an IRP with bonus premiums may 

not result in the aimed sales. In sum, this chapter demonstrated that both the IRP and the 

bonus premium instrument are relevant alternatives to the retailers marketing mix to stimulate 

purchases.  

 

RQ 2: What is the current state of knowledge on the drivers and consequences of customer 

product return decisions? 

Chapter 3 focuses on managing product returns from a marketing perspective. To 

answer RQ2 the chapter is clustered around three major topics related to product returns: (1) 

How can retailers manage product returns in their customer value framework; (2) What are 

important drivers of customer product return decisions; (3) What are the consequences of 

product returns. 

One of the most important findings from this chapter is that product returns are no 

necessary evil in the customer-retailer exchange process. First, product returns can have 

positive consequences on future purchase behavior: Customers who had a positive encounter 

with how the retailer handled returns, are more likely to continue and increase purchases. 

Second, retailers have multiple instruments to influence customer product returns. Return 

policies that offer monetary and/or effort leniency lead to an increase in purchases whereas 
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longer deadlines reduce return rates. Hence, return policy leniency leads to an increase in 

profitability due to purchases outpacing product returns. In addition, retailers should consider 

the information provided at the moment of purchase because this can either help customers 

from preventing a purchase they would have returned or stimulate them to purchase a product 

which they will return. In sum, this chapter provides an overview of extant research on drivers 

and consequences of product returns and how product returns can be managed within the 

customer value framework.   

 

RQ 3: What is the impact of customer in-store browsing on purchase and return decisions? 

In online retailing, customers gain product information through in-store browsing on 

the retailer’s website. Prior studies showed that browsing behavior affects the purchase 

decision (e.g., Olbrich and Holsing 2012). Chapter 4 goes beyond purchase and also examines 

the relation of browsing behavior with the product return decision. This chapter examines two 

components of browsing behavior (1) breadth of browsing, which is defined as the number of 

distinct products browsed and (2) depth of browsing, which is defined as how long the 

customer browsed on average per product. Together, these two explanatory variables provide 

a parsimonious representation of customer browsing behavior (Huang, Lurie and Mitra 2009). 

To examine the impact of customer browsing, I use clickstream and transaction data from a 

major European online retailer covering 19 days in 2014. Given that customers may browse in 

multiple sessions to gain information before they make a purchase (De Los Santos et al. 

2012), previous browsing behavior is captured by including all browsing behavior in the 

category during the last seven days.  

The key insight of this chapter is that customer in-store browsing behavior affects both 

the purchase and return decision. More specifically, if customers browse wider (i.e., more 

distinct products), this results in a higher purchase and return probability. If customers browse 

deeper (i.e., more time spend per product browsing) the customer purchase probability 

increases but spending more time on product pages does not affect the return probability.  

The managerial contributions of this chapter relate to a key challenge for today’s 

online retailers - namely, how to predict and better understand product returns. Currently, 

online retailers can use tools to capture customer browsing behavior from page to page 

(Mintz, Currim and Jeliazkov 2013). Therefore, a better understanding of the relationship 

between browsing and product return behavior allows retailers to identify potential returners 

based on their browsing behavior. In this way, browsing information helps online retailers to 

prioritize and target customers to reduce product returns (Moe and Fader 2004). In sum, this 
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chapter demonstrated that browsing behavior has a significant impact on both purchase and 

return likelihood and hence should be managed and monitored by retailers to generate highest 

profit.  

 

RQ 4: What is the impact of online customer reviews on purchase and return decisions? 

  Online Customer Reviews (OCRs) are an additional source of information that 

retailers provide on their websites to support customers’ decision making. Many studies 

examined the effects of OCRs on product sales (Babic et al. 2016) but a clear understanding 

of the effects of OCRs on product returns is lacking. Chapter 5 examines the impact of OCR 

characteristics (valence, volume and variance) on return decisions with a rich multi-year 

dataset from a major online retailer covering the electronics and furniture category.  

The key finding from this chapter is that the OCRs available at the moment of 

purchase affect both the purchase and return decision. More specifically, if reviews are overly 

positive (i.e., valence is higher than the long term product average), this leads to more 

purchases but also increases the return probability. The effects of review valence are 

substantial, a one point increase in review valence results in an increased purchase probability 

of 9.14% (electronics) and 14.60% (furniture), and increases return probability by 11.16% 

(electronics) and 10.34% (furniture) conditional upon purchase. The effect of overly positive 

reviews is – more notable – negative for a retailer’s financial performance because of the high 

reverse logistics costs associated with product returns. This effect of review valence is 

contingent on product and customer factors. First, the effect of review valence on the return 

decision is weaker for customers experienced in buying in the specific category at the focal 

retailer. Second, the effect of review valence on the return decision is also weaker for more 

expensive products. The other OCR characteristics (volume and variance) mainly affect 

purchase decisions, and have little to no effect on product returns. 

 The key implication is that retailers should provide information that set right 

expectations. Currently, many retailers stimulate customers to write reviews. Given these 

results, it is important that the reviews reflect all buyers’ opinions regarding the product. 

Thus, the findings of chapter 5 strongly encourage managers to aim at getting a large review 

base that adequately reflects the performances of the product. Thus, retailers should actively 

stimulate all customers to write a review after purchase, for example by providing them an 

appropriate incentive (Verlegh et al. 2013) or by reminding them to write a review. In sum, 

this chapter demonstrated that both OCRs have significant impact on both purchases and 

returns and hence should be managed and monitored by retailers to generate highest profit.  
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6.2. Future Research 

This dissertation provides an overview of research related to product returns in chapter 

3 and discusses two important drivers of product returns in chapters 4 and 5. Based on the 

studies in this dissertation, I identify important avenues for future research. Multiple studies 

demonstrate that the return rate for items on sales is lower because customers are not as 

critical for cheaper products (Petersen and Kumar 2009, see also chapter 5). However, the 

impact of other marketing instruments on product returns is not clear as of yet. Currently, no 

study exists that relates a retailer’s other marketing instruments to product return decisions. 

For example, how do advertisement forms such as TV, radio and banner influence return 

decisions, especially given that some retailers explicitly mentioned the option to return the 

purchased products in their advertisements (e.g., Zalando). A related question is how 

customers reward programs (i.e., chapter 2) affect the likelihood of returns? Retailers should 

consider which behavior to be rewarded. Should retailers reward customers that purchased a 

lot even if that same customer has returned the majority of products purchased? Rewarding 

these customers may even result in fraudulent return behavior (see Harris 2008) to gain 

additional rewards. Hence, future research is needed to better understand the impact of 

marketing instruments such as advertising and customer reward programs on product return 

behavior.  

This dissertation provides empirical evidence for the positive effect of rewarding 

customers on purchase behavior (chapter 2). In addition, this dissertation demonstrates that 

other forms of customer behavior, such as writing reviews significantly affect future purchase 

and return behavior. Future research could combine these findings and examine potential 

ways to reward customers for writing reviews and in this way also affect future purchase and 

return decisions (chapter 5). Recently, firms have started to stimulate non-transactional 

behaviors by rewarding customers who converted noncustomers into customers (i.e. referral 

reward programs). Research demonstrates that these referral reward programs are an effective 

instrument in acquiring customers (Schmitt, Skiera and Vandenbulte 2011): An extrinsic 

motivation (i.e. rewards) increases the referral likelihood and a similar effect for stimulating 

other types of word of mouth can be expected. Furthermore, previous research demonstrates 

that customers who make referrals increase their own purchase level (Kumar, Petersen and 

Leone 2010), which suggests additional positive effects of rewarding customers for writing 

reviews but research is needed to empirically test this. Hence, future research is needed on 
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how marketing instruments can stimulate customers to provide non-transactional behaviors 

that can influence customer purchase and return behavior. 

In this dissertation, I theorize that product returns are influenced by browsing (chapter 

4) and OCRs (chapter 5) through their effect on customer expectations and uncertainty. This 

theory is applied by multiple studies on product returns (e.g., De, Hu and Rahman 2013; 

Petersen and Kumar 2009). Shulman, Cunha and Saint Clair (2015) show that higher 

expectations indeed lead to more returns and Hong and Pavlou (2014) demonstrate the impact 

of uncertainty on product returns, which provides empirical support for these assumptions. 

However, a key area for future research relates to the process of product return decisions. 

Future research could use multiple approaches to better understand the decision on whether to 

keep or return purchased merchandise. One approach could be to better understand customer 

motivations by means of a survey and to link these survey data to customer purchase and 

return decisions (e.g., Hong and Pavlou 2014). An alternative approach would be to model the 

impact of the information available on the retailer’s website on purchase and return decision. 

Marketing researchers could use a structural model on how the customer updates her beliefs 

and the associated uncertainty based on the information gathered, such as product pages (see 

chapter 4), product pictures (see De et al. 2013) and OCRs (see chapter 5). Such an approach 

may provider richer insights in why customers return, like previous studies with such methods 

provided rich insights on for example customer satisfaction (Rust et al. 1999); brand learning 

(Szymanowski and Gijsbrechts 2012) and on the effect of OCRs on purchases (Zhao et al. 

2013). The actual process that drives customer return decisions is likely contingent on the 

category studied. For categories such as fashion and footwear, reported return rates are high 

compared to categories such as electronics and furniture (see chapter 3). A possible 

explanation could be that for fashion, customers purchase with the intention to return and use 

their home as fitting room whereas such behavior is unlikely for durables such as TVs. These 

differences across categories may provide important insights for today’s retailers and hence 

are an interesting avenue for future research.     

6.3. Conclusion  

In summary, by examining how retailers can manage purchase and return decisions, 

this dissertation advances understanding of the retailer-customer relationship. In doing so, this 

dissertation offers a next step in both the drivers of purchase and return decisions which 

retailers can leverage to create customer value and increase profits. This dissertation 

demonstrated that products returns can be managed and that retailers have multiple 
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instruments to influence return decisions in addition to their effect on customer purchase 

behavior. Continued research should advance further to a richer understanding of the interplay 

between purchases and returns and how retailers can influence these decisions and target 

valuable customers, given that they are so important for the retailer’s profit. 
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Appendix A: Examples of the IRPs and Bonus Premiums (Chapter 2) 

(a) Advertisement IRP Dirk  

 
 

Translations Dutch to English:  

Verzamel ons allemaal:  

Collect all of us. 

 

Gratis WK Handje bij iedere 15: 

Free premium per every €15 spend. 

 

(b) Sample feature advertisement with bonus premium (AH) 

 

Translations Dutch to English:  

 

Gratis Beesie bij deze actie: 

Free premium with this promotion. 
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Appendix B: Product category description (Chapter 2) 

Chain Product Category Transactions Brands 

Brands with bonus 

premiums Households 

Market 

coverage 

AH Frying and baking fats 650 5 1 179 1.00 

AH Margarine 932 6 1 280 1.00 

AH Halvarine 1075 7 2 301 0.98 

AH Instant soups 492 5 1 198 1.00 

AH Wet soups 445 5 1 188 1.00 

AH Ice cream bars on stick 815 6 3 286 0.97 

AH Ice cream deserts 394 5 2 192 0.99 

Deka Margarine 267 6 1 80 0.94 

Deka Instant soups 143 4 1 58 0.96 

Deka 

Fruit flavored soft drinks 

(bottles) 65 4 1 37 1.00 

Dirk  Frying and baking fats 582 5 1 171 1.00 

Dirk Margarine 1034 8 1 313 1.00 

Dirk Full cream butters 310 4 1 143 0.95 

Dirk Halvarine 828 6 1 237 0.99 

Dirk Ice cream bars on stick 623 6 2 247 0.94 

Dirk Cola (bottles) 296 3 1 130 1.00 

Dirk Cola (cans) 446 3 1 144 1.00 

Dirk Orangeade (bottles) 182 3 1 81 1.00 

Dirk Orangeade (cans) 408 3 1 134 1.00 

Dirk Fruit flavored soft drinks 

(bottles) 393 5 1 157 1.00 

Plus Instant soups 415 5 1 180 1.00 

Plus Ice cream deserts 217 4 1 133 0.95 

Plus Cola (bottles) 153 4 1 68 1.00 
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Appendix C: Correlation tables (Chapter 2) 

To calculate the correlations between the explanatory variables in the models, we 

weight the correlations based on sample size across the categories/retailers. In doing so, we 

transform the correlations R in effect sizes using the Fisher Zr transformation and calculate a 

standard error to weight the effect sizes based on the sample size n (see Lipsey and Wilson 

2001, p.63).  

Effect Size = 0.5 x 𝑙𝑜𝑔(
1+𝑅

1−𝑅
) 

Standard Error = 
1

(𝑛−3)0.5 

To transform the weighted effect size (Effect Sizew) back into a correlation, we use the 

inverse of the Fisher Zr transformation: 

R =  
𝑒2∗𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑤−1

𝑒2∗𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑤+1
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Table 8-1: Correlation matrix shopping trip model 

 IRPw WeekIRPw Collectinghw BonusPremium 

Intensityw 

Feature 

Intensityw 

AvDiscount 

Depthw 

WCSw Temperaturew SOWh Childrenh 

IRPw           

WeekIRPw .776          

Collectingwt .596 .462         

BonusPremiumIntensityw .658 .420 .383        

FeatureIntensityw .203 .086 .113 .495       

AvDiscountDepthw -.113 -.125 -.063 .080 .530      

WCSw .220 .397 .105 .104 .035 -.162     

Temperaturew .108 .202 .059 -.025 -.114 -.056 .544    

SOWh .000 .000 .107 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000   

Childrenh .000 .000 .087 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 -.046  

Residualh .000 .000 .342 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .003 .002 

 

Table 8-2: Correlation matrix category incidence model 

 IRPt WeekIRPt Collectinght WCSt Temperaturet Inventoryht SOWh Childrenh 

IRPt         

WeekIRPt .766        

Collectinght .688 .527       

WCSt .173 .322 .082      

Temperaturet .100 .23 .063 .553     

Inventoryht .056 .063 .040 .108 .212    

SOWh -.007 .000 .038 .000 -.004 -.007   

Childrenh .028 .02 .100 .001 -.014 -.014 -.034  

Residualh .02 .013 .335 .000 .006 .001 -.109 .014 
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Table 8-3: Correlation matrix brand choice model 

 BonusPremiumjt Collectinght Featurejt  PreFeaturejt PostFeaturejt Lasthjt 

BonusPremiumjt       

Collectinght .210      

Featurejt .521 .047     

PreFeaturejt .019 -.025 -.017    

PostFeaturejt -.007 -.043 -.026 -.026   

Discountjt .448 .036 .943 -.014 -.021  

Lasthjt .059 .021 .076 .027 .040 .061 

 

Table 8-4: Correlation matrix purchase quantity model 

 IRPt WeekIRPt Collectinght Bonus 

Premiumjt 

Featurejt  PreFeaturejt PostFeaturejt Discountjt WCSt Temperaturet Inventoryht SOWh Residualh 

IRPt              

WeekIRPt .747             

Collectinght .712 .529            

BonusPremiumjt .520 .312 .406           

Featurejt .168 .082 .135 .527          

PreFeaturejt .030 .042 .012 .039 -.045         

PostFeaturejt -.066 -.069 -.048 -.023 -.056 -.009        

Discountjt .120 .058 .104 .442 .946 -.039 -.049       

WCSt .178 .319 .077 .047 -.003 .078 -.016 -.015      

Temperaturet .075 .245 .044 -.042 -.046 .008 .040 -.050 .548     

Inventoryht .011 .038 -.008 -.049 -.045 .001 .023 -.048 .122 .272    

SOWh -.035 -.003 .025 -.078 -.113 .000 .006 -.112 -.006 .003 .027   

Childrenh .031 .022 .098 -.001 .007 .002 -.032 .011 .013 -.017 -.031 -.018  

Residualh .048 .023 .366 .069 .032 -.009 -.005 .033 -.007 -.010 -.016 -.087 .024 
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Table 8-5: Meta analyses for average partial effects in category incidence and brand choice model 

 IRPt IRPt x Collectinght BonusPremiumjt BonusPremiumjt x Collectinght 

 b se b se b se b Se b se b se b se b se 

Plus .021 (.021)   -.023 (.017)   -.053 (.090)   .071 (.129)   

Deka .002 (.026)   -.025 (.027)   .030 (.114)   -.047 (.170)   

Dirk .010 (.017)   -.028* (.016)   .025 (.061)   -.022 (.088)   

Margarine   .005 (.020)   .017 (.020)   .087 (.070)   .049 (.101) 

Soup   .017 (.021)   .005 (.019)   .067 (.085)   .109 (.123) 

Ice   -.009 (.020)   .034* (.018)   .029 (.078)   .171 (.117) 

Constant .006 (.010) .004 (.015) .014 (0.011) -.017 (.014) .062 (.046) .021 (.053) .082 (.066) .005 (.079) 

F-test for model 

significance 

.619  .599  1.231  1.382  .297  .584  .207  .817  

Notes: *p < .1. **p < .05. ***p < .01. 

 

Table 8-6: Meta analyses for average partial effects in purchase quantity model 

 IRPt IRPt x Collectinght BonusPremiumjt BonusPremiumjt x Collectinght 

 B se b se b se b Se b se b se b se b se 

Plus -.580 (.345)   .176 (.397)   .374 (.471)   -.339 (.301)   

Deka -.007 (.281)   -.237 (.193)   -.175 (.298)   .558 (.740)   

Dirk .085 (.087)   -.040 (.087)   -.103 (.176)   -.016 (.111)   

Margarine   .214 (.226)   .247 (.201)   -.221 (.328)   .346 (.289) 

Soup   -.084 (.280)   .526* (.281)   .020 (.447)   .042 (.325) 

Ice   .164 (.277)   .178 (.223)   -.262 (.422)   .372 (.317) 

Constant .005 (.061) -.148 (.221) -.020 (.058) -.284 (.195) -.100 (0.138) .035 (.315) -.020 (.073) -.339 (.281) 

F-test for model 

significance 

1.423  1.171  0.612  1.286  .487  .328  .627  1.464  

Notes: *p < .1. **p < .05. ***p < .01. 
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Table 8-7: Coefficients and p-value for shopping trip models 

 IRPw IRPw x Collectinghw 

 Coefficient p-value Coefficient p-value 

AH .078 .05 .084 .05 

Plus .006 .92 .010 .09 

Deka -.034 .68 .172 .04 

Dirk .037 .45 .127 .01 
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Appendix D: Interdependencies between OCRs, purchase and returns (Chapter 5) 

For our simulation of the impact of OCRs on the purchase and return decision, we 

anticipate that purchases, returns, and OCRs may affect subsequent OCR arrival. Customers who 

have purchased a product can submit a review, creating potentially feedback loops between the 

number of purchases and OCR arrival (Ho-Dac, Carson, and Moore 2013). The number of 

purchases seems to enhance future review valence (Ho-Dac, Carson, and Moore 2013), but the 

number of returns also could affect the valence of future reviews, especially if customers who 

return the product potentially provide less positive reviews. We also include feedback loops with 

Q&A, because the Q&A sections are displayed below reviews and the number of questions 

already posted may affect the submission of new reviews, because some issues have already 

been raised. These multiple interdependencies among purchases, returns, and OCRs should be 

taken into consideration to derive the financial impact of OCRs. 

Therefore, we model OCR arrival, as the number of reviews and review ratings posted on 

a specific day and also model questions, and answers for potential interdependencies. To model 

OCRs and Q&A, we use three Poisson regression models, in which Njt is the expected number of 

reviews, Qjt the expected number of questions, and Ajt the expected number answers posted for 

product j on day t. We let λnjt, λqjt,and λajt denote the mean number of reviews, questions, and 

answers, respectively, submitted for product j on day t. For a Poisson distribution
1
 with the 

parameter (λnjt), the probability that Njt, takes on values n, is:  

(A1) Pr[Njt=n | λnjt]= 
exp (-λnjt)λnjt

n

n!
, n = 0, 1, 2, 3,… 

Similarly, the probabilities that Qjt and Ajt take on values of q and a can be modeled with Poisson 

distributions, with the parameters λqjt and λajt, respectively. We used a log-link function to 

examine whether OCR and Q&A arrival are influenced by social dynamics, feedback loops and 

several controls.  

(A2) λnjt=exp(αn0+αn1 valencejt + αn2 volumejt + αn3 variancejt + αn4 questionsjt + αn5 unanswered 

_questionsjt + αn6 cumulative salesjt + αn7 cumulative returnsjt + αn8 pricejt + αn9 YOMjt + αn10 

pageviewsjt+ αn11 weekendjt +unj) 

                                                 
1 Our arrival data fit a Poisson distribution; the mean and variance were similar and hence over dispersion is not an issue here 

(electronics: review M = .024, variance = .029; questions M = .008, variance = .007; answers M = .008, variance = .008; 

furniture: review M = .009, variance = .009; questions M = .004, variance = .004; answers M = .004, variance = .004). 
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  All variables are measured on a daily basis t, in accordance with the publishing interval at 

the online retailer’s website (Table 8-8). We modeled the mean number of questions and answers 

(λqjt , λajt) submitted for product j on day t similarly to Equation (A1). The models all included a 

product specific intercept, to control for unobserved product heterogeneity (unj, uqj, uaj). Because 

Q&A arrival is likely interdependent, we included one common random effect, scaled from the 

questions model to the answers model by φ, that uaj = φ × uqj. 

 

Table 8-8: Variable operationalization in OCR arrival and rating model 

 

In addition to the number of reviews posted on day t, we characterized reviews by their 

ratings. We thus model the star rating of the reviews arriving at a specific day (Rjt) given that at 

least one review appeared on that day (Njt ≥ 1). We modeled the star rating also as a function of 

social dynamics, feedback loops and several controls similar to Equation (A2) and included a 

product specific intercept (uir). We used an ordered probit model to capture the rating process 

(Moe and Schweidel 2012; Godes and Silva 2012; Equation A3-4). We assumed that the error 

term φrjt had a standard normal distribution and was independent of the arrival model (similar to 

Moe and Schweidel 2012). If more than one review is predicted on day t, the star rating 

prediction is the same for all reviews, because the retailer publishes reviews once a day, so 

reviewers cannot respond to one another on the same day. 

Variable Description and measure 

Social Dynamics 

valencejt  Average of all ratings for product j posted before day t  

volumejt  Number of reviews for product j posted before day t  

variancejt  Variance across all ratings for product j posted before day t  

questionsjt  Number of questions for product j posted before day t  

unanswered_questionsjt If any question posted for product j before day t has not been answered  

Feedback Loops  

cumulative salesjt Number of purchases for product j before day t 

cumulative returnsjt Number of returns for product j before day t 

Controls  

pricejt Price of product j on day t 

YOMjt Time product j is on the market, since its release, on day t (in years) 

pageviewsjt Number of page views for product j during the last seven days before day t 

weekendt If day t is a Saturday or Sunday 
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(A3) Rjt
* = αr0+ αr1 valencejt + αr2 volumejt + αr3 variancejt + αr4 questionsjt + αr5 unanswered 

_questionsjt + αr6 cumulative salesjt + αr7 cumulative returnsjt + αr8 pricejt + αr9 YOMjt + uir+ 𝜀rjt   

(A4) 

*

1 jt jt

* *

2 jt 1 jt jt

* *

jt jt 3 jt 2 jt jt

* *

4 jt 3 jt jt

*

4 jt jt

Φ(μ - R ), R = 1

Φ(μ - R ) - Φ(μ -R ), R = 2

Pr(Rating = R | N 1) Φ(μ - R ) - Φ(μ -R ), R = 3

Φ(μ - R ) - Φ(μ -R ), R = 4

1 - Φ(μ - R ), R = 5






  




 

where Φ is the univariate standard normal c.d.f., and μ represents threshold values. This 

will allow us to simulate the impact of OCRs in different OCR environments, using the models 

for purchases, returns, OCR arrival, OCR ratings, and Q&A arrival, which are all interrelated.
2
 

 

Drivers of OCR Arrival 

Table 8-9 contains the fit statistics (i.e., squared Pearson correlation between observed and 

predicted values) for our review and Q&A predictions. Overall, both the OCR and Q&A arrival 

models fit the data well, though it is more difficult to predict variations in ratings than the 

number of reviews, questions, or answers. 

 In Tables Table 8-10 and Table 8-11, we provide the estimates of the models for OCR 

arrival and Q&A, respectively. For review arrival, we found social dynamic effects (Moe and 

Trusov 2011). For example, higher rated reviews increased the probability of receiving more 

reviews, though this influence was significant only for electronics and the probability of new 

reviews being submitted diminished when there were more reviews. For the rating of new 

reviews, we found that the probability of receiving very positive star ratings increased if existing 

reviews were positive. Review volume and variance did not affect the star ratings in new posted 

reviews significantly (Table 8-10, right panel).  

Moreover, we found significant feedback loops for the arrival of reviews. When a 

product had been sold more, the probability of new reviews increased; more returns instead 

resulted in a lower probability of new reviews. In addition, if the product had been sold more, the 

                                                 
2 An alternative approach to model the effects of OCRs on purchases and returns is to use predicted OCR values instead of the 

observed OCR values. The results from observed OCR values are easier to interpret and qualitatively similar to those using the 

predicted OCR values. Therefore, we present the former in the main text and the latter are available upon request. 
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probability of a higher star rating increased for electronics; this probability decreased if more 

products were returned (Table 8-10). 

 

  Electronics Furniture 

Valence .50 .46 

Volume .75 .92 

Variance .18 .37 

Questions .76 .85 

Answers .77 .85 

Table 8-9: Pseudo-R
2
 statistics for OCR and Q&A arrival 
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Table 8-10: Parameter estimates for review arrival and rating 

 Review arrival Review rating 

 Electronics Furniture Electronics Furniture 

  Parameter S.E.  Parameter S.E.  Parameter S.E.  Parameter S.E. 

Social Dynamics             

valencejt  .083** (.042)  .053 (.064)  .616*** (.032)  .531*** (.055) 
volumejt - .051*** (.002) - .032*** (.008) - .001 (.001)  .007 (.004) 

variancejt - .065 (.047)  .057 (.078) - .011 (.035)  .097 (.063) 

questionsjt  .116*** (.006)  .090*** (.014) - .003 (.003) - .022 ** (.009) 

unanswered_questionsjt - .070*** (.024) - .150** (.071) - .022 (.025)  .073 (.059) 

Feedback Loops             

cumulative salesjt  .150*** (.006)  .161*** (.026)  .012*** (.004) - .002 (.014) 

cumulative returnsjt - .482*** (.075) - .744*** (.286) - .089* (.046) - .314* (.165) 

Controls             

pricejt - .056*** (.010)  .007 (.018)  .033*** (.005)  .018 (.012) 

YOMjt - .612*** (.025) - .276*** (.029)  .025*  (.015)  .011 (.021) 

pageviewsjt  .174*** (.020)  .200 (.129)       

weekendt  .212*** (.024)  .282*** (.057)       

constant -4 .254*** (.193) -5 .127*** (.289)       

μ1        .287* (.148) - .113 (.251) 

μ2        .724*** (.146)  .404* (.245) 

μ3       1 .295*** (.144)  .999*** (.243) 

μ4       2 .800*** (.145) 2 .472*** (.245) 

N 526,371 244,368 12,480 2,089 
Notes: *p < .1. **p < .05. ***p < .01 
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Table 8-11: Parameter estimates for Q&A arrival 

 Question arrival Answer arrival 

 Electronics Furniture Electronics Furniture 

  Parameter S.E.  Parameter S.E.  Parameter S.E.  Parameter S.E. 

Social Dynamics             

valencejt  .049 (.045)  .197** (.083)  .058 (.044)  .181** (.091) 
volumejt - .025*** (.003)  .032*** (.010) - .033*** (.003)  .020* (.011) 

variancejt - .102* (.060)  .172 (.113) - .084 (.058)  .024 (.133) 

questionsjt - .011* (.007) - .111*** (.021) - .020*** (.006) - .126*** (.021) 

unanswered_questionsjt - .365*** (.043)  .252*** (.091) 2 .088*** (.036) 2 .747*** (.087) 

Feedback Loops             

cumulative salesjt  .063*** (.009) - .032 (.038)  .074*** (.008)  .027 (.041) 

cumulative returnsjt  .155 (.095)  .070 (.409)  .310*** (.095) - .589 (.450) 

Controls             

pricejt  .001 (.009)  .067*** (.021)  .010 (.009)  .069*** (.025) 

YOMjt - .734*** (.034) - .327*** (.035) - .845*** (.032) - .466*** (.036) 

page viewsjt  .259*** (.025)  .565*** (.144)  .193*** (.023)  .829*** (.117) 

weekendt  .080* (.044)  .152* (.091)  .288*** (.040)  .349*** (.084) 

constant -4 .805*** (.208) -6 .366*** (.371) -5 .756*** (.203) -7 .326*** (.416) 

φ (scaling factor) 0 .905*** (.039) 1 .196*** (.076)       

N 526,371 244,368 526,371 244,368 
Notes: *p < .1. **p < .05. ***p < .01 
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9. Nederlandse Samenvatting 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

De tekst van de Nederlandse Samenvatting is grotendeels gepubliceerd in de volgende 

artikelen, te weten: “Oranje-Promoties: Meedoen is beter” in Tijdschrift voor Marketing (De 

Ronde en Minnema 2011); “Voetbalpromo voor EK 2012 moet kort en hevig zijn in Food 

Magazine (Minnema 2011); “Return to Sender? Het effect van reviews op het terugzenden 

van producten” in Tijdschrift voor Marketing (Minnema en Bijmolt 2016); en “Oorzaken en 

gevolgen van het terugsturen van online aankopen” in Ontwikkelingen in het Marktonderzoek: 

Jaarboek MarktOnderzoeksAssociatie (Minnema, Bijmolt en Gensler 2017).   
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Managers van winkels moeten continu keuzes maken over hoe de winst te 

maximaliseren. Om de verwachte winst per klant te bepalen maken winkels vaak gebruik van 

de klantwaardemethode. Hierin worden de marketingkosten voor de klant afgetrokken van de 

verwachte toekomstige winst die de klant genereert door aankopen. Recent is de 

klantwaardemethode uitgebreid met de kosten en gederfde inkomsten die de klant veroorzaakt 

voor de winkel door het terugsturen van aankopen. Met name bij webwinkels worden veel 

producten teruggestuurd: in Nederland gaat tot ongeveer 30% van de online aankopen retour. 

Voor de consument is het terugsturen vaak gratis en de kosten zijn voor de winkel. Het 

terugsturen van aankopen is daarom een belangrijk en kostbaar probleem voor winkels. Voor 

winkels zijn dus zowel aankopen als retouren van belang voor het generen van winst. In dit 

proefschrift wordt vanuit verschillende invalshoeken naar de componenten van klantwaarde 

gekeken, met als kerndoel antwoord te geven op de vraag hoe winkels aankopen en retouren 

beter kunnen beheersen en beïnvloeden.  

9.1. Het effect van spaaracties met extra premiums op aankoopgedrag 

In het tweede hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift worden twee nieuwe instrumenten onderzocht 

die als doel hebben de aankopen te stimuleren. Het eerste onderzochte instrument is een 

spaaractie waarbij klanten per iedere 15 euro aan bestedingen een premium ontvangt. Het 

tweede onderzochte instrument is een extra premium die klanten ontvangen bij de aankoop 

van een specifiek product. Om de effectiviteit van deze instrumenten te testen is gebruik 

gemaakt van het GfK ConsumerScan panel waarin huishoudens hun aankoopgedrag 

registreren en aanvullende vragen over hun deelname aan de spaaracties gesteld zijn. De 

onderzochte spaaracties zijn de Beessies bij Albert Heijn, de WK Handjes bij Dirk en Deka en 

de WK Juichbandjes van Plus, al deze spaaracties zijn gerelateerd aan het WK voetbal van 

2010. Om inzichten te generen hebben we het aantal gekochte producten per week opgesplitst 

in het aantal bezoeken aan de supermarkt per week en het aantal producten dat er van het 

merk gekocht wordt per supermarktbezoek. De spaaracties met extra premiums hebben een 

positief effect op het bestedingspatroon van de consument. Op basis van dit onderzoek kom ik 

tot de volgende conclusies en aanbevelingen voor de supermarkten en fabrikanten:  

 Door de spaaracties bezoeken de consumenten de supermarkten vaker, maar de 

spaaracties hebben weinig tot geen effect op de uitgaven per bezoek.  

 De spaaracties werken vooral voor klanten die premiums sparen. Het is dus cruciaal 

dat de premiums aansluiten bij de wensen van de klantenkring. 
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 Consumenten met een hoge trouw bij de supermarkt hebben een grotere kans op 

deelname aan de spaaracties. 

 Het weggeven van de extra premiums bij producten is een effectieve manier om de 

verkopen van het product te bevorderen en zorgt voor meer verkopen in de categorie, 

ook wanneer deze samengaan met een prijspromotie.  

Het tweede hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift laat zien dat deze spaaracties en de extra 

premiums bij producten relevante toevoegingen zijn op de marketinginstrumenten van 

supermarkten om de verkopen te stimuleren.  

9.2. Overzichtsstudie naar oorzaken en gevolgen van het terugsturen van aankopen 

Het derde hoofdstuk van deze dissertatie is een overzichtsstudie naar wat er op dit 

moment bekend is over de oorzaken en gevolgen van het terugsturen van aankopen. In het 

algemeen worden aankopen niet teruggestuurd vanwege defecten, maar omdat het product 

niet aan de verwachtingen van de consument voldoet. Zo zijn in de elektronica categorie 

slechts 5% van de retouren te wijten aan defecte producten. Consumenten kunnen het product 

minder goed bekijken en uitproberen in een webwinkel, vergeleken met een fysieke winkel. 

Dit hoofdstuk laat zien dat winkels mogelijkheden hebben om de retouren te beïnvloeden. Op 

basis van dit literatuuronderzoek kom ik tot de volgende conclusies over belangrijke oorzaken 

van retourneren: 

 Een retourneerbeleid met langere zichttermijn leidt tot een lagere terugstuurkans.  

 Literatuur suggereert dat de informatie die beschikbaar is op het moment van aankoop 

de terugstuurkans beïnvloedt. Extra informatie kan ervoor zorgen dat klanten een 

aankoop niet doen, die ze anders zouden terugsturen. Anderzins, kan de extra 

informatie ook leiden tot het doen van een aankoop die vervolgens wordt 

teruggestuurd. 

 De terugstuurkans is hoger voor experience producten dan voor search producten. 

Voor experience producten ervaren klanten meer onzekerheid. 

 De terugstuurkans is hoger voor duurdere producten en lager voor producten in de 

uitverkoop, omdat klanten kritischer worden bij duurdere producten. 

De overzichtsstudie laat verder zien dat het terugsturen van aankopen gevolgen heeft 

voor de toekomstige relatie tussen de klant en de webwinkel: 

 Klanten die over het retourneerproces tevreden zijn, gaan daarna meer kopen bij de 

winkel omdat ze minder risico ervaren.  
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 Het terugsturen van aankopen is een gewoonte, sommige klanten sturen vaak 

aankopen terug terwijl anderen vrijwel nooit terugsturen. 

 Het terugsturen van aankopen heeft ook effect op niet-transactioneel klantgedrag. 

Wanneer klanten tevreden zijn met het retourneerproces raden ze de winkel vaker aan 

bij vrienden en kennissen. Op deze manier creëren ze waarde voor de winkel. 

 Het opnemen van retourneergedrag in het bepalen van de klantwaarde zorgt voor een 

betere allocatie van marketingmiddelen en verhoogt de winst voor de winkel. 

Het retourneren van producten heeft dus verstrekkende consequenties op de waarde van 

de klant voor de winkel. De meeste webwinkels maken op dit moment geen gebruik van de 

informatie over het terugstuurgedrag van klanten wanneer ze keuzes maken over de inzet van 

marketinginstrumenten voor de verschillende klanten. Wanneer er van deze informatie wel 

gebruik gemaakt wordt, dan stijgt de gemiddelde winst met ongeveer 20%.  

9.3. Relatie tussen zoekgedrag, het kopen en terugsturen van een product  

In de webwinkel zoeken klanten naar producten door op de website te “browsen”. Klanten 

doen dit om een betere beslissing te nemen: óf ze moeten kopen en zo ja, wat ze dan gaan 

kopen. Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift bestudeert het zoekgedrag van de klant op de website 

en hoe dit gerelateerd is aan de aankoop- en de terugstuurkans. In lijn met voorgaand 

onderzoek wordt zoekgedrag samengevat in breedte en diepte. Breed zoeken is het aantal 

unieke producten dat een klant heeft bekeken en diep zoeken is hoe lang de klant gemiddeld 

naar een product kijkt (in minuten). Dit onderzoek is uitgevoerd met behulp click- en 

transactiedata van een anonieme online webwinkel voor de elektronica categorie. In dit 

hoofdstuk wordt het zoekgedrag van zeven opeenvolgende dagen onderzocht, omdat klanten 

een beslissing kunnen nemen over meerdere sessies. In totaal zijn er meer dan 15.000 sessies 

meegenomen voor het onderzoeken van het effect van zoekgedrag op de aankoopkans. In 

meer dan 4.000 van deze sessies is een aankoop gedaan. Al deze data is geanalyseerd met een 

econometrisch model waarbij de aankoop en terugstuurkans samen gemodelleerd zijn. In dit 

model is rekening gehouden met verschillen tussen consumenten en sessies. Op basis van dit 

onderzoek kom ik tot de volgende resultaten: 

 Breed zoeken heeft een positieve relatie met zowel de aankoopkans als de 

terugstuurkans. 

 Diep zoeken heeft een positief effect op de aankoopkans, maar heeft geen effect op de 

terugstuurkans.  
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Dit onderzoek laat dus zien dat zoekgedrag op de website zowel een effect heeft op de 

aankoop- als de terugstuurkans. Webwinkels kunnen deze bevindingen gebruiken voor 

(re)targeting beslissingen. Op basis van het zoekgedrag kun je namelijk vaststellen of de klant 

waarschijnlijk gaat kopen en/of terugsturen. Vervolgens kunnen betere beslissingen worden 

genomen over welke klanten opnieuw benaderd moeten worden en welke niet. Daarnaast 

geeft dit onderzoek inzichten aan webwinkels voor het inrichten van de navigate op de 

website.  

9.4. Effect van consumentenreviews op kopen en terugsturen van een product  

In het vijfde hoofdstuk van deze dissertatie wordt het effect van online 

consumentenreviews op de aankoop en terugstuurkans onderzocht. Online 

consumentenreviews zijn productevaluaties van klanten waarbij het product wordt 

geëvalueerd aan de hand van een sterwaardering. Daarbij kunnen klanten ook een tekst 

schrijven over het product. Webwinkels zoals bol.com, coolblue.nl en wehkamp.nl geven op 

hun overzichtspagina’s de gemiddelde sterwaardering van online consumentenreviews per 

product prominent weer. Op de productpagina’s staat de tekst van alle beschikbare reviews. 

Deze reviews worden door ongeveer 75 procent van de consumenten gelezen vóór het doen 

van een aankoop en zijn een belangrijke bron van informatie in het aankoopproces. In een 

webwinkel kunnen consumenten het product minder goed bekijken en uitproberen ten 

opzichte van een fysieke winkel. Wanneer het product thuis niet aan de verwachtingen 

voldoet, is de consument minder tevreden en geneigd het terug te sturen naar de webwinkel 

(zie hoofdstuk 3). Online consumentenreviews beïnvloeden de verwachtingen over het 

product en het is dus van belang om het effect van online consumentenreviews op de 

terugstuurkans te onderzoeken.  

Dit onderzoek is uitgevoerd met behulp transactiedata van een anonieme online 

webwinkel voor twee productcategorieën (elektronica en meubels). De aankoopkans is 

onderzocht op basis van productpagina bezoeken (meer dan 8.000.000) en de terugstuurkans 

op basis van transacties (meer dan 600.000) voor een dataset van meer dan 2.000 producten. 

Al deze data is geanalyseerd met een econometrisch model waarbij de aankoop- en 

terugstuurkans samen zijn onderzocht, hierbij is rekening gehouden met verschillen tussen 

consumenten en producten. In lijn met voorgaand onderzoek worden reviews gekarakteriseerd 

op basis van de gemiddelde sterwaardering van reviews “Valence”, het aantal reviews 

“Volume” en de variantie in sterwaardering “Variance”. 
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Dit onderzoek laat zien dat producten met een hogere valence over de levensduur van 

het product, een hogere aankoopkans en een lagere terugstuurkans hebben. Dit is echter niet 

het effect van valence zelf, maar komt doordat deze producten beter zijn. Interessanter is 

echter dat valence ook een ander effect heeft. Soms zijn de reviews (tijdelijk) te positief: 

duidelijk boven de uiteindelijke gemiddelde beoordeling van dit betreffende product. Als dat 

zo is, dan stijgt de aankoopkans, maar wordt ook de terugstuurkans hoger. Door het lezen van 

te positieve reviews stijgen de verwachtingen die de consument heeft van het product en 

wordt de aankoopkans hoger. Wanneer het product thuis is ontvangen, voldoet het product 

niet aan de (te) hoge verwachtingen die de consument heeft door de te positieve reviews en 

stijgt ook de terugstuurkans met ongeveer 10% (Elektronica 11,16%; Meubels 10,34%). De 

extra verkopen door de te positieve reviews zijn niet winstgevend door de toename in het 

aantal retouren en de kosten die hieraan verbonden zijn. De andere twee onderzochte 

consumentenreview karakteristieken, volume en variance, hebben nauwelijks effect op de 

terugstuurkans. In lijn met voorgaand onderzoek is de bevinding dat meer volume wel leidt tot 

een hogere aankoopkans, terwijl meer variance de aankoopkans negatief beïnvloedt. Op basis 

hiervan kom ik tot de volgende aanbevelingen voor webwinkels: 

 Voor de hoogste winst moet de sterwaardering een goede weergave zijn van de 

kwaliteiten van het product. Wanneer de sterwaardering te laag is, zijn er te weinig 

verkopen voor het product en wanneer de sterwaardering te hoog is zijn er te veel 

retouren.  

  Het is van belang dat marketeers alle consumenten stimuleren om reviews te 

schrijven zodat de beschikbare reviews het product goed weergeven. Dit kan door 

consumenten een passende beloning te geven voor het schrijven van reviews en/of 

door ze eraan te herinneren dat ze een review kunnen schrijven. 

9.5. Conclusie 

Dit proefschrift onderzoekt hoe managers van winkels aankoop- en terugstuurkans 

kunnen beïnvloeden. Op deze manier leidt dit proefschrift tot nieuwe inzichten in de relatie 

tussen winkel en klant. Dit kan door winkels gebruikt worden voor het genereren van extra 

klantwaarde en winst. Dit proefschrift reikt meerdere instrumenten aan voor het beïnvloeden 

van de aankoop- en terugstuurkans en laat zien dat het effect van marketinginstrumenten 

verder gaat dan de aankoop. Het is dus belangrijk om niet alleen effecten op aankoopkans te 

onderzoeken, maar ook te kijken naar het effect op de terugstuurkans; omdat het terugsturen 

van aankopen de winstgevendheid van winkels teniet kan doen.  
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